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MAY PASS TODAY.
Country Possibly Will Be Involved la
War Before Sight-

Mothers.
Pe-rn-na Cures Croup when
Caused hy Catarrh.
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Recipient of Most Remarkable Demonstration Washing-

A CARPET WORTH BEATING General Lee
HOW ?

ton Ever Witnessed.

TIME, exclusive.
AtVAT, by exhaust fans.
THEN STEAMED,moths and microbes killed.

ONE at A
DUST

DRAulr

TSsat’s the way
rnOTCDfO

rUultn
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do ft.

Forest City Dye House and
Steam
Carpet Clean,ins
it orks,

General Lee

Glia! Lei’s life
Our Country's representative in Havana have called forth
much praise from all factions
as

people.

our

We have the ability to tit
of
any one’s feet i respective
and

belief,

our

many

styles

Children’s and
Men’s Shoes, have called forth
of

“I hare to

Gloves Cleansed

drowned everything else.
con“I have not come to talk war,
tinued General Lee, “hut If war comes in
the present crisis has proved
a few davs,
that it will find ns a united people and
the only contest will be as to who can
nary officers and government employes carry tise flag farthest and fastest.
of
theSecconclusion I
“There is one thing in
cheering outsida the very doors
good New York friends
retary of State was wholly unprecedented want to thank my
to
the front
so
who havo come
promptly
in the history of that staid department.
tonight. It is only another evidence that
thousands
in
out
turned
At. night the city
New York is ready as she has been in the
Lee
when a serenade was given General
past to stand by Virginia, and if the trial
tho comes, I can assure you all that Virginia
at his hotel and stood for hours In
found
standing shoulder to
The will he
of
him.
a
for
glimpse
street waiting
shoulder with New York.”
as
almost
was
quick
The speaking and music were followed
night demonstration
had by a brief reoeption to which a few score
and unpremeditated as that which
state gained admittance in the moms of Repregreeted General Lee at the depot and
sentative Cornell of Pennsylvania, from
United States Marina
The
department.
whoso balcony Goneral Lee had made his
the
and
secured
Seventyaddress.
band had been
first regiment band came from New York.
SPANISH MOBFLED FROM
o’clock the crowd was five
the
tho railroad station in
afternoon he was surrounded by a cheerto tho state
ing crowd that followed him
and
department and the spectacle of army

alighted

of

continued:

oration
Washington, April 12.-The
most heartily for this splendid
Fitz- thank you
It is a thing
that has followed Consul General
endorsement of my course.
American
on
foot
set
he
can
that
Lee since
hardly come to a man more than

hugh
opp. Preble House. soil on his return from Havana culmi- once in a life time and it moves me more
Every Day.
of than I can put in words.”
a
nated tonight in Washington in one
“You can act pretty quick,” cried
the
the most remarkable demonstrations
man in the crowd, and then some one
ne
moment
The
yelled: "War. fight,” and the cheering
city has ever seen.

So. 13 Preble St,
Ep*Kid
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styles.
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making a
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are

Black
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or

Before tho close it was twice
It was after nine before he appeared on one of tho small oornor balconies accompanied by a joint committee
and
the
of the Union Veteran Legion

B'.fe

Was

Threatened at

Malanzas.

quartered.

539 Congress St., Brown Block.

that size.

_dtflstp_

anrs

In

By eight
thousand strong in the streets about the
Con.nl Brice’s
Shoreham hotel, where General Lee was

They sell for $3.60.

Old Friends are Best

York, April 12.—The steamer Uto
Mafcanzas
arrived today from
brought seven refuges from Spanish perThey are Carlos
secution at Mafcanzas.
Confederate Veterans’ association which
Juan Clark,
and family and
Rodriguez
The band
was in charge of tho affair.
Mr. Rodriguez was at
an American boy.
Banner”and
struck up the“StarSpangled
wealth,
one time a man of considerable
there was

a

burst

of fireworks from the

neighboring houses, while mounds of red,
white and blue lights flamed at intervals

■

New
which

but was obliged to abandon everything in
order to save his family. The crew of the
TJto say that all was in confusion at MaThe people were greatly excited
tanzas.

along tho street, throwing the crowd on
tho balcony into sharp relief against a
The crowd yelled and the
background of flags.
Spaniards were loudly clamoring
itself hoarse calling for Lee and demand- for war with the United States.
Those
was brief and
The
a
speech
ing speech.
General Lee in sympathy with the Cubans had abanmuch broken by applause.

said: “After all the speeches I have been
forced to make in the past two days, I
myself heard
can hardlv hope to make
I can only asover this great gathering.
demonstration
a
great
sure you that such
t-.n mn
out, of all Droportiou to the
humble
of
presence here,
fact
my
simple
and I am frank to sav that I don’t see
tried to do
only
that I doserve It, having
where circummy duty as an American,
stances placed me.”
The crowd broke out afresh and there
“That’s it, that s what you
were yells:
did.’’

WASHBURN, CROSBY CO.'S

SqSiS Medal Flour

Annual Sales over6.000,000 Boxes

iS ALWAYS RELIABLE
asitJ grocers will GUARANTEE
fit to b<? UNEQUALLED.
THE

WEATHER.

April 12.—Local

To?ton,

forecast

for

vicinity for Wednesday:
without rain;
Partially cloudy; probably
winds,
northerly
rising temperature;
Boston and

becoming variable.
for
Washington, April 12,-Forecast
HampWednesday for Maine and New
shire: Fair and warmer; winds shifting
to southwesterly.
Loch! Weatb»r Fop«tu

Me.. April 12.—The
to
weather bureau office records as
wither are as follows:

Portland,

local
the

! arometer 30.109: Thermoma
et
w Poii.t
38; Humidity 84:
Wind N; Telocity 6: weather, p. cloudy.
o p.
barometer 30.032; Thermometer 40; Dew Point 38;
Humidity 75;
Wind NE: Velocity 4; clear.
Moan daily thermometer 45; maximum
thermometer
57; minimum thermometer 33; maximum velocity wind, 10, NE;
total precipitation 0.
>i

FOE RILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach,

Giddiness. Fulness after meals, Headache. Dizziness. Drowsiness, Flushings
of Heat, Loss of Appetite. Costiveness,
Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills, Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Sensations.
Trembling
Nervous and
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF
Every sufferer
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
will acknowledge them to be

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.
BEECH A M’S PILLS, taken as directed, will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure sick Headache* Fora

Disordered Liver
CHILDREN

Beecham's Pills

Without

are
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no
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Consul Brice said
and their families.
that for three days before leaving Matanzas the people threatened his life and at
His
times his property was in danger.
to
secretary, Fred Delsrado, was obliged
floe for his life, as they threatened to drag
During this
him through the streets.
three days the consul stuck to his post
the
starving re
distributing supplies to
contrados.
At 7 p. m. on toe 8th he got
notice from Havana to withdraw from ills
steamer
post*. The J&rlesberg was the only
in port and Captain Kjerland agreed to
At 10 p.
take the consul and his party.
in. the party embarked and tho steamer
all or
immediately sailed. The consul lelt was
his baggage and none of the party
h r
able to bring away any of his or
effects. Tho consul says that the condithe
that
tion of the people is terrible and
authorities aro making no effort to supply their wants.

MANGROVE MADE A FIGHTER.^
work of
Key West, Fla., April l.-The
has
flttiog the Mangrove for war purposes

been completed and she will go into commission tomorrow, probably lor despatch
oho
purposes or other emergency duty.
will be
carries two six pounders and
under the command of Lieut. Lomninndarrived
hero
er Everett, who recently
from Washington.
ALL READY FOR NAVY.

Impaired Digestion
OR

nenni.Tr

surgents while large numbers of people
were alarmed for the safety of iheir lives
and property.
The steamer Herman Wedel Jr.rlsberg
and
also arrived today fiom Matanzas
to
brought thirteen passengers who fled
The party were
evade the Spanish mob.
United States Consul Brice and Ills staff
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Weak Stomach

tN MEN, WOMEN

-3,_1

SALE

of any Patent Medicine in the World,
25c, at all Drug Stores,

ho

“I

replied,

duo

to

mean

the

Spanish

“but not Goneral

General Lae said lie bad

PRESS.]

Washington, D C., April lU.-Congress
which the President turned over to them yesterday.
to intervene with the army and navy at once.
seems to be a direction to the President
President were directed to intervene
This means war at once. It might be possible, if the
obtained- So the real battle is now over the
at discretion, that a peaceful result might be
men.
in favor of a victory for the “at once
words “at once’ with the likelihood strongly
and some who have seem him repreThe President seems to be undecided on this point,
if Congress and not he is to be responsent him to be willing to accept the “at once” policy,
Some expect
his
what
position in this regard is.
It is uncertain tonight Just
sible tor It.
but it would not be surprising if it should be
tomorrow,
Senate
and
House
action in the
transcendent importance at considerable length.
thought well to debate a subject of such
It will not be possible to determine
debate.
The oldest and wisest leaders seem to favor
meet tomorrow.
Houses
two
the
until
what is to

continuous sitting will be had in

the Senate in order to secure final action
the legislative day of Wednesday.

Beating Right.

bii

of the plans to destroy the vessel, but I do not believe that the Captain
General was.”

wrestling today with tlia problem
This evening the most likely outcome

SPECIAL KO TICES,

Is Worth

in

to doubt that

“Do you mean the Spanish authorities
in Cuba?’’ ho was asked by a member of

Now Bedford, April 12.—In response lo
instructions bv telegraph the crew of the
United states revenue cutter Dexter, at
all
this port was assembled today and
who were wilting to join the Woodbury,
which has been assigned to duty with the
navy department were asked to volunteer.
every man volunWith one exception,
In case of war the officers will
teered.
probably be assigned to position in the
navy and tho Dexter may be placed out of
commission temporarily.

reports

that

a

Immediate Action and Very

House—In the Senate fto

Knowing

When

Rebate

Stop—Beinocrstts Will Beciare For tSte Recognition
That the
Insurgent Government-^Genepal Opinion
off the Committee Renders the Situation

off

the

May
the

Action

Very Acute and

Considered Inevitable—Spanish Minister
for Awhile.
Believes War Crisis Mas Been Averted

Again

War

Is

dis-

Montgomery

vana.

THE HOUSE RADICALS AGREE.
Will

Support Resolution of Foreign AfCommittee for
vention at

little Debate Looked For In

knowledge

while that vessel lay in the harbor of Ha-

fairs

That the Government to be Established Be Independent Both Desire.

no

mine had been

covered by a diver under the

lias been

neces-

TnuFtried to do his

Ho said that

Spanish agencies.

cognizant

It is said that if

and

Blanco. I think some of the officials were

committo the decision readied by the
tees.
Tonight the members of the Sen-

vote.

today.

tbo dcstrue-

the destruction of the vessel was

the committee.

boy Pe-ru-na. In half an hour
sleeping. The next morning

Hartman
to him at Columbus, Ohio.

opinion

a
*

late

Cuba

with reference to

there was no room

to conform

slight changes will ha made

hour

with the committee in

tion of the Maine.

Both Go Several Steps Beyond
For In His Message,

auau»

officials,-’

reoognizes

he
ho
If I had taken the timo to
was well.
have gone five miles for the nearest dochave died.
tor, the boy probably would
All druggists sell Pe-ru-na. Dr. S. B.
will adviso free all who write
the

It is

paragraph, which
Independence and other

mation of

an

regard to the conditions in

of the second

the mu-

Mo., writes: ‘A few nights ago my boy,
sore
thirteen years old, awoke with
in
breathing.
and
difficulty
throat
great
hut I got
My wife tried old remedies,
out Dr. Hartman’s book, entitled “The
Ills of Life,” and following bis directions for the treatment of croup, gave
was

He talked froely

effected

the purpose of perfecting an
whereby the Foraker resolu-

Cuban

relations for

foreign

lutions.

inflam-

brane. Pe-ru-na, the
tarrh cure, is invalurr. Cox of Janesville,

mem-

luieigu

Washington, April 12.—Consul General
the Senate committee on

Leo was before

resolution

houses tomorrow.
me

!

m

General Leo Says the Maine Was
Mown Lp.

of

Affairs’ Committees
Both Houses So Decide.
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be
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It will
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conmittee of the House aud Senate will
toof
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Washington,

April 12.—The

President

is authorized, directed and empowered to
Intervene at once to restore peace on the
island of Cuba and socuro to the people
thereof a Arm, stable and ^independent
government of their own, and is authorized to use the army and naval forces of
the UnitedStates to secure this end. This
substantially is the resolution'agreed upon
by the Republican members of the foreign
affairs committee of the Bouse tonight.
The meeting was held at tho residence of
one of the members and did not adjourn
till a very late hour.
Before finally deciding upon the wording of the resolution as glvon above, the
committee oarefully considered several
Information was conveyed
to the committee, however, that a strong
and several
resolution was demanded,

other forms.

Inter-

Once.

Bye representatives
oat
several stood
pronounced action

present and
temporarily for

while
more

the line of recognitiou, they Anally agreed on the necessity of unifying on the conclusion finally
on

adopted.

Representative Hopkins of Illinois presided and prominent among others who
attended were Messrs. Pearce, Joy and
Bartholdt of Missouri; Belknap of Minnesota, March and Lorimer of Illinois,
Morris of
Fletcher
and
Minnesota,
of
Brownlow and Gibson
Tennessee,
Mudd and Barber of Maryland, ,Sulloway
of New Hampshire. Bromvell of Ohio,
and
Aldrich of Alabama. Southwick
Mitchell of New York, Hicks of PennsylJohnson of North Dakota and
vania,
Weymouth and Kncx of Massachusetts.
During the afternoon the steering committee of nine, Mr. Belknap of Illinois,
chairman, had been before the Republican members of the House foreign affairs
committee and secured an informal statement of its position. The members of that
committee stated they had agreed to a
resolution to be reported tomorrow substantially as cited above with tbe excep“and independent.
words
tion of the
Home of the members thought the resolution with that omission would accomplish
the same ends as with the speoific mention
of independence and might
ovoid unpleasant complications that might arise
with its use. The steering committee disagreed with that view, however, and after
some parleying the foreign affairs committee agreed to make it read “and inde-

Smith of Michi
An memuers, headed by Mr.
the United States.
the debate in the House that tho case of war with
April 12.—The burden of during
conference on tho subject of gan, made the contest for the resolution
important
be
must
in the President’s recommendations
To all intho suspension of hostilities has been held that was finally agreed upon.
responsibility for the next move
Genoral
the interpreted as a declaration for the inde- between General Ceballos and
tents and purposes, It is tho resolution
Spanish crisis having been shifted by
of the island from Spanish Molina.
offered by > Mr. Smith, himself. It is the
President’s message upon the shoulders pendence
KEW WEST EXCITED.
There is a strong impres- ;
domination.
became
the
today
Capitol
intention of tha Republican members now
of Congress,
affairs sion tonight that the debate in the House
Key West,April 12.—Key West Is strung that an agreement has been reached to
the storm centre with the foreign
foci. will be made short to prevent criticism
of the
committee of the two houses as the
to a high tension tonight.
call in the Democratic members
committee was of the administration.
Many of the Reto
The struggle in each
the latest Washington advices committee tomorrow morning and
When
differpublicans are in favor of no debate at reached the fleet in the harbor tho en- make a report to the Bouse as soon as it
long and bitter, with this marked
between the Senate wing and the all, contending that the passage of a re- thusiasm was
The .offi- convenes at noon.
ence
unparalleled.
but
House end of the Capitol. In the Senate solution without debate would strengthen cers maintained their usual silence,
The single resolution agreed upon by
before the'world. In the
committee the Democrats as well as the our position
wsra
clearly gratified, while the men the Republican members will be introtho
how
at
to
while
Is impossible
predict
Senate it
Republicans participated,
made no effort to conceal their enthusi- duced by a preamble reciting tho condiharmoHouse end the task was to secure
long the debate will run. ■; There is a gen- asm. As regarded hero tho situation is tions existing in Cuba and the faets as pendent.’’
At the conference tonight, ti e results of
as to
In
Washington tonight now
eral feoling
nious action among tho Republican
beyond the influence of diplomacy; known concerning the destruction of the the steering committee’s visit were reof
action
when
the
front
that
a
solid
men
in- ported.
among public
and confirmation is given to this by the Maine and briefly making a strong
present, if possible
It wae announced that the resolution of
in for
the Democrats were Anally called
Congress as foreshadowed in the resolu- fact that the local Spanish consul turned diotment against Spain for her conduct of the
foreign affairs committee proposed
situation
the
extremely
renders
Mr.
the
British
tion,
to
action.
would accomplish
his affairs over
Taylor,
was satisfactory and
affairs on the island.
was critical and conservative leaders of both
from
form
every
quarter
the
Pressure
purpose sought. There was a reservaThe preamble will in epitomized
oonsul, and that the Spanish vice-consul,
a
reif
the foreign affairs
as
that
conservainevitable
Radioals
and
war
however,
tion,
parties consider
brought to bear.
who also represents Italy, lias transferred follow vorv closely the lines of the Presi- committee
had seen At to change its mind
of
it
restrained every nervo. The vital sult of their adoption unless Spain makes those
to Mr. Taylor.
that
but
interests
tives
portion
dent’s massage,
and anything short of that stated should
special
whether a final and complete surrender by giving
rase
acbe finally proposed, It should not be
point of the contest hinged upon
ferring to the Maine disaster win
NOT SO MUCH DANGER NOW.
than
Mr. March
further
should
go
Cuba.
by the conference.
cepted
than the message.
tho resolutions
up
ground
stronger
made a dramatic speech in which he held
for
Kingston, Jam., April 12.—The United
The situation is regarded as so critical
the President had gone and declare
It is now the purpose to paES the resolu- that the action proposed was not enough,
consul here, Mr. Lewis A. Dent,
and States
Debato
tomorrow.
steamer
sets
sun
the independence of Cuba from Spanish that the Republicans of the way's
British
the
the
Capricornus
before
that he believed that Congress should a®
ohartered
tion
Tonight a compromise po- means committee as a result of prlvato on Monday for the purpose of sending will be limited to four or five hours. The once declare that a state of war between
domination.
several Cuban ports in order to
and Spain now existed.
at both conferences,
have reached an agreement her to
have determined upon this the United States
sition seems certain to be reported
American citizens, but by in- House leaders
Several others followed in kind, but most
of
raising $100,000,000 embark
as to a method
that it will strengthen of the
belief
ends of the Capitol.
charter
the
the
in
courso
from
Washington
made
struction
temperate remarks,
speakers
will additional revenue annually for tbejprosa- was cancelled
today. It is said that a both at-home and abroad the position to largely attributable to the absolute necesThe Senate committee's resolution
the war by increasing the tax Ward lino steamer is due at Clenfuegos
of reaching some form of agreement
of
sity
will
cution
It
of
radical
the
two.
be the more
de Cuba tomorrow be taken.
within the ranks of the Republican party
and tobacco and placing a tax today and at Santiago
de- on beer
surely Ire reported tomorrow and will
The other speakers included Messrs. Bel
which may be tho reason for the cancelto
aualso
coffee.
agree
They
on tea and
of the Capricornus.
charter
Barthold t,
immediate
intervention,a
general
of
the
for
lation.
clare
12.-By a practically bnau, Lorimer, Mann, Pearce,
a popular loan of
the issue of
April
Washington,
thorize
Morris and Joy. Finally votes wore taken
conference of
recognition of tho rights of tho Cuban $500,000,000 and the issuo of certificates
THE MONTAUK MANNED.
Cuban
the
voto
a
resolution
unanimous
on the proposition to support
and of indebtedness to meet eir.ergenoies.
cited and to
people to freedom and Independence,
Pa.. April 12.—The old Republican representatives decided to- of
the substance
agree
Philadelphia,
afterthis
Lee
arrived
General
Consul
House that such should be the minimum action
will demand the withdrawal of tho Spanmonitor, which has been
to work in harmony with the
onoo
beeamo the hero of tho single turret
at
and
night
noon
that would be acceptable to the conference
to New York,was placed in comish forces from tho island. The Republi- hour.
There was a great outpouring of cdered
affairs committee on representa- and the
of
agreement on both propositions
mission today at the League island navy foreign
can of the Housa committee as a result
to be in- was
firm
the people on the streets tonight to witis
latter’s
position
It was concommanded
the
'Valiant
The
by tions'^
emphatic and decisive.
reyard
mess the serenade tendered him.
their labors practically united upon a
B.
exW.
comthe
House
to
the members of the steering
Duncan,
cluded
that
a
in
Richmond
isn’t.
report
behe
corporated
the
afternoon
appeared
During
see
members of the
solution which also dlrsots immediate
mander of tho New York naval reserves,
This is the most Jsig- committee should
fore tho committee on foreign relations
York city and imme- pected tomorrow.
foreign affairs committee tonight to learn
intervention (in that respect going be- of the .Senate. While
it is said he gave arrived from New
taken by the body of if
board
the
niflcunt
yet
than
thut had bean
old
step
further
on
action
fighter.
any
diately went
yond the President’s recommendation), no startling information, his opinion,
with a
The Nahant will leave here on T hursday about three score of aggressive Republi- communicated bad been taken,
the
and
strengthened
vigorously expressed,
action
for the purpose of restoring peace
it has raken for New York.
members whose courso has been view to preparation for immediate
cans
the
in
committee
position
and
men
New
case
of
an
alteration
of the
irom
in
order and the establishment of a Arm
A detachment of lio
Maine
They were in tomorrow
radical action.
towards
regarding the blowing up of the
The
arrived
committee’s
at
the
affairs
reserves
policy.
naval
foreign
Jersey
valuable.
stable government in Cuba.
as
the
advery
after
and was regarded
aboard the sessiou for an hour today
conference adjourned subject to ImmediLee demon- navy yard today and reported
tho
and
of
stubOutside
Congress
which will soon
and after vigor- ate assembling prepared for prompt action
bo
Mr. Smith of Michigan stood out
which pre- monitor Montauk
journment of the House
stration, tho complete calm
Me.
submission of a re- at the call of Chairman Hopkins, unless
bornly for a recognition of independence, vailed in all official quarters was in taken to Portland,
ous speeohes and the
another conference should be deemed unhen
the intense exaffairs committee
but the committee did not yield. W
CLARA BARTON AT TAMPA.
striking contrast with
port on how the foreign
necessary in view of satisfaction with the
of action durRethe
the
and
to
citement
rapidity
be
satisfied
would
Tha Democratic memresults obtained.
the resolution was submitted
Now York, April 12.—Miss Clara Bar- stood, decided that they
The regu.ur
the last two weeks.
deing
the Central Cuban Relief with the report from tho foreign affairs
steering committeo they
publican
cabiuot meeting was held at 11 ton telegraphed
Tuesday
indefrom Tampa, Florida, today,
the THERE’S SHEEN
clared that unless the words “and
committee if it made no change in
o’clock, but the deliberation? proved to committee
has that she had arrived theie with all the
were in- lie void of
comsignificance. No word and
will remain .there position it announced to the steering
and
pendent” before "government”
staff,
Bad
Cross
on the china,
stable and come from Ministor Woodford today
In mittee substantially as follows:
as to read ‘“Arm,
so
serted,
there were no new chuses roporied from temporarily awaiting developments.
wou
there
ts
food
in
they
the the meantime she says
AND SPARKLE
A preamble reciting tho conditions
Cuba. With
evident satisfaction
independent government,
the different
consuof
Finally assurances members of the cabinet 6tate that the enough in Cuba at
quotations
decline to accept it.
if it is all Cuba, consisting largely
for
one
month’s
supply
lates
to
in the glassware, when
committed
were given, whole quostion was now
which conthat this would be conceded
left to the reooncentrados. At tho request from the President’s messago
Congress.
with
washed
harmonious
of
she
is
In,
investigat stitutes a scathing arraignment
these words go
and if
The Spanish misnister believes that the of tho state departmentund
The
suffering of
of
and the barbarities
the pre- lug the destitution
misrule
war crisis has been averted, for
action seems
probable tomorrow.
Cuban refugees at and near Tarapu and Spanish
have agreed sent at least.
a vigorous reference to the blowDemocrats of tho committee
will take action for such relief as seems the war,
resolution
ARRESTED.
CONSPIRATOR
majority
the
She holds herself in readiness, ing up of tho Maine and a resolution auto
antagonize
proper.
and
assistance to the medical
with one declaring for independence
thorizing, empowering and directing the
Havann, April 12, noon.—A despatch either to render
The ulti- from Matanzas announces that Dr. Le- departmets of the army and navy in case
for the
to intervene at once
President
immediate armed intervention.
her
stuff
to
Cuba
or return with
of the island without cnona, a prominent resident of that place oi war
and order and
of
restoring
there.
peace
work
the
mate independence
on the
purpose
and continue
ot has been arrested and imprisoned
and
the
charge of oonspiring against the governrecognition of the independence
GROSVENORJRENOMINATED. ; the establishment of a firm, stable
in lukewarm or cold
step ment
Is
in Cuba with
is
the
tha
custom
to
prisoner
government
government
Contrary
the existing
independent
12.—Hon.
H.
C.
Athens, Ohio, April
friends.
his
bewith
allowed
to
communicate
of
island
take
the
are
to
water, winter or sumrenominated for Congress the tree consent of the people
which both committees
is presiding at Grosvemir was
recommendations. The governor of Matanzas
time by the Republi- and empowering the President to employ
mer.
sixth
President’s
the
for
the
today
of
the
the meeting of tho junta of defense
yond
the eleventh district. The convenwas the
the army and navy forces of the United FF.LS & COHPAHY, PHILADELPHIA.
port and city, which body has been en- cans'of
A
signiUcant feature of the day
of
President
Mcthe
policy
and tion endorsed
Ohio. trusted with the work of planning
Of Gtoners.
States for this purpose. There were fiftydeclaration of Gen. Grosvenor of
the Cuban question.
the defense of Matanzas in Kinley on
spokesman, made carrying out
the administration’s

Washington,

)

Cuban
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Gentlemen :-Among the large number
treatfor
people who daily present themselves
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In
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lastHeadache Powders for prompt action and
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the
of
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Senate and House oi
tbe United States in
J

Congress assembled:
Section 1.—The United States governhereby recognizes tbe independence

INTIMATION OF SUCH

ment

tne

uenuurttiB jhuuiiu^,

A POLICY IS

SCOUNDRELISM.

of th3 Republic of Cuba.
hereto by
moved
Section a.—That,
of inmany considerations of humanity,
among which
terest and of provocation,
are

TO

Not Line in Message to Indicate Anything of Sort.

held
bers of the foreign affairs committee
the
a meeting and adopted unanimously
oner
will
following resolution which they
the
for
majsubstitute
in committee as a

Representatives

WISHES

COMPEL AUTONOMY.

SUFFOLK DISPENSARYA. C. SMITH, Pres.

ority report:
Resolved by

HE

DENIED

***

shin Maine over a sub-marine mine ana
its destruction in the harbor of Havana
States,
President of the United
the
is hereby ;directed to employ immedi
the
of
forces
naval
ately the "land and
of
United States in aiding the republic
Cuba to maintain the independence here-

So

Declared Member Hepburn in Iteply to
Charges Made by the Democrats—No
Chance to
He

by recognizee*,

Section 3.—The President of the United
States is here, y authorized and directed
to extend immediat“ relief to the starving
the
people of Cuba and for this purpose
*um of 51,000,000 is hereby appropriated.
BIG IRON COMBINE.

Misunderstand the Message

Said—Mr. Bailey Said the President

Attempted

Who

to

Coerce

Would Not Live to Survive the

Cubans
Odium.

Washington, April 12.-Gen. Grosvenor
of Ohio, now generally regarded as the
spokesman of the President on the floor
of the House, late this afternoon in re-

Cleveland, Ohio, April 12.—The initial
of the
steps toward the formation of one
the
of
biggest combines in the history
a
at
meeting
iron business, were taken
Practically all the
held here today.
manufacturers of foundry Iron between
Mountains
the Allegheny and Rocky
The present movement
were represented.

of the

policy
ply to an attack upon
administration, interpreted the recom
the

President’s message
to mean a request for authority to use
the army and navy to establish in Cuba
of the
is the direct result of the formation
a government
independent of Spain. It
Association of Bessemer Furnace men re- was
regarded ns an exceedingly imporThe men
cently completed in this city.
In
who are to go into the new combination tant and significant announcement.
nonthe brief debate today, the opening guns
however, are what are known as
the manufacturers of
Bessemer men,
contest that begins tomorrow
Bessemer of the
foundry iron who do not work
the South and were fired. Broadsides ware exchanged
ore. The manufacturers of
orMr.
the House adjourned.
and then
East have already formed two strong
Western
an Ohio Democrat, who drew the
ganizations. Tli3 meeting of the
Lentz,
of
men here today was for the purpose
Gen. Grosvenor last Thursday,
this terri- lire of
forming the manufacturers in and then
today attacked what he termed the
tory into a sub-organization
“vaccillating policy of the President,”
emerging all the three organizations
into
oovering the East, West and South
the “midnight
conferences,” at the
one combination.
House with Senator Eiklns and
White
estabbe
would
A general headquarters
head- John J. McCook, and asserted that the
lished at New York with branch
in each ot
recommendations
quarters at some central point
really
President's
meeting
At today’s
the three districts.
meant that the Unite! States should coa
appointed
manufacturers
Western
the
erce the Cuban insurgents into an accepcommittee to bring the plan to a focus.
tance of Spain’s scheme of autonomy.
Mr. Hepburn of Iowa, made a spirSOME EL PAIS EXCERPTS.
ited and
indignant reply denouncing
a.
9.45
m.—Delayed
Madrid, April 12,
the Intimation of such a policy as littlo
The Republican and short of scoundrelism.
Then came Gen.
in transmission.)
revolutionary El Pais prints the follow- Grosvenor’s announcement, upon which
first
the
page:
Democratic
leader,
ing headlines on
Mr. Bailey, the
a
is
the conflict
“The solution of
the position that if
countered, taking
national government a military dictator^ the President had meant to declare the
Ship and a war with the United States.
independence of Cuba he would have said
Its leading editorial announces that the so in special words. The message was
party
of
the
“putting
paper
conductors
clear and lucid, he 3ald, except as to the
and
politics today into the background the recommendations and it bad required
Gen. Grosvenor tc
thinking only of the fatherland, urge
all the ingenuity of
government, torture such an interpretation from them.
formation of a national
and
Liberals
of
Republicans,
composed
In conclusion, he declared that the Preabsolute Monarchists.”
sident who would coerce the Cuban parihj editorial denounce# the government triots would not live to survive the odium
sword
with
cries
“f r eeting patriotic
of the American people.
cuts,*’ and appeals to the people and the
traitors.”
from
“save
to
Spain
12.—The galleries of
army
in

mendations

the

Washington, April

NAVAL

BILL REPOETED TO SENATE.

rthe

House

[anticipation
the

Spanish crisis, but when the

upon

Washington,April 12.—The Senate com- House
on aDpropriations today completed
consideration of tbe naval appropriation passed
bill ana Senator Hale afterwards reported mittee

at noon the word was
the floor that the comhas been unable to agree and that
there would he no report until tomorrow.
Immediately after the reading of the

mittee

it to the Senate. The amendments recom-

mended by the committee increase the
the
aggregate appropriation made by
bill as it passed the House to the extent
total
the
$46,277,658,
of $8,203,609, making
with $33,003,284, carried by
as compared
The printhe appropriation bill of 1897.
cipal items of interest are the following:
and'the
maohinery
3 For the construction
of new war and defense vessels, $6,000,and
$1,600,000;
armament,
armor
for
000;

were crowded again today in
of the opening of the debate

convened

around

on

Journal, the Speaker recognized Mr. Hilborn, Republican of California, to call
np on behalf of the naval oommittee, the
the organization of a
Senate hill for
naval battalion in the District of ColumLsia,

;

Mr. Bailey indicated his purpose to ob-

yasds, $662,000. ject unless an amendment were offered
to organize this battalion under existing
BANK OFFERS AID.
law.
Mr. Dingley appealed to Mr. Bailey to
Washington, April 12.—Secretary Gage

to and

repairs

about navy

received the following letter from allow the consideration of the bill.
“Does not the gentleman from Texas
Edward E. Poor, president of the national Parle Bank of New York:
said he, “that in the present sitthink,”
“In the event of the government re- uation we should be considering bills of
in
the
present this charaoter?”
quiring funds for use
“I suggest the bill be withheld until
crisis, the facilities and resources of this
hunk are hereby offered for that purpose; we sea what the report of the committee
and should Congress authorize an issue on foreign affairs is to be so that we can
of bonds for popular investment, we de- determine exact what the condition in the
sire to offerithe services of this bank with country is,” replied Mr. Bailey.
its 5tOO
“If the feaT ho entertains has no more
correspondents in all parts of
she
country for the distribution of the foundation than the report that the
commission
last
Wednesday
bonds to the people without
President’s
message
or charge of any kind,
might created a riot in Havana the gentleman need not be exercised. The PresiCREW OF PARIS VOLUNTEERS.
dent’s message might have created a riot
been
in Cuba,
but it would have not
Washington, April 12.—The officers of
in Havana.
It
the
has

Paris have
the American line steamer
tendered to the government their services
in case o f war.
A NAVAL

RESERVE.

Spanish
among
been among the insurgents
would have
in the interior.” (Laughter and applause
on the Democratic side.)
Mr. Ridgeley, Populist of Kansas, then
objected.

Mr. Adams, Republican of Pennsylvaof the
foreign
anxious to form a local nia. acting chairman
those who
affairs committee, then obtained unaninaval redivision of the United States
ronsent for the committee t» sit
mous
serve on the lines laid down by Assistant during the sessions of the House.
The House th$n went into committee
incorpoSecretary Roosevelt aDd to be
of the whole on a bill relating to the Disrated in the national naval reserve bill to
trict of Columbia.
come before Congress at its next session.
Representative William Alden Smith
member of the foreign
a
A list of names has been secured, com- of Michigan,
affairs committee of the House, today
posed almost without exception, of per- introduced a. r« solution, the preamble of
the merohant
sons actively engaged In
which consists almost entirely of quotaThe names tions from the message and constituted
marine or towboat service.
of Spain. It holds
were carefully gone over at last night's a scathing indictment
criminally and negligently responsession and g after verifying them and Spainfor
the
sible
blowing up of the Marne
weeding out a few who were found and then proceeds;
Cuba from
physically disqualified the list was for- gjWhereas, the freedom of
rule is absolutely essential for
warded to Washington for record and en- Spanish
permanent peace in the island, therefore
It is not probable that any
rollment.
Resolved, That the President is hereby
aro
the
men
widely directed to intervene at once to secure
drills will be held, as
scattered and will not be culled together peace and order in Cuba.
Resolved, That upon the restoration of
until the time comes for service.
of Cuba
peace and good order, the people
shall be permitted to establish their own
in
character
government, independent
and republican in form.
Resolved, That the President is hereby
to
aid empowered to use the land and naval
to accomplish the purposes herein
forces
to
forth and that Congress will support
set
him by all necessary legislation.
to
During the debate, Mr. Botkin, Republican of Kansas, Mr. Green, Republican
to
of Nebraska took occasion 1o press the
There was

a

meeting last evening of

are
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Republican of Montana,
Lacy, Republican of Indiana.
Silver

and Mr.
Mr. Lewis got the floor and in a vigorous
speeah declared that in the dust and
cioucls which
had been kicked up by
diplomacy, Congress was losing sight of
tlio vital question before the people. The
country, he said, iavored the freedom of
Cuba, but that was only a sentiment.
The avenging of the Maine, he said, was
the real duty of the government.
Later, while Mr. Hill ot Conneclicut
was dismissing the question of reforming
the currency, Mr. Simpson, Populist of
Kansas, became so obstreperous that Mr.
Hopkins, Republican of Illinois, who was
in the ohair, ordered him to take his seat,
and when the Kansan declined; ho instructed
the sergeant-ut-arms to use the
silver mace,
tho emblem of the House
authority to compel him to take his seat.
Oue of the
assistants took the mace out
of its place on the malaobito pedestal and
marched up theaislo toward Mr.Simpson.
The latter laughed at him. “Take that
thing back,’’ he said. As the mace cannot be employed under the rules in committee
the ohair did not press the command
and the incident closed with a
round ot laughter.
before the adjournment, Mr.
Shortly
Lentz, Hemocrat of Ohio, made a vigorous assault
upon what he described as
the vaociliatingB policy of the President,
reading from various newspapers to show
that
the President
had
repeatedly
his mind. He reoommented
changed
the
especially upon
report of an alleged
between
Senator
midnight conference
Elkins and the Spanish minister after the
former had
been
at the White House
with John J. McCook.
He taunted the
Republicans because the President had
not declared
tor tue independence of
Cuba,which the Republican platform had
demanded.
“It
remains
to
bo seen," said he,
whether the majority of the House oan lie
and
lined up
whipped in."
Congress, he declared, should act and
could
better
act than the
executive,
“formulating his policy at midnight behind closed doorsj with the aid of pluto-

“Now I ask any gentleman on the oth'
side to tell me how a government on
an island of any
country controlled by a
foreign country like Spain is now, can
have a government capable of dischargits international obligations. Do
ing
oolonies have international obligations?
“The President understands that there
no colonial
could be
condition in Cuba
by which there would be international
that
obligations from
government.
international act docs so? What
What
act has any of the West
international
India islands ever done?
What represenof this government goes 10 Jatative
Rico
Porto
or
maica,
any islands except
The very language
those independent?
of the President as ’understood by every
intelligent man is that the object and
of using force is to estublisb a
purpose
government with international obligawith the power tu disci arge
tions and
So the
these international obligations.
of the
whole appeal
gentleman from
the
like
of
a
is
picture
Ohio
painted
ship upon a painted ocean. (Laughter
on Republican side )
“The time is coming very rapidly,”
in conclusion, “it
said Mr. Grosvenor,
will be here, 1 trust, tomorrow, when under guidance of the committee on foreign
affairs, this House will take action and
I will suggest that there will be a degree
of patriotism, a degree of unanimity of
purpose, a degree of onenes3 in action
that will surprise the gentleman whsn he
votes that will betaken
looks over the
here tomorrow.”
(Great applause on
or

SASOS FOB WAR.
_______

Vehement Speech by the
Illinois Senator.
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FAVOR

real heroines of every
J
are in our homes.

THE
day

OF CU-

Frequently, however,

BAN INDEPENDENCE.

Says Congress
Delegate Powers.

Senator Pettns
not

Car-

i
j

it is a mistaken and
useless heroism.
Women seem to
listen to every call
of duty except the
supreme one that
f
tells them to guard

Mr.
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to
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Republican side.)

plied

DIARY.J

FROM MRS. PINKHAM S

^JKDTE

the Democratic leader, iteGen. Grosvenor in a brief speeph
which aroused intense enthusiasm on the unable to transfer right of
Bide. It was somewhat'ReDemocratic
DECLARING WAR.
markable, he said, that the President'in
to
Congress one of Ihe most imsending
portant messages upon one of the most
exciting questions which had beembefore
the country in years bad concluded with
a recommendation so ambiguous that it
nmilrl ha
nrnftfiinn of COntrOVOl’SV.
Senator Butler Talks on President’s MesOther portions of the message showed
that the President was a master of clear
sage and Uegrets That a Firm Policy
and lucid English, yet in presenting his
Mod
NnP Kaon
_Hnldc Tliuf
had done so in
recommendations he
taxed the ingenuity of the
words that
Intervention
Without
llecognitlon
Ohio to make clear
from
gentleman
If the President meant
what he meant.
cracy.”
Means Crushing Patriots—Sundry Civil
He declared that in eifeot the President the freedom and independence of Cuba,
Bill Considered.
aid that if Congress would give him the why had he not said so?
“I do not believe,” said Mr. Bailey,
the
army and the navy he would force
‘that the President
Cuban heroes to submit to a stable govdeliberately veiled
Washington, April 12.—For nearly three
ernment at the hands of Spain, because his meaning and in saying that I do him hours the Senate had the Cuban
question
I
the Queen Regont had already advised the more credit than others on this floor.
several phases under
discussion.
ordered a believe if the President had designed the in its
administration that she had
establishment of a free and independent Three resolutions bearing upon the quessuspension of hostilities. He said:
this republic on the island of Cuba he would tion were introduced by Mr. Lindsay of
“This administration, with all
vacillating polioy, which was criticised have said so. What did he say a stable Kentucky directing that the contemplated
by the Chicago Tribune, an administra- government? A stable government and
tion paper, asks us to put the army and an independent government are vastly operations against the Spanish army in
No one doubts that Canada Cuba be in concert with General Gomez
r.avv in its hands to go over and punish different.
the Cubans after three years of the most possesses a stable government, but every the supreme command to be vested in the
that
heroic light for
any people intelligent man knows it is not un indeliberty
I say pendent government. I do not doubt that commander of the United States forces to
ever made on the face of the earth,
establish a stable govern- the end that the independence of
the
it is an outrage; it is a stench in the Spain could
ment. It could make a desert and call it Cubans be seoured; the second by
nostrils of every decent American."
Mr.
Iowa,
Mr.
j. peace.
Hepburn, Republlcai#jf
Wilson, of Washington,
directing the
can deny,” continued Mr.
“No one
jumped to hi3 feet as Mr. Lentz sat down.
sometimes Bailey, “that the President has asked for President at once to take such steps a?
Mr. Chairman, he said,
misstatement is so gross that it becomes authority to send the army and navy (o will secure to the Cuban people an indemendacity and mendacity so foul that it Cuba to restore peace. When our forces pendent government and the third by Mr.
the Spaniards would say: ‘We
becomes scoundrelism. The President has arrived,
Allen of Nebraska, declaring the existence
never said that he de-ires the use of the are at peace; our arms are staoked; it is
of
of war in Cuba and directing the PresiCongress the insurgents who are at war.’
army and navy at the hands
“Then
the agents of the President dent to take
in order to establish Spain’s supremacy
steps to stop it and secure to
would be compelled, under the authority
on the island of Cuba.
(Applause.)
the people of the island a stable and indeThe President’s whole argument leads he asks, to say to the insurgents, ‘Stack
conduot of your arms, retire to the fields you have pendent government.
np to the position that the
Spain on that island during the 250 years for three years struggled with Are and Following the introduction of resolution
of misrule, fifty years of outrage, 51) years sword to attain you liberty.’
were delivered by Mr. Pettus of
“Mark my words,” said Mr. Bailey, in speeches
of tryanny, has brought about such a conof Illinois, and Mr.
with
dition that it is now intolerable and in- conclusion,
uplifting arm and Alabama, Mr. Mason
that Butler of North Carolina.
The Presi
ominous gesture, ‘‘no President
supportable and must cease.
dent asks the use of the army and navy to sends the army and navy of the United
Judge Peitus presented an argument
put an end to that intolerable and insuf- States to force the patriotic Cubans to that the Congress could not delegate to
nor
will
arms
will
live,
ferable condition. (Applause on Republi- lay down their
war
odium the President the power to make
his children live, to survive the
can side.)
Every sentence in the message, teaches which the American people will fix upon either in a general or in a special sense
ns that this is his purpose, and yet gentle- him.”
(Groat applause on Democratic and deolared that the malting of war
recital of the in- side and in galleries.)
men say, in view of the
ConA fewjminutes later the House at 6.20 without an express declaration by
famous and despotic conduot that he lias
called to our attention that it is the pur- adjourned.
gress would be a disgrace to the nation.
pose of tho President to become the ally
Mr. Mason’s speech was largely a legal
of the Spaniards.
FOB NEW TORPEDO BOATS.
argument in favor of the recognition of
There is no word in that whole message
Newport. B. I., April 12.—Compressed independence of the Cuban republic and
that justifies any honorable man in makboats
We are air flasks for the 30-knot torpedo
was delivered with characteristic fire and
ing a declaration of that kind.
Craven and Dahlgren, now building at
going there to fight Spain. We are going
Mr. Butler spoke for the
the vehemence.
and
were shipped tonight
Me.,
Bath,
a
and
stable
to
establish
if
wo
go,
there,
on the floor of the Senate,
torpedo outfits were being prepared
“opposition”
a permanent'government. What does that
Lieut. Holman of the torpedo station
Here we have had fifty years of
mean ?
maintaining that it had thus far upheld
visited the Cunningham rocket torpedo
Spanish government, not stable, not per- works in New
the
Bedford today to arrange the hands of the administration in
manent except in the villany of its outThe present crisis and would continue to do
for an early trial of that torpedo.
rages.
outfit for the torpedo gun boat so for a definite and vigorous policy.
He
That character of outrages and villiany torpedo
the boat has bofen
President Mayflower is'ready.and
has become insufferable, the
the President had not prethat
regretted
Shells
afternoon.
looked for during the
says, creating such an emergoncy as comfor the pneumatio gnnboat Vesuvius have sented such a policy to Congress and held
pels us to go to tlie extreme of war in been
completed and ure ready to be put that intervention without the recognition
bringing an end to these insufferable con- on board.
A supplementary supply of
of
of independence would mean the crushing
ditions produced through the aots
that craft have arrived and
And yet, the gentleman dares to 16 shells for
Spain.
oontain of the patriots.
at once.
loaded
be
will
They
the
advocates
that
that
placing
paper
say
Consideration of the sundry civil bill
the only one gun-cotton.
of the whole military power of
was resumed but no progress was made,
country in the hands of the President in
SAILED FOB NEW YORK.
order that lie may go there to perpetuate
Halifax N. S., April 12.—The United an extended discussion being precipitated
He wants a
that which he reprobates.
States warships San Francisco and New over the old question of using steam
stable and permanent Republican governOrleans, sailed at nine o’clock this morn- presses instead of hand presses in the bument.
for New York.
They took on boat’d reau of
he say Republican ing
Mr. Lentz—Does
engraving and printing which is
280 tons of ooal at this port.
government?
well a branch of the treasury department.
As soon as the warships were
Mr. Hepburn—No, he does not say that,
down the harbor they put on full speed
but he supposed that you knew something
Washington, April 12.—Great orowds
and were soon out of sight. The officers
about the history of this
government. were entertained at the various city dubs were
again today attracted to the Capitol
on
side.)
(Applause
Republican
last night. Orders to hurry to New York,
of the Cuban
an expected discussion
He supposed that you knew something
by
Commodtjre
it is ascertained, oaused
about the aspirations of American statesthis true of the
Howeii to countermand his order for a situation. Especially was
the
about
that
knew
something
you
men,
Senate side as the announcement given
full supply of coal.
declaration that over and over again had vnmTTTxin
T7\nPDn?vr»rv Tn
of this
yesterday by Mr. Mason of Illinois that
been reiterated by every branoh
would address the Senate today on the
Madrid. April 12.—(1.80 p. jn.)—Senor he
government with reference to the character
of government that should be formed on Sagaeta.the premier,on leaving the palace subject of the recognition of Cuban inserved to assure those who
this hemisphere.
(Applause on Republi- after his daily visit to the Queen Regent, dependence
can side.)
intormed the newspaper representatives gained admission to the Senate galleries
would be repaid
for their
that
they
Mr. Grosvenor of Ohio, took the floor
that the
government was waiting for
In consequence the galleries
“I am going to refer now to
only one the full of President McKinley’s message coming.
UilCU UU uuui
UL/1U1U LUU kJCUULU WJ1'
thing that the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. before acting on its contents. He said WOJO
Lentz) has said on this occasion," said also that he considered the message, sc vened.
Hale
Mr.
reported from the oomraittee
he.
far as it was to him, not hostile iu tone
and that he would con- on appropriations, the naval appropria“The time is coming when gentlemen towards Spain
of peace, for obtaining tion bill, and gave notice that he would
will have a full opportunity to assail the tinue desirous
it up lor consideration, as soon as
President, to send their bitterness and which the armistice in Cuba afforded the call
the sundry civil bill was disposed of.
means.
Mr. Lindsay of Kentuoky offered the
enemies. The gentleman shall have a full
MADRID WELL PLEASED.
following resolution and asked that it be
opportunity to abuse his owt constituents
Madrid, April 12—(3 p. m.)—While the laid on the table:
who for
any conservative expressions
First—That the contemplated military
which they may have made through the message of the President is much critiI wish simply to cized by the general putlio and by a por- operations against the Spanish armies on
telegraph or the mall.
of the press as provocative, it is the Island of Cuba should be carried on
say that the President has asked of Con- tion
that the members of the govern- In concert with the military forces under
gress the power to use the army and the known
in
ment and Gen. Woodford do not consider the command of General Maximo Gomez;
navy for the purpose of establishing
arit so, but are confident of a permanent such concert to be seoured through
Cuba an Independent government.”
rangements between this government and
Mr. Lentz—“Why didn’t he say so?”
peace.
Cuban
The government has greatly strength- the
revolutionary authorities
Mr. Grosvenor—“Will my friend from
Ohio try for a minute to keep his mouth ened its position by the manner in which recognized by said Gomez, and that any
to
such arrangements thnt
offer
order
after
events.
looking
It
restored
yesterday’s
shut.”
be made by those authorities should
; Mr.Cannon of Illinois—“That is impos- Today the city of Madrid wears its usual may
De favorably considered, provided it shall
o'
sible.’’(Applause and laughter on the Re- aspect.
concede to the commanding offloer of the
TONS OF AMMUNITION.
publican side.)
United States the right to control and
of
Delaware—
Mr.
Handy, Democrat
New York,
April 12.—The British direct all military operations.
“I want to know what you understand
this
arrived
mornwhich
Second—That all such military operathe President to mean by this sentence In steamer Europe
from London, brought twenty tons of tions should be oarried on to the‘end tnat
message: ‘It involves, however, hostile lag
of the Cuban people
constraint upon
both the parties to the ammunition for rapid Are guns recently the independence
for the United States may be secured.
contest, as well as to enforce a truce as purchased abroad
of
Wilson
Mr.
Washington, introduced
to guide the events to a settlement.’
navy.
Mr. Grosvenor—“You had better go and FATHER CHIDWICK AT KEY WEST. the following joint resolution;
The conditions, which
Whereas,
for
ask the President.” (Laughter and apKey West, April 12.—Chaplain John three years past have pievalled and are
plause on the Republican side.)
arrived
here
the
In
the
of
Maine,
Island
of
now prevailing
Cuba
Mr. Gaines—“Don’t you think you had P. Chidwick
this afternoon. He has hove beoome Intolerable to the peoplo of
better go and see Hanna?” (Derisive jeers on the Mascotte
to the cruiser Cincinnati the United States, therefore, be It
transferred
been
and
on
on
side
the Republican
laughter
as chaplain.
Resolved, That the President of the
the Democratic side.)
Mr. Grosvenor—“There comes another
VICTORY.
Continued on Fifth Page
REPUBLICAN
I state that
exhibition.
(Laughter.)
the President
has asked for the use of
New Britain, Conn., April 12.—The
RHEUMATISM CUREa
the .army and navy to establish on the
city election today resulted in a complete
island of Cuba an independent governvictory though Morris C.
Republican
has UBed Chamberlain’s Pain
wife
ment and has said so in the plainest kind
My
Webster, mayor-elect, defeated Robert J.
with
relief,
of English.
(Crios of “Where” on the Vance, the present Democratic mayor Balm for rheumatism it asgreat
a splendid
Democratic side.)
by only 54 votes. The city is ordinarily and I can recommend
rheumatism and oilier
“You
for
will find this language used by Republican by upwards of 1000.
linimont
the President and I will leave it to the
household use for which wo have found
WHEN TRAVELING
acute analytical mind
on the other side
it valuable.—W. J. Cuvier, Red Creek,
to say
that is not a proposition to es- Whether on
bent or business, N. Y.
pleasure
tablish on the
island of Cuba a governMr. Cuyler is ono of the leading merment Independent of Spain : ‘In view of take on every trip a bottle of Syrup of
chants of this village and one of the
these facts
these
considerations,
of
and
Figs, as it acts most pleasantly and ef- most prominent men in this vicinity.—
I ask Congress to authorize and empower
ou the
kidneys, liver and W. G. Piui'i'iN, Editor Red Creek Herthe President to take measures to se- fectually
cure a full and final termination of hos- bowels, preventing
fevers, headaches ald. For sale by D. W. Heseltine, <587
\V. Stevens, 107
tilities between the government of Spain and other forms of sickness.
For sale in Congress St., Edward
and t.ho
Portland St., King S. Raymond, Cumberpeopic of Cuba and to secure
all
bottles
cent
00
leading druggists. land Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress
by
in the island
the establishment of a
stable government, capable of maintain- Manufactured
by the California Fig St., H. P. S. Goold, Congress Square Hointernational
its
order
and
ing
observing

obligation::.
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tel,

can

long as they
drag themselves

around,

women

°\

con-

tinue to work. They
have been led to beV«
lieve that suffering is
because
they
necessary
are women.
What a mistake ! For proof read this:

V$|l||

t®?

"I

was

so

weak and

nervous

that I

thought I could not live. I had falling of the womb and leucorrhoea, and
thought I was going into consumption.
I had dragging pains in my back, burning sensation down to my feet, and so
I was not able
many miserable feelings.
to do my work.
People said that I
looked like

dead

Doctors
I had given
up when I heavd of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound. I got a bottle. I
did not have much faith in it but thought
I would try it, and it made a new woman
of me. I have been doing my work ever
since for a large family. I wish I could
get every lady in the land to try it, for it
did for me what doctors could not do.”—
Mrs. Sallie Craig, Baker’s Landing,Pa.

tried

a

woman.

to cure me but failed.

jfa

ill and need counsel
advice from Mrs.;
Pinkham’s vast experience withWrite to her at Lynn,
out cost.
Mass., and tell her the whole truth;
you can talk freely to a woman.
If you
you can

are

secure

The following is the experience
Mrs. Meier in her own words:

|

of

Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I feel it my duty to inform
you of the benefit I have derived from the use of your
medicine. I have suffered for two years, and have spent
over one hundred dollars for doctors.
There was not a
week passed without my doctor being called to my bedside. He said I had falling of the womb,
and that I must wear a rubber ring. I wore it six months, but I still had those terrible bearing-down
pains, and pains in my back and side. Menstruations were so painful that I was compelled to
take to my bed. I have taken four bottles of your medicine, and am cured of all those pains. I
I would recommend it to all who suffer from female weaknever felt better in my life than I do now.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
To all suffering women I would say,
ness or womb trouble.
Compound. It will not only save dollars, but restore you to perfect health.”—Mrs. C. E. Meier,
Jacksonboro, Ohio.
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SPAINS

PRIDE

Comments of the

HURT

Madrid

AGAIN-

Newspapers

BRAM
on

President's Message.
this
Madrid, April 12.—The Liberal
morning publishes what appeirs to be
nearly a complete translation of President
McKinley’s message to Congress on the
printing its salient
Cuban question,
in
type.
largo
points
Commenting on the message the Liberal
are exsays: “Although the despatches
tensive they do not suffice for the formaThe mistion of definite conclusions.
translation of a word or a phrase would
misunderstanding,
produce a complete
accuand absolute dependence upon the
in so serious
racy of the first transmission
grave indiscretion.
an affair would be a
said
be
it
that, in a
may
Nevertheless,
general sense it affirms and declares in
the name of the nation, the right of interference in Cuba whether definite or indefinite period is meant and whether it it
fixed
decision
a simple intimation or a
regarding coming events Spain must prothe
principal
test energetically against
prior to protesting violently against the
action. No free people can hestiato to reject by ail the means in its power a doctrine annulling its personality and reducing it to ignominious tuteluge. Consenting to submit to it would be equivalent
to Spain’s resignation of her place among
European nations. America clearly indicates hBr intention hitherto veiled with
■

hypocritical ambiguities.
‘“America considers Spain incapable

of

ON

THE

STAND.

conversation with one of the sailors on
he
the ease with which the ship might
Fuller Horror,
tired, of his shunning all contact with
alone
the rest of the crew, of the walking
and talking to himself and of the final
Boston, April 12.—Thomas M. Brain's conclusion of the crew that Brown waa
and
anticipated appearance upon the witness the man who committed the murders
on
board
stand in his own defense in the murder bis subsequent imprisonment
the vessel.
trial hero brought out a large attendance.
After having been on the stand for five
Every seat in the court room was occupied hours Brum had not finished when court
fifteen minutes before the court came in, adjourned.
Accused Murderer Tells His

but unless
we ignore our history and consider the
level with Paraguay,
peninsular on a rest
of the world,
we
isolated from the
submit to this.’'
not
will
cannot and
reinarsk:
Liberal
the
conclusion
In
‘‘To avoid it and to restore the self respect due to ourselves, which is more imof Cuba, it beportant than the position in one
all Spancomes necessary to unite
ish arms and hearts. Let Madrid, let the
we
have
what
been,
whole of Spain recall
to be while
we cannot cease
anu what
and moral laws forbid the suicide

Story of tlie

this forenoon.
Dr. George Stedman,

assistant medical
examiner of Suffolk county, was recalled
and his examination was continued
by
were
on
Mr. Cotter.
Tho questions
technical matters and brought out noth-

ing

new.

Frank H. Burt, stenographer, was rethe
called to introduce
testimony of
Charley Brown at the last trial conoernng whether it was warm on the night of
the murder. Brown’s answer was that it
was warm and sultry.
Brown, at this
trial, said he put on heavier clothing because of the chilly condition of the atmos-

phere.
Thomas M.

Bram stated that ho first saw Monks at
Mystic wharf in Boston about June 15,
lS'Jli, when Monks introduced himself,
and said he intended travelling for a year.
He said ho intended to take passage on
the vessel for South America. “I said to
him,” continued Brain, “that if I could
afford to travel for a year 1 would go on
You
a steamer and not a sailing vessel.
inure, and have
can see more and loarn
better accommodations on a steamer.”
Referring to the shipping articles, he
of his
was asked why lie gave the place
birth as Nova Scotia, aud replied:
physical
of’nutione.”
“'Ihe place I came from I’m really
The Xmparcial heads its leading article: proud of and having been master and part
to
Squadron
‘‘A
Short Truce—The
owner of Nova Scotia vessels, I thought 1
Cuba,” and says:
could claim that plaoe
‘‘There exists today a complete divorce
He said he saw Mrs.Nash about June 0.
govbetween the government, and the
Until the 13th of July Bram said his
is
formed,
not
on
This judgment
erned.
relations with the 'est ot the crew and
tho public demonstration, but on the gen- with tile people un board had been pleas
The ant.
eral disgust and sadness prevailing.
the
Bram related the events of
Ministerial folly cannot go any further,or memorable night of the murder in a calm
the Spanish arms resting in Cuba.will he and ooileoted manner,
He told of the
freely he used on the Puerta Del Sol.
finding of the body of the second mate
Continuing the Xmparcial urges ithe and of the calling of the entire crew on
people to unite and ‘‘demand that the deok, of the examination made by Spencer
to
Cuban
licet be sent
immediately
ot tho belief
or Mrs. Nash’s room and
waters.”
had bco
then expressed that some one
Nash
and
of
Mrs.
the
theorassaulting
Half the ills that man is heir to come etical light between tho captain and tho
He told of the notions of
from indigestion.
Burdock Blood Bit- second mate.
ters strengthens and tones the stomach; Brown immediately after the discovory of
until
the time that ho was
the
murders
makes
nn

TOit.h

evfirvthiner.

......

indigestion impossible.

""COAST

DEFENCE DISTRICTS.

Maine Included

In One

Canada

to

Extending From

Newport.

New
York,
April 12. —The naval
auxiliary cruiser board received official
notice today that the navy department
had re-divided the entire eastern coast
The districts are
line into new districts.
to be covered by powerful fleets of small
coast defense vtssels. Each district is to
be in charge of a competent officer and
the entire coast is to he under command
of Naval

Commander Elmer.

The first

Brnm, the defendant, then districts extends from the Canadian line
The examination of the south to Newport, R. I. No officer has
took the stand.
been appointed yet to command this diswitness was conaucieu uy air. r renuu.
his trict.
Bram gave a detailed history of
second district extends to Capo
The
early life and his connection with the
and will bo in command of
Robert Fuller, substantially as on the oc- Henlopen,

trial.
maintaining her sovereignty in Cuba. We casion of the previous
Vwivro rvnfr.

placed in irons, how Brown suggested to
throw the bodies overboard, of his alleged

Lieut. Commander Field.
The third district, which will be commanded by
Lieut. Commander Force,
The
will extend south to Cape Charles.
fourth, which extends to the Fenwick
shoai light, near Cape Hatteras, will be
commanded by Lieut. Commander Reeder,
who was today detached from the board.
The mosquito tieets to cover the terriwill be selected by Commander
tory
Elmer. The south coast has not yet been
divided.
'The steamer Tallahassee of jbe Ocean
of Savannah,
steamship liue company board
today
by the
was
..

Ga.,

inspected
recommended

lor purchase
transport ship.
The sub-maiine boat Holland, was inbut it
spected recently by Lieut. Sargent,
was said
by the beard that no report was

wifi

ho

as a

if she is purmade on the inspection and
of the navy
chased it will he by direction
is stated that the board
It
denartmen
purchase of the
will recommend the
and Fairfax
steamers Howard, Gloucester
and
Miners’ Transof the Merchants’
of Baltimore, one or two
line
portation
steamers and one
line
Maine
Ward
They via
Steamship Company steamer
cruisers.
as
auxiliary
The
L= used
steamer Southery, inspected yesterday by
the board, will bo recommended as a'colit is found that she can attain a
lier if
speed of 10 knots an hour.
is
said that the hoard may also reIt
commend the purchase of some cf the
Old Dominion line steamers.

K....

TOWNS.

Item* of Interest Gathered

by OottS®

pcndento of the Press.
SCARBORO.

Scarboro, April 12.—Mrs. D. O. Plummer, who has been very ill for the past
weok, Is now rapidly improving.
Mr. G. E. Gilman is improving the
looks of bis house with a coot of paint.
High School commenced Monday, April
11, with Mr. B. W. Ormsby principal.
There will be a dance at Sylvan Hall

Wednesday evening, April 13. Leeman’s
barge will leave United States Hotel at
7.45
Mr. A. S. Jones has purchased a cow.
Mr. John Hunnewell, of Nichols Latin
School, Lewiston, Is spending

n

ten

days

vnlcatlcn here.

SEBAGO.
Nathan Chndbourne died Saturday aged
70. He leaves a widow and two eons,
and James L.,
Lyman 11., of Bridgton,
of this town.
P. Douglass is ill with the
...

..

Stephen

8r.Mrs6

K. M. Dyer is about to visit relatives in Mn ssachusetts.
The Baldwin mid Sobago parish meetb-icl: sthoolhouse
ing will be held at the
in Sebagu this month.

t

Hondcr*

|

Agents almost everywhere.
If there is none in your town
Our catalog,
write to us.
“
Famous Diamonds of the
World,” free for the asking.

|
|
1

Recitation,
Recitation,
Duet and

Damariscotta, April G.—At Ibe annual
meeting of the Marsnsoit Engine Company held Just night tbo following officers were elected:
foreman—C. W. Stetson,
let Asst. Foreman—f. W. Hiscock,
2d Assist, foien.an—J. C. Hiscock,
foremen of Hose—Geo. T. Lewis, W.
H. Erskine,
Clerk—W. H. Faster,
TTeas.—E. R. Castner.
Prof. Atkins closed lug. twelve nights
The
of daucing school last
evening.
grand ball will take place Monday, April
11. 'This has been one of the best and
largest dancing schools ever held In town.
Both old and yonng enjoyed it.
Bishop Neeley of Portlund visited St.
Andrew's Episcopal church in New Castle Monday evening, when the rite of confirmation was administered by the Bishop.
The assessors of both towns are busy
this week faking the valuation.
NEW

John P. Love!! Arms Co.,
Broad Street, Boston.

Alltovoll “OiamonJ” wheel* have

been
Soutli
1897.

F

i«»

«»nr

Fort'and,

«

>actorjr at
Since Jan. 1st a

own

Me

£§

i
|_---A Com lo'.e Lino of B sjole Sundries,
rortlaml Agency,

JOHN P. LOVELL PM

CQfVSPANY,

180-182 Middle Street.
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In such cases the work is

satisfactory and bring*

always

THE THURSTON PRINT,
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PORTLAND, ME.

1

results.

a

|

05TY~OF

PORTLAND.

NOTICE.
Parents arc requested to call the attention of
their children o ihe following ordinance:
•Any person or persons who shall be guilty
of ueiacing any building or buildings, fence,
sign, or other property m the ci y by cutting,
breaking, daubing with paint, or in any other
way fie hieing or injuring the same, or who shall
throw any stones, chips, or any other thing
against any building or buildings, with intent
to injure me same, or to annoy or disturb any
person who may be therein, shall forfeit and nay
a sum not less than five dollars nor more than
twenty dollars.”
The object* of this notice is to warn ooys or
others wiio are at present marking on fences
and buildings with cha k or other material, that
If found out they will be prosecuted according
io law.

iRi

Apr. 9th, 1898.
apr9

umei.

GEO. W. SYLVESTER,
Ci y Marshal.
dlw

C5TY OF PORTLAND.
Notice to Contractors.
Sealed proposals for building pips sewers in
Avon and Morning streets, and the Western
Promenade will be received at the office of the
Commissioner of Public Works. City Halt, uutil Wednesday, me 13th day of April. 1893. at
12 o’clock m.. when they will be publicly opened
and read. The successful bidder will be required to give a bond in a sum and with sureties satisfac ory to the Commissioner or Public
Works, n toginsure the proper
fulfillment
the
of
conditions of
the
contract.
Blanks on which
must
be
proposals
made, specification t and further information
can be obtained at the office of the
said commissioner. who reserves the light io reject any
or all bids, should he deem it for the interest of
the city so to do. Bids should be marked “Proposals for Sewers” aud addressed to GEO. N
PERM ALL, Commissioner of Public Works.

lOtaprl1_

d3t

AMMJAJL

The annual meeting of the Leering Board of
Trade will h held at the City Council rooms,
Woodfords, Maine., on Wednesday, April lotii
1898. at 8 o’clock P. M. for the purpose of
electin officers for the ensuing year and lor
any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
ARTHUR W. RILRCR, Sec’y.
jirlldSt

GLOUCESTER.

Intervale, April 11.—Mr. James Jordan
is building a shed and .carriage house,
'the new superintendent of the rond3 in
this town iR round looking after them.
There are quite a number of largo snow
drifts left in this vicinity.
Mrs. Johnson has gone to the hospital
at Lewiston for treatment.
Mr. O Stinehileld lias moved his saw
mill from near;Upper Gloncster to Rowe’s
railstation on the
Maine
Central
road, where there is a lot of lumber to be
sawed.
Miss M. Hackett is visiting her brother,
S. B. Hackett in this place.

I

cially recommended

married Ladies.

to

Ask for

nr..

PENNYROYAL PILLS
and take no other.
Sekt> for circular.
Price £1.00 per box. 0 boxes for $5.00

0? MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Ciovalsnd. Ohio
For sale at II. F. S. Gooiu's drug Store.

Choir
Etta W. Symondf
Kva Strou'

Chorus,

Mr. Nash and Mrs. McLeod
Cardie Colt
Recitation,
Ella M. IlalJ
Recitation,
Choir
Singing,
Fannie S. Mains
Reading,
Blanchle McLeod
Recitation—23 Psalm,
rvenuiug,

Reoltation,
Singing,
Dialogue,
Reading,
Singing,

jjLsicr

juru,;u

Myrtio

Strout
Juvenile Clast
Lena anti Goldie Strout
C. S. Without
Choir

The singing by the Juveniles was line
and was heartily applauded. The part
well rendered. Exercises were
were all
opened with prayer by the pastor, who afterward made a short address. Excellent
music was rendered at both services by
the folowing choir: Samuel B. Nash,
Oliver W. Symonds, tenors; William S.
Cole, Warren L. Churchill, bassos; Lucie
P. Cole, Sarah L. Cash, altos; Mrs. McLeod, Elveua S. Symonds, hlarv E. Symonds, sopranos. Miss Jennie Latham,

organist

Tne union Sunday school at Raymond
Centre held appropriate exercises at the
chapel Sunday afternoon consisting ol
singing, speaking, eto.
Mrs. Mary Spiller has shut up bei
house, and Is stopping with her daughter,
Mrs. \\. H. H. Spill l'.
and family are
Mr. John Symonds
moving in to the Elmer Riggs house.
Mr. Charles H. Cole of Gilead paid a
flying visit to his parents Sunday, return-

ing Monday.
Mr. Stephen

1A 3(1 churn

Tho

®on«*
Rose C. Johnson
1-euding,m,Ai.lAa dhaftin

1

i

Anglo-Saxon Bace Again
Itself Unconquerable.

Proves

Vancouver, B. C., April 12.—Fourth
Officer Hohbnru o£ the steamer Empress
big
Interesting Items of Military Interest— of Japan, now In port, tells of a
Just before
street light in Hong Kong.
Ilte
Union Hall
Association—Fort tho steamer sailed a row occurred in a
Preble Base Ball Club—Senior Exhibi- saloon between Russian and English sailSouth Portland HI gh School—The

cess

in farming?
r„.„Rufus
Charles Peering,
LACK

NO
York

OF

HELP.

ors.

A squad of Russian sailors on land held
Company Supper—Society and a council of war and hostilities were declared against, the Anglo Saxon race. In
Vncfcr
Personal
hogg
Items, etc.
thirty minutes 490 German, French and
Russian sailors had lined three deep along
Work is
advancing rapidly at the termiQueen street, which Is twenty-live feet
nus of the
Cape electrics at Cape Cottage wide for one hundred yards from Joss

the
Beamers at Bait Decide to Join
Working

Claeece.

and another week finds the new theatre
with its frame up and roof nearly finished
In the inside men are busily engaged
and the posts are being set for the piazza
and bioycls room. Under the direction of

COTTOIENE.

ITSELF.

Electrics.

tion

temple to the water edge, and defied the

Yankees and Johnnie Bulls to break their

ranks, jeering at them for cowards.;|

The Yankees and Britishers, 150 strong,
not half the number of the enemy, adfSEECrAL TO TUB IRKSS.J
vanced
to the charge shoulder to shoulder
the
Saco, April 13.—All but two of
John Gulliver the drains and sewers are some crying “Hail Columbia” and some
out,
staid
beamers of tho York mills wto
“Cod Save the Queen."
along his lino
other being placed and work
The allied German, French and Russian
yesterday morning, when all the
will most likely be
to completion forces were soon surrounded and in tho
pushed
after
w’ork
to
were
back
operatives
going
words of an eye witness “the small squad
by the end of the week.
tho three months’ strike, gave in today
The cafe is about finished on the out- of Anglo-Saxons knocked seven hells out
of them.” The police were powerless to
and joined the throng of busy employes.
side, which constitutes the heft of the
The officers hurried to shore in
They first held a session with Agent work, and the columns are in position interfere.
launches but the hostilities did not cease
only
situation,
over
the
and
talked
Page,
for quarters.
on the
westerly side. The structure is till the allied forces cried
to learn that it was useless to stand out
ready for windows and the sashes are in
market
ALL RIGHT.
the
SAILORS
ICE-BOUND
for a restoration of wages until
place on the second gtory. This building
San Francisco, Cali., April 12.—Letters
conditions brighten.
should be in readiness for uso by the 15th have been
received from Point Barrow
Tho mills are now running with a fifil of
where tho ice-bound whulers, who sailed
May.
departin
every
complement of operatives
from thi» port about a year ago,are safely
THE UNION HALL ASSOCIATION.
m n tv r.
fTh/iirrrmn NTftlson Lfirabe* WbO£0
awaiting the return of the seasons when
The Union Hall Association held its the Arctic seas will open for navigation.
reports
name figured prominently in the
No fear is expressed that there will be
of all the meetings of strikers, has quit 27th annual meeting on Monday evening
any loss of life on account of scarcity of
that
Union
Hall
and
last
room
ho
at
the
circle
claiming
the company’s employ,
food._
the overseer discriminated against him. the following officers will serve for the
SHOT HIS WIFE.
This statement,
however, the overseer ensuing term: Presiaent, v. j>. laieot;
North Adams, Mass., April 12.—Mrs.
vice president, Simeon Walton; trustees,
denies.
Rebecca
Bamford, 62 years of age, was
A. A, Cole, B. K. Thompson and C. F.
Edwiwd
K.
Bamford. 53. at their
B.
hushand,
Thompson;
Talbot; secretary,
here this morning, as the result of
treasurer and agent, A. A. Cole. The home
a
Bamford 1 hen shot
family quarrel.
society reports 24 members.
himself and s expected to dlo.
Mr. W'm. Leighton and Mr. and Mrs.
FORT REBLE3BASE BALL CLUB.
Chas. L. fioodridge, of Morriils Corner,
■
The Fort Preble base ball olub is all
at
trip
left Monday for a brief
fishing
ready to take the diamond and the line
Eebago lake.
up will be as follows:
Mr. Elmer Cobb, of Morriils Corner,

That Can

|

1

shortening that makes everything else R
g marked Cottoiene, contains the
0 in the market basket more fit for food. It is the sign of a healthy honse- g»
82 hold, where lard has been thrown aside; wherein thrift and good living 3
K
g and freedom from dyspepsia result from the use

1

COTTOLE^IE

Genuine Cottoiene Is sold every- ajjaT^v where in one to ten ponnd yellow tins with
our trade-marks—“Cot- MW V; A tolene” and steer’t head in cotton-plant
Not guaranteed if cold in any other way.
wreath—on every tin.
Tbe N. K.
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FINE CLOTHING,

DEERING.

1st

2d
3d
3.
R.
L.
C.

week at Red Men’s hall.
NEW REGULATIONS FOR POLICE.
that the new

Base—Howland.

Base—Fitzgerald.

Base—McGovern.
S.— Fostor.
F.—Parker.

F.—Donling.
F.—Lowe.

expected
Practice has begun
regulations governing the ready for all comers.

Commencing

Fast

day it

We hare manufactured in the dnll
this winter a line of MEN’S
SUITS from high grade Foreign and
Domestic Woolens. They are in single
suit patterns, no two alike, and as
they are made by the same help that
make our Custom Work the effect is
If
the same as flue Custom Work.
you can get a satisfactory lit from this
line you can save $10.00, and at the
same time own a suit that you kaow
cannot be duplicated.
See this line of clothing before buy*
ing your Spring Suit.
season

Pitcher—Twigg.
Catcher—Devancy.

who has been quito siok, has recovered
and returned to his work.
Columbia circle is to hold a charity
whist party on Thursday evening of this

is

and

the

club is

of Deerlng will go into
SENIOR EXHIBITION.
At that time the newly appointed
The seniors of South Portland gave an
comMarshal Libby, will
officer, Mr.
exhibition at the Town hall last evening
mence his duties.
Mr." Libby is a man of
The
to a large and delighted audience.
40 years and resides on Central avenue,
following was the programme:
five
the
Center.
past
During
Deering
Frank Hayden
Declamation,
years he has been employed at Evergreen Debate,
Samuel
cemetery, a portion of the time being in
Libby, Carl
Mosher,
Percey
Kunlett and Arthur Jones
charge of a crew of the workmen. UnBoy Brackett
der the proposed plan officers Mountfort Song,
Chronothanatoletron, a drama, by the
and Libby are to be on duty nights on
ladies of the class with the followthe regular route, at Woodford* and Oak- young
cast of characters:
Marshal Brown, who has been ing
dale.
Isabel Brackett
relieved Inventress,
patroling nights will then be
Lucy Soule
be Genios,
from night patrol duty, and is to
Littlefield
Ethel
Sarah,
Hattie Goodwiu
placed on duty through the day, with an Pharoah's Daughter,
and Priscilla,
office at the police station. The marshal Roman Matron
Ethel Brown
will probably have a learn and will keep
Eva Dyer
Cleopatra,
of the entire
city Queen Elizabeth,
Clara Henley
a general oversight
Clvdie Dyer
through the day. At night he will be on St. Ceoilia,
Mildred Henley
duty>t the marshal’s ofiioa until a late Sappho,
Florence Merriman
Martha Washington,
hour, and in case of the need of a special Joan of Arc,
Mamie Niiumo
Ada Hannaford
officer of an evening, Marshal Brown will Agnesi of Balogna,
AnnL Jordan
Hypatia, ZZZ
assist the other officers.
Bessie Mosher
of Portland and
Deerlng Pooahontas,
A party
Good rausio was provided and the enfriends of Miss Stella McKone called on
will be
tertainment
repeated at U nion
at her
home, 10
her Friday evening
house tonight.
Opera
and
took
Center,
Deering
street,
Cherry
The Hcse company have their supper
her by complete surprise, it being her
at tho hose house. A good time
tonight
were,
birthday. Whist and other games
is sure to be in store for all who attend.
played end refreshments wer8 served.
The Samaritan society will meet this
Dr. L. L. Hale, who located at Morafternoon with Mrs. Rose Studley, Sawwith
returned
last
Corner
fall,"has
rill’s
street.
his family to Chebeague Island, where he yer
Mr. Woodbury Harrington has gone on
was successfully locatedjfor over ten yenrs.
a short visit to Thomaston.
Dr. Hale has been very suooessful while
Schooner Moses 13. Lindsay, Cnpt. Peter
former
bis
hut
returns
to
in Deering
Mo
Vail, was on the ways yesterday.
practice owing to the desire of his family
Walter Weeks has been obliged to disto live among old friends and’relatives.
the fiicycle factory for
been at continue work at
Mr. Arthur Mosher, who has
a
week or so by threatened fever.
Albert
Forest
Mr.
avefor
work
Dingley,
ITEMS OF MILITARY INTEREST.
nue, has resigned his position.

police department

effect.
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SOUTH PORTLAND.
Progress of Work at Terminus of Cape

H. Plummer has taken
the agency for Wheeler’s fertilizers.
Mrs. Will Colby and family are stopping with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cftfdt.
Charles F. Symonds is in attendance as
traverse jurors at the April term superior
HARPSWELL.
court.
West Harpswoll, April 11.—Mrs. AseThe last session of the Ladies’ Home
nath Mornman was strioken with paraly- Missionary Society was hold with Mrs.
was
she
At
last
accounts
sis last week.
D. P. Jordan Wednesday last, and was
well attended.
Rlowly improving.
Mr. and Mrs F. P Bailey arrived home
Mrs. Mary.J. Witbara is visiting relafrom Windham Saturday.
tives at Cumberland Mills.
have
moved
wife
W.
S.
Alien
and
Mr.
Elias R. Strout Is at work for Blake
into Mrs. Ullen Randall’s house.
and Atwood, Upper Gloucester.
A town meeting was held Saturday,
WINDHAM CENTRE.
April Oth. and it was voted to raise $d00
to repair sehoolhouse in District No. 4.
Mrs. Georgia Hall Hussey, who was reClarence Hale went to Portland Monported last week as quite sick, died Tuesday to work for J. S. Randall.
at the home of
day morning, AprilB,
Mrs.
East Harpswell, April 11.—Mr. C. E. her husband, Mr. Ulmer Hussey.
Trufant opened his house Monday even- Hussey has been growing weaker for some
ing to his friends and neighbors, who time and her death was not unexpected,
The inprovided a supper for the benefit of Mr. although quite sudden at last.
Fred snow, who has been sick nearly terment was at. Windham Hill, Friday.
all winter.
Mr. Jossph Elder died very suddenly at
Centre
Mr. William Holbrook has been put- his home about a mile from the
Mr. Elder
week.
last Friday of heort disease.
ting In some early vegetables.thls
A Portland man has bean here with a was buried from his late home
Monday
view to a good location for a olam factory. afternoon.
There are quite a good many sea birds
Mr.Elbridge Say ward an old resident of
flying now, and the Harpswell people are this plaoa was buried from his son’s
their
share.
Sunday.
home, Mr. Albert Sayward,
getting
i-Mr. Charles Doaring has moved into Mr. Sawyard has been very feeble for
his house on Little Yarmouth Island lor several years and his death occurred last
the summer.
Friday afternoon.
Miss Mabel Lamb is teaching at South
FREEPORT.
Windham as assistant in the highor grade
South Freeport, April 11. —The Easter of the John A. Andrews’s school.
to the
Miss Ida Brown has returned
services here were, as usual, appropriate
Rev.
Smith Centre to teaoh the same school as last,
Mr.
and
interesting.
preached an excellent sermon In the fore year.
Mieses Susie and Marion Hanson spent
noon, and the ohoir gave several fine seThe concert in the evening by several days last week visiting friends in
lections.
Gorham.
North
the Sunday school and choir was greatly
Quite a number from this place atenjoyed by a large audience. The floral
interesting entertainment
decorations were very attractive, consist- tended the
ing chiefly of potted plants in bloom, given at Memorial hall, East Windham,
last
Saturday evening.
tastefully arranged upon the pulpit platMr. Albert Rogers has been working on
form.
Workmen aro
engaged in placing a
Our soohols began
today, after two tha town house the past week.
Pittsfield, switch in the yard adjoining the eleotrio.
Mrs. Eunice JR. Lewis of
Miss Fannie Dunham
months vacation.
again has charge of the north grammar county superintendent of evangelistic car stables at Morrill’s Corner.
school, Miss Hattie Weston tho south work, for the W. C. T. U., was the guest
The orew employed at Evergreen cemelast
a few
days
primary, and Mies Inez Noyes the Neck of Mrs. Lucy Snow for
tery are engaged In clearing up the driveweek.
school.
Mrs. Julia Hussey will have tho sym- ways and walks through the cemetery.
Mrs. Lucy Waite, who had a stroke of
of many friends in the loss of her
were engaged yesterday in clearing
paralysis about a ween ago, remains very pathy
Mrs. They
sick. Her sisters, Mrs. Appleton Dun- mother, Mrs. Adeline Morton.
of the lots and burning over
several
off
for
her
room
to
ham of Portland, and Mrs. Will Fogg of Morton has been oonflned
on tho Info
was released from
e>Cumberland, are still with ber, also her nearly two vears, but this week.
Mrs.
suffering Monday of
son Walter from NorthiieJd, Mass.
JXhe adjourned meeting of the Deering
which
Other visilors in the place the past few Morton’s death makes the fourth
government for the approval of bills,
oity
a
and
within
a
week
within
days have been Sir. and Mrs. F. E. ba3 occurred of each other. She leaves a is to be held on Wednesday, April 27.
dirtanco
short
Chaso of Portland, at Mrs. Emily Soule’s,
of Cumberland
from
In a letter received yesterday
and Miss Elva Brovin of Mercer at E. H. son, Mr. S. Clark Morton
Mills, and one daughter, Mrs. Julia Hus- Chief Engineer F. B. Moody of the fire
Brown's.
ior
cared
her
so
faithfully
sey, who has
BUXTON.
department, he speaks of starting for
mother during her long illness.
The high school opened Monday with home so that he will arrive at Woodfords
West Buxton, April 11.— Miss Slary
Dorr, who has been spending the winter forty-eight students and others are still some time '1 hurt day.
with Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Smith, is at expected.
annual meeting of the Deering
The
Miss Lillian Hawes is teaohlng in the
present with her slater, Mrs. Cyrus F.
Mr. Board of Trade is to be held tills evening
Davis of Falmouth. She Is to reopen ner district No. 19 and boarding at
at 8 o’clock in the oity council chamber.
homo hero roon, anti her many friends Howard Ayer’s.
will bo glad to welcome her among them
The semi-monthly business meeting of
FREEPORT.
again.
the Deering W. C. T. U., will be held
Frank
our
of
12.—Mr.
a
number
young
Noyes
people
Quite
Freeport, April
where they had a severe accident yesterday while at this afternoon at a o’clook.
ate going to York this week,
have obtained work.
work in tho grist mill. In some manner
City Marshal Brown is wearing a handTwo of our young people were married his
hand and arm were caught in the some gold badge with the letters “City
Mr. John
S. machinery and a bad laceration resulted.
last Satutday evening.
unfortunate as Marshal, Deering,” Inscribed on it. The
Wbitehoiise nnd Miss Grace R. Quint. This seems peculiarly
Their many friends wish them much Mr. Noyes suffered from blood poisoning badge was a present to Marshal Brown
for sometime last winter. Hr. Howard from bis friends in Oakdale.
happiness and prosperity tor the future.
;*Kr JCnnrad Harmon of Westbrook spent is attenuiug him.
The funeral
services of tho late Mr.
Raster Sunday at home with his parents,
Mr. Cnarles Uyer has obtained work at
Hon. C. P. Harmon and wife.
Heering and will soon move his family to George C. Codman were held Tuesday
afternoon at 2.SO from the Trinity cliapnl,
that citv.
RAYMOND.
Mr. Fred Soule was in Portland Tues- Woodfords. The services were conducted
Raymond, April 11.—Capt. Llewellyn day.
the rector, Rev. C. T. Ogden, and
Mrs. Heck was the guest of Mrs. Spear by
Sargent of Sargentville, spent Sunday at
were largely
attended by a host of the
the Qomo of bis brother-in-law, Mr. Hen- on Friday in Portland.
Prof. Lovell has returned to New Lon- friends of the deceased. Appropriate mury L. Forham.
Mrs. Sarah M. Leach entertained the don to assume his work in Colby acade- sic was rendered
by the church choir.
Circle last Wednesday evening
Literary my.
The burial was at Evergreen cemetery.
DAMA HI: COTTA.
exercises and music were features of the
The dance of Hose company, No. 3, of
evening's enterlatninenr.
Damariscotta, April 12.—One of the
Mrs. Helen Knight Is still gaining
that has occurred Morrills corner, was held last evening at
events
most
enjoyable
A number event from this place to the
for some time took place last night in Red Men’s ball, and was well attended
Easter concert at Somh Casco last Sunbail
it being the grand
Lincoln hall,
by members of the Deering fire departday evening.
glyen by Mr. Atkins and his class in ments and also citizens of Deering and
Mrs. Roger Mason is in pcor health.
at 8.30 tho
grand
Promptly
dancing.
Miss Jennie Wescott, teacher in Massamarch was formed headed by Mr. Atkins Portland. A special car left the hall at
Music was furnished by Calla- tho close of the dunce for tho accommodaand wile.
han’s orchestra of Portland, which wa-. tion of Wood fords and Portland friends.
fine in
of tire books of tire
every respect. More tlmn 100
The examination
couples participated. Supper was served city treasurer's department, and into the
in a very creditable manner by Sanborn fi-mucinl condition of the city, has not
& Jaoobs at the Maine hotel
Harming omnienced as yet, but will undoubted3 <■
this ly I)- done in a few days.
was kept up until nearly
ti-J,1
m'et
rhe
of
closes one
enjoy
rehupt. Crocker of Deering Centre has
seiio Is that ( vor was hela ..or*.
tui lied fiom bis vacant sea voyage.
on
Thomas Merrill, an aged anu r- spectaoff
tbe
brush
are
eovtlrg
Workmen
week and was t’y<eiod last,
Itie citizen,
land known as Highland Park at
He
hart
last.
teen
in
the
buried
Sunday
ill North Peering, and are staking off
health for some time, lie ieaves a wife,
ground preparatory to selling the same
a
daughter and one son. lie wus aged for house
lots._
81.
Arc the only preparations that will reC. F. Norris is putting up another long
Thousands of lives
store tho hair to ito origins.*
“Little colds.”
building at his dockery.
sacrificed every year. Dr. Wood’s Norhealthy condition.
GORHAM.
cures
way Pine Svrup cures little colds,
of
Gorham, April 12.—Gorham Grange big colds too, down to the very verge
will
hold a nay sossion April 16th. The consumption.
t

Sutherland]

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies.
Espe-

chusetts, has been the guest of her sister,
Sirs. L. C. Hayden.
Mrs. Ida Hayden, having served faithfully and efficiently as superintendent ol
the “Elms” under Mr. Win. H. i-'mlth,
returns to her borne at the village.
Rev. Mr. MoLeod preached an interesting Easter sermon n t Union church.
Miss Abhie H. Smith entertained her
young friends on Friday evening, the occasion being her fifteenth birthday.
Owing to ill health, Mr. Win. H. Smith
retires from hotel life. The hotel will b«
kept open and run by Messrs. ,1. 1!. and
Plummer, who take
F. W.
possession
Wednesday. April 18th.
Cnpt. Llewellyn Sargent and Walter
E. Harmon left Monday for Canso, Nova
Scotia, where they go in the employ ol
Mr. Henry L. Forham.
East Raymond. April 11.—Easter Sunday was observed here In an appropriate
There was a good audience
manner.
both forenoon and evening, the church
The display of potted
well
filled.
being
plans and cut flowers were beautiful and
worthy of noro. They were donated mostly by Mrs. Nellie A. brown and Mrs.
Elvonu S. Symonds. In the forenoon the
audience lisfened with attention to a
very able and jcholarly address by the
pastor, Rev. A. H. McLend, who talked
from the teit, John 5,r5. In the evening
there wr.s a literary concert, the programme being ar follows:

Singing—Jesus Saves,

DAMAR1SCOTTA.

1131

—.it.

...

MAINE

For thirty six hours the power house of
tho Cape electrles has been utilized to
charge the storage battery at Portland
head and the work was finished last evening, ufter running during the entire

previous night.

Something like 30 telephones kavo been
received at Fort Preble within a day or
so.
They will ho nsed to connect the
different signal stations and thus obviate
which in foggy weather
might

flagging
not be practicable.

at

the

Fort

loading
Schooners
wharves with boilers for use at Diamond
are

1

importers Chase & Sanborn, only the best is good
enough.

HASKELL & JOKES,
TAILORS,

Is it any wonder that,
with men looking after
their interests from the
beginning, even before the
tea leaves are harvested,
up to the time when the
tea is delivered, the packages endorsed by this firm
are known to be the best
that money can buy ?

Clothiers

5

%

®

—

AWNINGS,
Flags,

Teats and Hammocks.

Tents and Canopies to let. Bunting and Flag Decorations
lor all occasions. Estimates Ireely given.

3 Tremont Row, Boston; 203 Middle St., Portland.Me
TELtBBHONE 879-5.
marlSeodlm

1

AVERTED !
-—AND-

SPAIN
®

SQ.

MANUFACTURERS OF

tight packages.
'One pound makes over 200 cups.

|

Furnishers'*

U. S. FLAG & DECORATING CO.

famous throughout the
country and are always
found uniformly reliable.
They are never sold in
bulk. At any grocer’s in
pound and half-pound airare

3

Men’s

MONUMENT
apriieodtf

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas

| WAR

end
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DISCOURAGED !

WE FIRE THE FIRST GUI

LOADED

TO

“COOK

’EM.”
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Tha tax collector is 'quite busy nowadays and responses are reported favorable,
all things considered.
Charles■■ Meeker, who has been
Mrs.
passing three weeks with her parents In
Taunton, Mass., returned to her homo
on

Monday.

Miss Lucy Soule of the class of ’08, S.
P. H. S., has been confined to her home
for two weeks with measles, but is now
This Is the first time durable to be ouL
ing the whole four years’ coursejthat Miss
a day.
absent
been
Soule has
Mr. Elmer Rogers, who has been confined to his homo seriously threatened
with pneumonia, is now able to walk
out.
Lawrence Bragdon. who lias
Master
been critically ill with congestion of the

brain,
a

is

slowly

improving.

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Peters are passing
few weeks at Great Cheabeagne island.
OLD RAILROAD MAM

DEAD.

[SPECIAL TO THE FKE«5.J
Biddcford, April 12.—Mr. Jones Blarkstone, who for about fifteen years was
baggage master at the Eastern railroad
station in this city, died today at the
Maine Insane asylum, to which instituwas committed six weeks ago. He
Ho leaves
about sixty years of age.
widow, son and daughter.

tion he
was
a

_—.

__

liewro

of

Ointments for
Contain

Catarrh

That

a

Mercury,

as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of
smell ami completly derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous
never be
Such articles should
surfaces.
used except oil prescriptions from reputable
physicians, as the damage they will do is
ten told to the
good you can possibly derive
from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, u.,

contains

mercury,”

no
and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system.
In buying
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It is taken internally and is made in
Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testi-

monials free.
E3P* Sold by Druggists, price Too per bottle.
Hail’s Family Fills arc the best.

I
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ATLANTIC
A CUBE-ALL

FOR

HANCES
TROUBLE,

1
p

life
its apparent eagerness to put the Bhips in Pied joy and grief—joy over her great that
hidden with Christ in God; grief
motion the intelligent port of the public
tne
m
AND
today at Rosehiil, under the flowers
win
has been forced to the conclusion that the
opened grave of her sainted mother,
MAINE STATE PE ESS.
tne
unsafest place fur the war making power he hidden away all that remains of
Subscription Dates.
which dwelt tne
to rest is in Congress, and hence listens beam if nl tabernacle in
reformers,
dauntless soul of the bavest of
Daily (in advance) $0 per year; $3 for six
tne
to u proposition to transfer it to the hands tho truest of
philanthropists and
months; $1.CO a quarter; 50 cents a month.
of one man not only with complacency, gentlest of women.
,,
Ihe Daily is delivered every morning by
Willard s
As is already known, Miss
but with positive feelings of relief.
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
conviction was strong and abiding that
Woodford; without extra, charge.
it was no part of God's plan to suffer any
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
of his holy ones to see corruption. »he
It is yet too early to prophesy what ac- believed that not through the death damp
rate c£ £7 a year.
mortal
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published tion Congress will take in regard to the and dark of the gravo must the
in order to put on immortality—back
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1 for six months; President’s recommendations. Yesterday go
to kindly mother
earth, perhaps, but by
EO cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- it seemed
strongly inclined not only to a bright and shining way, under which
tion of six weeks.
grant him the right to use the army and only the dross is destroyed and the esPersons wishing to leave town for long or
freed. No
navy to stop the war in Cuba, hut also sence of being is purliied and
short periods may have the addresses ot their
contact with the
The touch < f flame came in
he
use them at once.
that
to.insist
lovod form. Only white heat, through
papers changed as often as desired.
President apparently
contemplated the the long hours of the day and night folAdvertising Estes.
uso of diplomacy iirst and the use of the lowing, wrought upon it the change that
Ik Daily Press $1.50 per square, for one
to corruption.
land
and navel forces in the last extremi- can naver give place
Miss Willard’s feeling in regard to the
week; $4.00 for one month. Tl.reo insertions
of
was
evidently
all
yesterday
Congress
mode of burial was well known to
or less, $1.00 per square. Every other day ad- ty.
been readers of her autobiography.
Faithful
the opinion that diplomacy had
vertisements, one third lees than these rates.
in this as in everything else, she declared
Half square advertisements $1.00 for ouo played out. and that the proper course to
her conviction, and the solemn promise
was
to use the army and navy
Week or $2.50 for one mouth.
pursue
loved her
was given her by the one who
“A square" is a space of the width ot a col- right away.
On another important point best to let her passing he by the white
of her
umn and one inch long.
Congress seemed to be at odds with the pa.h of light, and in fulfilment
nearest and dearest to
Svecial Xotices, on first page, one-third addi- President.
The latter’s suggestions in wish a few of those
her bore her away from Rosehiil yestertional.
his message did not look necessarily to
day morning.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
establishment
or
the
of
Cuba
the
In the beautiful chapel of Graceland
freeing
Three insertions or le3s,
square each week.
little group gathered about the
o! a republican form cf government. the
$1.50 per square.
flower laden casket during the brief imHeading Xctices in nonpareil type and classed The use of tne moral power of the govern- pressive service conducted by Rev. Dr.
with other paid notices. 15 cents per lino each ment, or even of its physical power, to Terry ot the Garrett Biblical Institutute
from Isaiah:
establish an autonomous
government at Evanston. He read
tho waters,
Pure Reading Kotices In reading matter typo, with
still in nominal control, “When thou passest through
Spain
and
through the
I will be with
thee:
25 cents per lino each Insertion.
not have been inconsistent with rivers
wonld
overflow
thee; when
shell
not
they
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar aaveranything contained in Mr. McKinley’s thou walkest through the fire thou shalt
tisemects, 25 cents per week in advanco, for
the flame
Ifis demand was simply for a not be burned; neither shall
43 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- message,
kindle upon theo,’’ and other appropriate
conceivable
it
is
and
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- stable government,
scripture. Through the tender conifer.tiseaents not Daid in advance, will be charged that that might bo established without ing prayer ran an undertone of grateiul
dwelt among
at regular rates.
putting nn end to Spanish sovereignty. praise that such a soul had
bless.
In Maine State Peers—$1.00 par square But Congress was evidently inclined yes- us and was living still to
was lined
inner
little
All
the
sanctuary
of
lor first insertion, and 50 cents per square tor
flowers.
terday to leave no chance for the use
with palms and radiant with
ea.h subsequent insertion.
moral or
physical Nowhere about the sacred place, not in
this government’s
Address all communications relating to subone
there
was
the insurgents, or in favor any of tho preparations,
acriptions and advertisements to Portland power against
dread shadow or hint of decay and death
should
which
of
tort
of
government
any
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Indeed, one thought rather, as the doors
not he republican in form. Had action swung back, of the holy place from which
Portland, Ms.
been taken yesterday there can bo little liXio niiuxxo noa
morn eo long ago, and knew that here too
question but tho President would have sat the angel waiting to say, “She is not
been instructed to use the army and here, she is risen.”
and
is afternoon at Bosehill will be held
navy at onco to stop the war in Cuba
conducted by Rev. D.
e final service,
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13.
sovereignty real
to terminate Spanish
Waters and Kev. Milton L. Terry. Once
and nominal over the island.
tender
more the voice of
prayer, the
once
If the Amazonas is a fair sample of the
But Congress is a. somewhat emotion- words of comfort and of courage,
once more
kind of cruisers they build in Europe it al body and hence it is by no means safe more the old hymns she loved,
Easter
the sad grave brightened with
is very lucky for ns that we could not to predict that the action it would have
her who even
and then rest for
will bloom,
it
notion
the
he
so
will
more.
seemed
has
taken
that
buy any
yesterday
through the silence
lest
take several days henca, for it will eureiy cruel has given this Easter day her
before
the
Senate
Gen. Lee’s testimony
of unswerving
loyalty to
be several days bonce, and perhaps several great lesson
committee yesterday that he believed that
right.
weeks, before it reaches a definite concluMaine was blown up by Spanish
the
BELIEVER IN CREMATION.
sion.
During that time there will bo a
agenoies, will not tend to calm matters. ^ chance for cool veil ^ctioD, and that may
Miss Willard was a strong ndvocate of

|
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Last week

Q.

LITTLEFIELD.

Mrs.

Alswitha Evans, wife
of Charles Gardiner Littlefield, died at
Caribou. Mrs. Littlefield will be remembered by a host of old friends as one of
the most charming and cultivated women
who ever left Portland. She will be re-

particularly by Congress Square

called

church, where she sang In the choir, and
by the Haydn Association, of which she
was so long a member.
MARSHALL CAPEN.

After an illness of four days, Marshall
Capen, a popular young man of this city,
died at the Maine General hospital MonHe had just passed his 80th
night.

day
birthday and his sudden death is

a great
blow to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
The young man was a grail uH. Capen.
te of the high school and had been em-

as
drug clerk. The funeral will
at 8.30 o’clock Wednesday after-

ployed
take place
noon

a

from the residence of

aa 1-8 Atlantic

the

family,

street._
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kidney or 2
nervotispros- 2
daches? If so. 2
id of stomach 2
don was out 2
ther troubles 2
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Spain

the general impression, he fails to act first and reflect afterwards.
make it clear in his message. An armistice until October,with peace negotiations
DUST BECOMES ASHESmeanwhils, is apparently all he hus ever
Miss Willard's Body Takea Quietly
asked.
been

Friends

to

by

Graceland for lncinera ion.

ANA |

__

Vt

~

will cure you from head to 2
foot. It will first make your 2
stomach right. You will be 2
able to eat heartily and get 2
the benefit of what you eat. 2
Then the strength and 2

of all the organs will
be renewed : nerves will be
[made strong and the blood
will be purified. You will
be made well to stay well.

vigor

KEEOBK JUDGE HASKELL.

Tuesday—Court was opened by prayer
by the Ker. John Carroll Perkins of the
First Parish ohuruh. There were a vury
in
large number of attorneys is uttendauoe.
constituted
The jury as empaneled
Levi F‘. Harmon, Harrison,
as follows:
foreman: Randall W. Austin, Wiudham;
Clarenden S. Bates, Deering; William
Gloucester; Albert A.
F. Cobb, New
Cordwelt, Westbrook; Harris M. GushLouis A. Davis,
Cape
ing, Freeport;.oeiiu
T,
Hiarflfinfl. (inrham

acute form. The war making
assumed
pow8r was committed to that body by the
constitution because it was assumed that
there would be less danger from many
men than from one,of a hasty declaration
or one that had not a sound basis to rest
constitution
upon. The makers of the
an

anticipated that Congress would calmly
deliberate, that its members would compare views, and seek first ways to avoid a
war consistent with honor, instead of
hunting after pretexts to bring one on. But
the public experience with Congress for
the past month has been far different. So
anxious has it been to go lo war that it
bas hampered the President in various
ways lest, apparently, he might secure
what it pretended to want without war.

somebody has aptly said, it has
he
held a stop watch on him, and when
has asked for a few days delay it has
given it grudgingly or not at all. On account of its exhibition of impatience and
As

* NU-BROOM
“Makes Sweeping Easy.”
75,000 women
England know

and

desired privacy that secrecy was enjoined. ;
Dr. Terry and Dr. Waters of the Second
Methodist church of Evanston will
can
officiate today at the grave, and a quartet
composed of Mrs. M. D.jJjK imball, Louise
Whi teles, A. D. Shaw and Samuel MerWin will sing hymns that were favorites
of Miss WTillard.
Every precaution was taken to insure
secrecy concerning the cremation by Mis*
Gordon ind by others acquainted with the
use
desire Miss Willard had often expressed
disposition of
with relation to the final
to keep
her body. It was the intention
the matter a secret until after the interwas
as
it
soon
but
as
at
ment
Rosehill,
had
discovered yesterday that the plan
--:Miss A. S. Barclay,
25 and qoc. per box.
.T
failed no attempts were made to conceal
Trained Nurse,
At all Druggists
what had taken place.
and Toilet Dealers.
Rutland, Vt.
Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens, acting
president of the W. C. T. U. since Miss
Willard's death, had the following to say
NOTICE.
concerning the Incineration and its material and moral surroundings and signifi- All persons are forbidden to trust my son Loyd
W. Purinton on my account, as 1 shall claim
cance:
none of bis wages, or pay any bills contracted
To the great multitude of friends and
oy him after this dare.
Frances E. Willard
followers of the late
ALBERT H. PURINTON.
this Easter Sunday will be a day of min*
Portland. April 1st, 1898.
apleodlmo*

|
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Saco,
Biddeford,

by wearing

BENSON'S
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ieffor your
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arms

and back.
Our best grade
■>

has XXX ou
the label...

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
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To-Morrow, Try

.J.

((( Delicious

and

Makes )) Wholesome Desserts
({( Moment’s notice.
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a

at
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NO SOAKING REQUIRED
NO LUMPS POSSIBLE.
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X
X
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•§• There is but one Minute Tapioca, be sure *5*
4* you get the “Minute99 and you get the best. 4*
* WHITMAN GROCERY
CO,, Orange, Mass,
? Maoman/rs. of the celebrated Minute Gelatine.
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“GOLD

:

A

Minute T.plocv A

HEART”

Spring Wlieat

PATENT BREAD FLOUR

AND

SURPLUS

1/ui.bniivi

No. I Hard North Dakota
Fife Wheat.
Scotch
Our

mills

are

equipped with the
ing machinery.

all

modern and all

latest

improved

mill-

Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.
Provincial

National

on

WILLIAM J. DYER,
apr7dtdConstable of Portland,

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

FURNITURE

HOUSEHOLD

AT AUCTION.

Mil l MUIS IE

Bar.k.

&

WOODBURY

for a generous

ELY’S CREAM BALM

Gor. Middle &

Gives Relief at ouce.
It opens and ileanses the

Exchange Sts.

LELAND & GO.

Members Now York and Boston
Stock Exchange*.

Exchange.

And New York Cotton

2

BUILDING,

EXCHANGE

BOSTON.

COPPER STOCKS
COTTON

FUTURES

Stocks and Bonds Bought and

febzdw&sattf

(Member Bostai Slock

Makes

a

specialty of dealing in ail

Ey On Hand.

Koxes for Kent.

...

Size 2 3-4x5x22 inches, at $5.00 per year.
10.00“
2 3-4x10x22

tOO.‘i

“

10.00

5x5x22
“

10x10x22

20.CO
eodCt

aprio

ALL

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GENT

YOU

BOWDS
—

OF THE

DUE 1928.
This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish. and the
above beads are

by Portland Water

GOODS

BUY

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Co.

RETAILED
YOUR
GARMENTS
OF
US.

—FOSt SALE BY—

91.1. PAYSON&CO.,
Portland, Me.
dtf

All requests for information on mining properties receive careful attention.

Exchange Bldg.,

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT, with

OFFICE:

Copper Shares Portland Trust Co.
20

Genuine I ykens \ alley Franklin,
English ai.J American Causel.

ir.I.EPHONE

GUARANTEED

B. N. HAMLIN,
Ewhaege),

appli-

AUBURN, ME.

$ i 50,000” IF

Sold in

SOLICITED.

Sousa
on

25 TO 35 PER GENT SAVED

all Markets.

CORRESPONDENCE

use.

Above Goals Constant*

yiNANCJLAL.

E.

Weber

Auburn Trust Oo„

Sis7b Commercial & 70 Excharsi
k
Avtt
aprS
FOREIGN DRAFTS.
j
dtl

feb9

EDW.

A

Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals arc
unsurpassed for general steam and

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

Restores
Heals and protects the Membrane.
No Cocaine
the eases of Taste and Smell.
No Mercury, No lnlurlous drug. Full size EOc.
Half size lOo; at druguists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. D6 Warren St., New York

Terrschak

MOULTON,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
COLD IN HEAD

Allays Inflammation.

Complimentary Reserved Seats

Suppo
Wallace

517 Congress St., Portlaad. Me.

injurious drug,

ft is quickly Absorbed.

PART IL
Overture—Poet and Peasant.
Aeolian Grand.
Grand Polka de Concert.
Aerlol Piano.
Murillo—Allegro de Concert,
Aeolian Grand.
Invitation to the Dance—
Aerlol Piano.
March—King Cotton,

Full Assortment o! Lehigh and Frea- T. C. McGOCLDKIC, Manager.
<l3t
aprll
Gurning Coals tor Domestic Use.

forge

no
coc.aiae,
contains
mercury nor any other

Aeolian Grand.
Waldteufel
Waltz—Estredlantlna,
Aerlol Piano.
Smith
Faust—Fantasia Brillant,
Aeolian Grand.
New York Seventh Regiment March—Markstetn
Aeolian Grand.

M. Steiner! & Sons Go.,

BANKERS,

10 CENT

TRIAL SIZE.

1898,

cation to

uAIAnnn

Druggist

131I1,

AT 3 O’CLOCK, P. M.

Cashier.

P IT iDDLI

Boston.

marl9Sat&Wedlmo

LADIES’ SUITS in all the latest desirable styles, such ns Heeler,
etc., nil uliniiei. Prices from SS.oO 10 35.00.
LADIES’ and MISSES’ JACKETS from *2.98 to 1-5.00.
LADIES’ CLOTS! CAPES from $1.25 to 15.00.
LADIES’ SILEt CAPES from 82.1)8 to 22.00.
These garments urn as desirable for
Fl'K COLLARETTES.
Our prices
the Spring nn«t Summer wear as they tire for Vi inter.

Blouse, Tight Fitting,

range irons 81.69 to JO 50.
LADIES’ DRESS SKIRT'S,
mohair, from *1.39 to 25 <X).

LADIES’ SHIRT WAISTS
to

black
arc

see us.

If you buy

or

in wool, silk and

colors,

arriving daily.

$3.98.

Come and

HAS REMOVED TO

once

j on will never

Prices from 39c

buy elsewhere

again.

CITY of PORTLAND, ME.
Assessors’ Notice.
The Assessors of the City of Portland
hereby give notice to all persons liable to
taxation in said city, that they will be in
session every secular day, from the first to
the fifteentn day of April, inclusive, at their
room in
City Hall, from nine to twelve
o’clock In the forenoon and from two to
four o'clock in the afternoon,for the purpose
of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable In said city.

Administrators, Executors, Trustees, Etc.
And all persons are hereby notified to
make and bring to said As essors true ai d
perfect lists of allortheir polls and estates,
held Gy them as guardreal or personal,
ian, executor, administrator and trustee or
otherwise, on the first day of April, is»8, and

topnake

oath to the truth of the

No. 89 Exchange St.,
(Portland Savings Bank

Building.)

Surplus. 100,000
100,000
Stockholders’ Liability.

Capital
wholly

and

Snrplus

invested

in Government Bonds.

Investment

Securities

a

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.
Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and the

and silver ware.
The security

mar31
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same
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Harnesses.

§
©

0. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO. invite the public to the cxhibiat
tion of Fine Harnesses now being made by Tompkins & JIandervill
of
shown
Post
Office.
be
will
their Repository opposite
Examples

©

Coupe Harness*

©

English

_

offered is the best in

roof.

EXHIBITION OF

Fine

and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.

•9e>Jn no case where the Assessors have
The utmost privacy is afforded by septo t lie disagreeable necessity of
“GOLD HEART” is guaranteed to be been put
while
making a doom will llie possession of gov- arate entrances from the street,
the best quality of Patent Flour.
Your ernment bonds or deposits in the savings
the arrangement of offices of the consoliof
in
be
allowed
as
a
mitigation
banks
plea
dated company is such that all financial
money back if it doesn’t suit.
sueli doom.
business can bo transacted under the
WALTER L. LEEAVOR, )
Z

HALLETT,} Assessors.
)

I'OItTLASD, ME.
_apri2d3t

Maine,

petitors.

HORACE A.
ABiAL M. SMITH.

Congress St,

..

Specialty.

And when estates of persons deceased
have been divided during the oust year, or
have changed hands from any cause, the
executor, administrator or oilier persons interested, ate hereby warned to give notice
of sueli change, and in default of Bitch notice
will be held under the law to pay the tax
such estate lias been
assessed allhough
wholly distributed and paid over.

533

Capital.$100,000

Estates Distributed.

“GOLD HEART” is not an 82 per
Perseus Doomed.
cent Patent. Our location gives us the
who neglects to comply
And
any
person
pick of thp wheat grown in the great with tills notice will be Doomed to a tax acRed River Valley.
cording ’o the laws of the Stale and be
to make application to
haired of the
“GOLD HEART” has a reputation to the Assessorsrigid,
or County < ommissioners for
unless he allows
his
make. It cannot ho sold on its past any abatement of totaxes,
offer such lists within
that lie was unable
record. Wo ship East all of our off 1 lie time lterebv appointed.
Blank schedules will he furnished at the
grade wheat to be milled by our com- Assessors’ office on application.

NORTH DAKOTA MILLING
ASS’N.
aprsdeodim

articles.

er

drawn

AEOLIAN RECITAL,
Wednesday, April

AT AU0TIO3ST.
raOCrTliAlVTIVIE.
WEDNESDAY, April 13th. at 10 o’clock a.
ONm„ at store ot F. 0. Bailey & Company, No.
PART I.
46 Exchange St., I shall sell at auction tlie stock
Thomas
of goods consisting of lamps, stands, musical Overture—Raymond.
Aeolian Grand.
instruments, tables, clocks, rugs, hall stand,
Bartlett
silver plated ware, one showcase and many oth- Polka de Concert.

nm ■ adc

Drafts

FKBB...

Iluctioneers.

BAILEY & CO.,

0.

Constable’s Sah cf Merchants’ Protec ire
Coupon Co. Stock

MILLION

ONE

THOMPSON and The Old Homestead.

Prices 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00. $1.50.
18—UNDER THE RED ROBE.
sale.

__

tncorperatsd 1824.

affections, Rheumatism, Sciatica, Lumbago, STEPHEN ft SMALL Preildsit
KARSHALL R. GODINS,
etc., BENSON’S Plasters afford immediate
feb7dtl
relief. Accept no substitute;serious results may
occur by wearing a plaster which the druggist
claims (falsely), is just as-good. BENSON’S
CURES—Substitutes do not. Price, 25 cents,

be prepared
same.

IS MADE FEOM

now on

April
April 19-20—PRISONER OE ZENDA.

F.

IB£&:o.l3L©i?ss.

*||
|$ For Dessert..
| Minute Tapioca

Seats

auction sacks.

MAINE.

POR7LAND,

feb28

J,

DENMAN
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-OF-

82 Exchange St..

J

_

Casco National Bank

NU-BROOM CO.,

2

Unequalled. Company Unsurpassed
PItICES— Evening, 25-35-50-75C. Matinee. 25-35-50C. ,v. s. Every lady attending and occupy
will
receive
a
souvenir
ing a 50c seat at the Matinee
spoon ot the MA INE
/».
FRIDAY AND SATUKDAY
"g" Tl~a-B
-f C=3
g^ S
AND SATUKDAY MATINEE,
JSL
X^.^'jTS.n

chest. In all Throat and Lung

ASK YOUR

TODAY AT 2.30

A Iteiiex of the Cuban Rebellion. Scenic Equlpmeut

of England, London, in large or
THURSDAY. April 14th,' at 10 o'clock a. m.. at
This dreaded disease is of ten Bank
small amounts, for sale at cur rout rates.
1 No. 125 Spring
street, we shall seil the furthe result of a simple cold,
Current Accounts received on favorable niture, consisting of Carpets. B. Walnut Chamwhich being neglected, rap- terms.
ber Set, Lounges. Tables, Chairs, Mirrors. DinRoom Furniture, Hall Stand and a general
idly develops into pneumo- Correspondence solicited from Individ- ing
aprl2dst
Banks and
others lot of Household Articles.
nia. It is especially prevalent uals. Corporations,
as
well
as
from
accounts,
to opeu
at this time of the year and desiring
those wishing to transact Banking busishould be guarded against ness of any description through this

Plaster over the

H^ISnd\K-sEU

T1IKATKK.

s&,a;nM^u.rd

“FOR FREE CUBA.” [ ♦ Spanish Treachery Truthfully Orpictcd ♦ J
Th%SSSaaw^!T^ 0,.,he.Grr. T1IK LAST STROK E.

application.

Prices on

than

more

Order

4s.

N. 14.,

the old-fashloned broom.

The
Handle
Does It.

4s.

County,

Merrimack

2
2

of Puritana Pills and one bottle of Porltana
Tablets. If your druggist doesn't keep it,
write direct to PUBITANA COMPOUKD
COMPANY, Concord, K. H.

Ul

4s.

It.,

Portland Water Co.,

CAPITAL

QUUOIOVB

S.

Maine Central It.

2

2

AND

Saves Women,
Saves Carpeis,

question only

making

|

Cure

—-

Spanish journals intimate that
some
assurances of the
received
(Chicago Sunday Tiroes-Herald.)
moral support of the powers in return for
fulfillment of the expressed wishes
In
That
the granting of an armistice.
may
ba true, nr what is quite likely, it may of Frances E. Willard her remains were
be that tho Spanish ministry has set reduced to ashes yesterday morning In
the direcup that claim to make the armistice the crematory at Graceland by
tion of Miss Anna Gordon, tho faithful
more palatable to the people.
SUMMER SCHOOLS.
friend and secretary of the great leader
The Democrats in the I-lonsa started in
Mr. George H Archibald, general secreof the white ribbon array.
of
Cuban
the
the
advocating
recognition
A sorvico of the simplest character at- tary of the Maine Sunday school associarepublic, selecting their position not Re- tended the disposition of tho remains at tion, who is now holding a series of Suncording to reason, but simply to embar- the crematory. Scarcely a dozen persons day
or
institutes
sohool
teachers’
Now they must stick
rass tile President.
knew
that the casket, which reached “workers' weeks,” in the various cities
shows that
to it, though the President
Graceland about 10 o’clock in the morn- and large towns throughout the state will
such recognition woulu be in direct violakuuday
ing, contained all that was mortal of tho conduct a summer school for
tion of tho principles laid down by that
remarkable woman whose influence has school teachers at Nortbport on Penobscot
Democratic saint, Andrew Jackson.
been felt all over the world. Miss Anna hay July 31, August 13,1838. Mr. Archion the art of
The success of a purely republican form Gordon and Mrs. L. M. E. Stevens, act- bald will teach on finances
teaching. One of the professors from the
W.
C.
1.
national
the
of
in
Cuba
is
to
of government
open
grave ing president
Bible Normal college, Springfield, Mass.,
doubt. That kind of a government re- U.; Dr. M. F. Terry of tho Garret Bibli- has been secured to lead studies on child
of
life.
Specimen normal kindergarten aDd,
quires an intelligent people, and a people cal Institute and five or six relatives
classes will be taught; special atschooled long enough in seif control to bo Mies Willard composed tho party that ac- primary
tention will be given to the spiritual side
the
from
to
to
submit
A
casket
tho
receiving
majorities.
great companied
ready
of the teacher's life. Northwort is beautifully situated and the summer sohool
many of tbo Cuban people are not intelli- vault In Kosehiil to Graceland.
the opportunity to ail
Sunday
affords
gent. Furthermore they a re not licrooCHAPEL A BOWER OF GREEN.
school teachers to combine improvement
genous. and self control is
something
and in methods of work with
Loving hands had converted the little spiritually and
No
that they arc little acquainted with. The
restfnl vacation.
a pleasant
into a bower of green. Masses of
chapel
The
bo
will
made for tuition.
charge
chances are that the experience in Cuba
scarcewas
there
filled the room so
railroads will furnish tho usual half fare
under a republican form of government palms
For lurthor information apply to
for the cassat in the cen- rate.
would be similar to that in most of the ly enough space
Miss Nellie B. Jordan, Alfred, Maine, or
ter. It rested on a bier of verdant foliage,
revoluto Mr. George H. Archibald, Woodfords,
South American republics, that
no-in.w
it.o whiteness stood out
Me.
until a
tion would follow revolution,
with striking effect. Standing near tho
un Lh'.auiiJUC'i, CIU.CU
V UrUl.i uiu,uuunjnjj
RIOTS IN NEW BEDFORD.
casket, Dr. Terry offeroit a brief prayer
as now exists in Mexico.
Meanwhile, if and then read a few
New Bedford, April 13.—At the Pierce
passages from the
we were responsible fer the establishment
mill gates when the operatives were comchoosing irom the words of
of the republic wo should be responsible scriptures,
ing from work this evening, Benjamin
Isaiah and the book of Revelation.
Herbert, a grocery man, who was in the
for the anarchy that followed, and unde;When the short service w::s concluded crowd
watching proceedings, refused to
moved to the
obligation to suppress it. This might bo tiie casket was silently
move on when ordered by an officer, and
to bu taken in charge by
It is by no means certain little room lelow
no small job.
was arrested, charged with disturbing the
The sorrowing
group
the attendants.
A few minutes Inter levera g’rli
peace.
that we should have better success in watched the transfer from their places in /.nnilnra
fnnn.. ♦ V,
11 luoya (rrpatpf^ roifh ft.
putting down a Cuban rebellion than the the chapel, but Mias Gordon, yielding to shower of rotten
sin m
,.n.i
eggs
so
heavily
weighed
has
that,
of the
Spaniards have had. If wo can get Cuba th« grief
fol- stones wore thrown at an operative
Willard’s
Miss
death,
her
since
A
Whitman mills who was passinc by.
off our hand with any sort of honor it upon
lowed the casket into ti.e little room.
whereupon
boy attempted to kick him,
will be for our interests to do it.
Thu doors o osed for a few moments, and the
in
the
lace,
operative slapped the boy
when Miss Gordon came out the casket
precipitating a rush from the crowd. The
Under ordinary circumstances a request was empty.
was knocked down and when he
operative
The ashes will be given into the keepclothed
from the President that ho be
a shower of 6tioks and stones folGordon some time this morn- escaped
of
Miss
ing
lowed him.
with lull power to make war at his disThe police dispersed the
ing for interment at Rosehill.
crowd hut made no arrests.
little less
cretion would be rogarded as
At the other mills there was some hootSECRECY TO GAIN PRIVACY.
than astounding. The reason that Presiand jeering, but no disturbances took
Gordon a ing
Notice was given by Miss
dent McKinley’s request for suoh power is
place. About 8800 operatives returned to
Willard
Miss
of
relatives
the
to
work
week
ago
today, nearly double the number on
listened to with equanimity, and with a
The speeder tenders and card
service and Monday.
large measure of publio approval, lies ;in that there would be a private
not to go
room help votBd this afternoon
the exhibition which Congress has been interment on Easter Sunday, and it was back to work under the reduction.
the
for the purpose of preserving
of itself since tho Cuban
The

Spain

2

:y came.

S'i’ll

Senator Mason again noticed the coun- modify the present opinion of many conMr. gressmen. Intervention at once means
try yesterday that he is for war.
Mason evidently entertains a greatly ex- war at once, and when Congress is faoe
to face with this issue a good many
aggerated notion of hia importance.
who ara fierce for immediate
members
If tbo
diplomatic negotiations with action
Furthermore
hesitate.
may
Spain are all revealed in the President’s it is
for the conservative element
possible
seem
that
Spain by in the ifenate to dehny action almost inmessage it would
proclaiming an armistice had complied definitely if it be so disposed, and in the
with all our requests, though the armisHouso too, with the Speaker on their side,
tice is
granted in response to the they can stave it ou a long time. It
not
ours.
and
of
the
powers
request
must be admitted, however,that the presIf the President ha3 ever demanded of ent disposition ot a largo majority of both
the abandonment of Cuba, as has houses is to rush matters to an issue—to

! BON

HE? 1
IA? |

COURT

Calvin 3. Sawyer, Yarmouth; John H.
Seavey, Scarborough; Samuel It. Seeley,
Portland; Clement L. Skolfleld, Harpswell.
Supernumeraries—Leander L. Stevens,
Standish; George D. Fork, Falmouth.
Kxoused—E. A. Littlefield, Bridgton;
Merriman,
Brunswick;
W.
Charles
Samuel H. Jose, and George L. Gerrish,
Portland.
Eight cases have been assigned for trial
before the jury, inoludiDg several of looal
interest and Importance. A suit brought
by Melvin E. Whitney against the Portland Railroad Company to recover |6000
for
personal injuries, is set down for
Wednesday morning. The plaintiff claims
to
have had bis ankle and leg crushed
by the falling of an electric power pole
Forest avenue, near the Intersection
on
of Saunders street, In Leering, in April,
JHH7. Messrs. J. C. & F. H. Cobb appear
for the plaintiff and Messrs. Libby, Robft
inson & Turner for tbe defendant.
The ease of Mary Jane Frazier, vs.
for
as
also
assigned
City of Portland,
This is an appeal from the
cremation, and often discussed the sub- Wednesday.
the
of
damages
by
city on the
an
aril
ject with her friends. In her autobiogwidening of Franklin street. Gen. C. P.
raphy, “Glimpses of Fifty Tears,’’she ex- Jlattooks appears for the plaintiff and
Carroll W. Morrill, .olty solicitor for the
presses her views as follows:
Holding these opinions, I have the pur oity.
moveTh9 suit between the town of South
poso to help forward progressive
the town of Cape E.lzaments even in inv latest hours, and hence Portlan.i and
mantle
beth, relative to the portion of debt to
hereby decree that the earthly
which-1 shall drop ere long when my real be borne by each town in proportion to
valuations Is assigned
self passes onward into the world unseen tboir respective
shall bo swiftly enfolded in flames and for Friday. Messrs. N. & H. tt. Cleaves
Messrs.
the
rendered nowerless harmfully to aiTect
appear for South Portland, and
health of the living. Let no friend of Syraonds, Snow & Cook for Cape Elizamine say aught to prevent the orematlon beth. The case involves Important questhe tions and it is thought it may occupy
of my cast oil hotly. The fact that
popular mind has not come to this decis- the attention of the court for several
who
the
more
all
ion renders it
my duty,
days.
Garland
notion by Charles T.
have seen the light, to stand for it in
An
death, as I have sincerely meant in life against the Portland Rochester Railroad,
to stand for the great cause of poor, op- to recover $1000 damages for personal Inpressed humanity. There must be ex juries Is assigned to follow tbe South
plorers along ail pathways, scouts in all Portland and Cape Elizabeth case. Wilarmies. This has been my “call” from liam Lyons, Esq., appears for the plainthe beginning, by nature and by nurture; tiff, and N. & 11. B. Cleaves for the delet me be true to its inspiriting and fendant.
10 o’olook Wednesday
cheery" mandate, even unto this last.
Adjourned to
“We saw no reason why any public an- morning.
nouncement should be made concerning
the cremation of Miss Willard’s remains”
said Mrs. Stevens. “It was more for the
purpose of insuring privacy than with
precauany idea of secrecy in itself that
tions wore taken.”
uimu
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Coach Harness,

sn_*_-«!* Uarneas.
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Goddard Harness,

Light Driving Double Harness,
Light Driving Single Harness,

©
©

Two Minute Track Harness.

©

their line, make
Messrs. T. & M. are the acknowledged leaders in
for Style, Fitting and
which
of
but
grade
highest
Harnesses,
nothing

©

Durability are uuequaled,
An inspection by parties interested
es invited.

in the correct

thing
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in Harness-
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MUSIC AND DRAIVJK.

NEW

CHEERED EVERYWHERE.

THE LAST STROKE.
Jefferson put on its war paint last
ennight.
Artillery guarded the main
trance.
The picture of the Maine, draped
with the national colors ornamented the

ADVERTISEMENTS.

■ADVEK'flSEHirEXTS._f

|

NEW .ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

j

The

Tremendous Ovation to Consul General Lee.

front of the box office, and a monument
festooned with the Star Spangled Banner,
stood in
bearing an anchor in the field,
and blue
the lobby. Inside, red, white
fronts of HERO or THE PRESENT CRISIS
electric lights ornamented the
are draped with
the boxes, the doorways
ARRIVED IN WASHINGTON.
wreathed
flags, and the marble pillows
went up on
curtain
the
When
with them.
of
the first act, to the accompaniment
the Stars and Stripes
tho national airs,
Crowds Greeted Him
Everywhere and
and the big audience
went up with it,
Everywhere the Enthusiasm Was of
in
shape.
great
and
applauded
cheered
the Moat Stirring Kind—Visited First
was the presentaThe reason for all this
the State Department and Then the
“The
Last
of Morris's melodrama
tion
White House.
Stroke,’’ relating to the effort to free
laid on
scenes
the
of
being
most
Cuba,
Washington, April 13 —Consul General
the “ever faithful island.”
Fitzhugh Lee arrived here from Havana
the
dealing with
The story, while
at 3.30 o’clock this afternoon.
A large
present Cuban rebellion, has for its ma- crowd of enthusiastic admirers had
terial basis a love affair in which Valdez, gathered at the
Pennsylvania station
a
Spanish spy, carrios off the woman he whan the General stepped from the train.
loves, Lucille Vance, alter her husband He was greeted with a tiemendous outThis is the main burst
wounded.
has been
Women waved their
of.applause.
thread of the plot, with the struggle of handkerchiefs and men their hats. AltoCuba as collateral. The wife shakes off gether the demonstration was a notable
her
abductor, and believing her hus- one. Washington crowds as a rule are not
band dead, enters the order of sisters of demonstrative, but this action was a conThe husband recovers, believes spicuous exception. Long before the hour
mercy.
his wife to be dead, and goes to Cuba set for the arrival of the train the crowd
two years later to join the insurgents. began to gather.
It completely filled the
The soene changes from Tampa Bay to station and street adjacent on the east
Cuba, and the story of love and revenge and extended far out into Pennsylvania
auspices. avenue.
under stirring
resumed
is
By the time he was ready to
TT

1
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TAILOR-MADE SUITS.
to

THE GOODS THE I'EOPLE WANT
AND TIIE PRICES THEY WANT TO PA V.
Over 500 ready trimmed hats In large lots, turbans,
short back sailors and shepherdess shapes in every color

uuiiiH

25c to

J. E.

there had been anything unusual in his
during the past several
How long he will remain in
months.

Washington is not known, but it is assumed that ho will make his wishes conform to those of the President as to the
length of his stay.
was

cn

is a rest. Xow how can the stomaoh
become rested, recuperated and at
the same time the body nourished and
sustained.
This is the great secret, and this is also
the secret of the uniform success of Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets.
This is a comparatively new remedy, but its sucess and
leave
no
doubt
as to its merpopularity
its.
The tablets will digest the food any way,
pegardlecB of condition of stomach.
The sufferer from dyspepsia according
to directions is to eat an abundance of
good, wholesome food and use the tablets
before and after each meal, aud the result
will be that the food will be dlgeijted, no
matter how I ad your dyspepsia may be,
because as before stated, the tablets will
digest the food even if the stomach is
wholly inactive. To illustrate our meaning plainly, if you take 1,800 grains of
meat, eggs or ordinary food and place it
iu a temperature of 08 degrees, and put
with it one of .Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets
it will digest the meat or eggs almost as
perfectly as if the meat was enclosed
within the stomach,
T he stomach may be ever so weak yet
these tablets will perform tbe work of digestion and the o iy and brain will be
properly nourished and at the same time
a radical,
lasting cure ot dyspepsia will
be made because tt# much abused stomach will be given, to some extent, a
Your druggist will
much needed rest.
tell rou that of the many remedies advertised to cure dyspepsia none of them has
gnen so complete and general satisfaction as Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets and
not least in importance in these bard
times is the faot that they are also the
cheapest and give the most good for the
least money. A little book on cause and
cure of stomach troubles ssrit free
by addressing Stuart Co., Marshall, Mich.

The
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showing the largest assortment of Suits

season.

It is the best time to
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are

At low
Reefers.

PALMER,

prices

a

large
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GoldCoin Mince Mont, 3 pound

United States be empowered and directed
he
to take at once such steps as may
necessary to put un end to hostilities in
the
to
to
of
and
securo
Island
the
Cuba,
inhabitants of that island a stable and independent Republican form of governCnited
ment, and the President of the
States is empowered and directed to use
if necessary, the land and naval forces of
the United States to make joint resolution effective.
At Mr. Wilson’s request the resolution
was referred to tho foreign relations committee.
Following this catne a resolution from
Mr. Allen of Nebraska. It was as follows:
That a state of war exists between the
United States of America and the Kingdom of Spain and that the present existence and national
independence of the
Republic of Uuba, now, and for some
is
time maintained by force of arms,
hereby recognized. That the President is
at
take
to
once
directed
and
empowered
such effectual steps as may be necessary
to secure the immediate termination of
hostilities in Cuba, and an independent
the people
and stable government
by
thereof and to enable him to carry out
tho purpose of tiffs resolution he is hereby
empowered and dPeoted to use the land
and naval force3 of the United States.
over under the
The resolution went
rules.
Mr. Pasco of Florida, presented a joint
resolution, directing the President to use,
not to exceed $>000 of the funds appropriated by Congress to relieve American citizens
in Cuba for the relief of American
recent.ly
citizens and others who have
landed in Florida from Cuba.
He explained that while the eitizens of
Flordia were doing all in tneir power to
were
assist the refugees their means
It_•

.1

mi.„

..,1,. t-inn

nroc

■•iwmifl fit

Mr. Pettus of Alabama
presented a
legal argument upon the authority of
the
under
President
and
the
Congress
Constitution in declaring and prosecuting
a war.

COMING.

anrl State Author-

Interesting Themselves

in the Matter.

wants

Messrs. Clifford and Camp of this city
who have been Instrumental in interesting the navy department and the state
authorities in the organization of a naval
militia in Portland went to
Augusta

yesterday morning at the request of Adjutant General Richards to confer with
If war is
him in regard to the matter.
declared Gov. Powers will undoubtedly
call a special session of the legislature and
at this session it is not improbable that a
bill will be presented
authorizing the
he.re
in
formation of a naval miliita
Portland and also in Rath, Rockland and
Messrs. Clifford and Camp of
Kastport.
Portland, Gen. Hyde and others of Bath
and Adjutant General Richards are all
working together now to make a naval

IO cents can

cans,

|

He said that those constitutional limitations were ancient landmarks which our
fathers have set. He pointed out that this
government was not a monarchy in which
the President might intervene or use the
army and navy at his will to make war.
As Congress alone has power to declare
Conwar
it also has power to limit it.
this
gress has no authority to delegate
other
or
President
to
tho
my
power
If war is to be waged, Congress
officer.
must order what shall be the nature of
the war declared and as commander-inchief of the army and navy, the President
by
must carry on tho war as directed
It would
Congress and]in no other way.
for
Congress
limitations
not be within its
to confer upon the President authority to
wage war at his discretion.
Mr.
When Mr. Pettus had concluded
Allen endeavored to secure the passage of
lo
a bill just received from tho House.
this Mr. Mason, who had announce 1 his
speech on iho Cuban situation objected.
Mr. Lindsay of Kentucky, gave notice
that he would tomorrow address the senate upon his resolution.
Mr. Mason then
preceded with his
and
speech. He had prepared it carefully
manuconfined himself closely to his
His speech was a legal argument
script.
in favor of the recognition by this government of the independence of the Cuban
close
Republic. Mr. Mason was accorded
Mr. Mason
attention by tho Senators.

announced to you in
“As before
could not be misunderin the language which
and in other places
have been since
| stood, I am for war and
state a possibility. General Richards and I tho hour our flag was lowered in Havana
Gov. Powers arc said to favor the idea harbor and the lives of our citizens taken
of Spain,
and are prepared to reoommend such an- by the government to
destroy the Spanish
“I have no desire
j
organization to the legislature either at nation, but her flag must be dishonored
her sovereignty over
its special session or the regular session by surrendering
as
an atonement for
There has been a Cuban territory
the coining winter.
lowering our Hag. sinking our ship, and
great deal of misunderstanding in regard
But
men.
our
while I am for
murdering
to this matter and for a time the organi- war I stand ready in this hour to uphold
zation of a nuval militia here seemed far the hands of the executive and take tho
I have boon indulging in
can get.
now best I
away indeed, but all partus are
would recoma hope that the executive
the
and
adfollowing
working together
mend intervention and independence to
in
the
matter tho Cuban republic.
vice of the navy department
Intervention
by
the
and Portland will undoubtedly soon be force of arms as recommended by
is war. The declaration for inPresident,
represented in the naval militia brigade tervention without
declaring directly,
law when
which will be authorized by
openly for war seems to lack frankness
too
much
savors
ot Spanish
and
the proper times arrives.
diplomilitia here

|

nf the vulture’s food?

Percy, writing to

Arangureu, said ‘the Yankees

are

hogs

and it you conquer your own
independence they will absorb it.'
“Mr. President, did he tell the truth?
Are we going out on an errand ot mercy
loaded down with day books and journals?
Are we to forge-, our citizens who went
in our
down in the harbor of Havana
greed for gold and territory? Are wo to
leave the door open to compel additional
terms from tbe insurgents who sacrificed
their wives, their children and
their
Do we wish special treaties of
homes?
for
commerce and leave tne door open
that? Do we wish to relieve some American investors who havo
bought Spanish
bonds and who wish to trade them for the
bonds of the republic? Do we, worse still,
wish to leave tho door open to compel
those brave men and women to accept
some terms of autonomy or to pay blood
money to the Spaniard or the shylocks of
our own land?
“May 1 be forgiven if I express the hope
that the heart of the executive
may be
touched in their behalf? May we not hope
that their last lingering look of life ajie
not with suspicion and hatred upon <enr
flag and mine; that it may not rest Upon
the hated color
of the yellow flag of
Spain, but that in their rapt and purring
moments they may be soothed and sustained by the sight of their own flag, the
flag wit a single star, the flag of the
Republic of Cuba.”
Mr. Butler < f .\orth Carolina followed
Mr. Mason,
lie said that he belonged to
what was popularly termed the opposition
on tile floor,
but bo muintaiued that this
opposition had thus far upheld the hands
of tho administration as loyally ns hud
resident, and was
tho best friends of tho
ready to continue to eo do, so long as they
could and preserve their solf-respect.
Mr. Butler expressed the hope that too
tie
foreign relations committee mightsenable to bring in a resolution that the
In
the
unanimously.
ate could

support

in the
present circumstances we would,
in
be justified
opinion ol'Mr. Butler,
seas
the
driving every Spanish vessel from town of
and
and laving waste every city
deSpain and this was because of the
struction of tho Alaine-ono of tho foulest
that
Be maintained
crimes in history.
exalted
the United States had even more
of Cuban
establishment
the
for
reasons
independence—tlie reasons of humanity
and liberty.
“I am for avenging the Maine, Howwould
ever,’’ declared Air. Butler, “and
matter.
be if Cuba did not enter into the
X would secure atonement from Spam or
tlie destruction of the Maine and so many
of her gallant crew, uot by conquest, not

Sale.

CLEAN.

Mix-

Plums, extra
12 1*2 cents can

Egg

California

California Green Gage Plums, extra heavy syrup, 12 1-2 cents can

Infants’

cans.

23

heavy syrup,

California Apricots, extra heavy
12 1-2 cents can

syrup,

&

Baking Powder,

1-4 lb.
8 cents. 1-2 lb. 13 cents. 1 lb.

Superb

cents.

California Bartlett Pears, extra
12 1-2 cents can
heavy syrup,
California Peaches, extra heavy
12 1-2 cents can
syrup,
can
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We

iij
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£a'-ii

able to offer

extraordinary
in
these
laces
during the
bargains
next few days, haviug just received
aline particularly desirable for reason of their graceful appearance and
These are
artistic design effect.
very appropriate for any and every

piBBrj
a ?Sfi5S

12

|Bp

room,

ing

are

in

$2.00

the home.
$8.00

to

Prices

rang-

pair.

We

per

invite your inspection of these laces.
We also have the proper thing in a
double extension
any window.

Sardines, 7 cents can, 4 cans for
25 cents
Best Baldwin

1

CURTAINS.

rod, adjustable

to

Price 50c and 00c

Best Salmon, tall

ffi
ijc

fW

f

PANCAKE FLOUR,
Large size, 7 cents per package,
4 for 25 cents.

1

ii)'>

CT

©8.,

YOUNG GIKH’S SUICIDE.

&

Mass.. April 12.—Miss FlorIS years old, committed
suicide this afternoon in her room on
street.
Who
Linden
was housekeeper for
tho family with whom she resided, and
it is said that for some time she had been

Hathaway,

cents. 2 for
25 cents

7

4 for

cents.

pound boxes,

15 cents box

pound package Washing Powder,’ with cake toilet soap.jl 5 cents
Soapine, large size, 3 packages

6

Soap,

so boxes Lenox
cents cake.

2 1-2

,

Kitchen Mineral, 2 1-2c cake.

Gioss Starch.
25 cents

pounds for_

*1?

A

/jv
tvs

TEAS AND COFFEES.

&

Teas and Coffees have advanced,but
you can get them at the old prices
here.

/IV

25 cents

for

/W

Dnryea’s Satin

|ln

A

SALT.
Best Table Salt, 20

tl

1

M

Washburn's & Pillsbury’s in 24 1-2
72 cents
pound sacks,

sou>s-

I
| m

jjj

KETCHUP.

FLOUR.

_**
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Bring your money and get good interest.
f W yon buy the more yon will make.
Satisfaction is a practice, not a theory with
1 W

I lie

more

ft?

Jf:

iji

T

W

ns.

7
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MONUMENT SQUARE.

/jy
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GSTY OF PORTLAND.
Notice of

]

■

Hearing.

Notice is hereby given that the special comappointed to consider the petition o£ tire
Boston & Maine Railroad to lay amt maintain
a track across Commercial street in saiil
city of
Portland, such track to be a part of a connecting track extending from a point near the cenits track northerly of
ter of Tynjr street in
Commercial street to a point westerly of Brack-

New

mittee

ett street hi its track

southerly

Chickcring Square
In excellent condition.
Commercial
parties inter- corners and carved legs.

of

[

BARGAINS.

$100 iiinuicrsijuHrc

England Upright

street, will give a hearing to all
oil Monday. April 18,1898, at 4 o'clock
p. in., at the aldermen's room. City Building.
H. RANDALL, Chairman.
Portland, April 12,1898.
apmdtd

esled,

PIANO

This piano largo size, rosewood
7 1-3 octaves—In fair condition.

nano

u

case,

Case in good order and in fine conThis piano is small
dition throughout.
$150 in size but full number of octaves.
Four round
$90
Miller Piano.
$125
fair condition inside and out.

Chickcring Square
In good
Four round corners, carved legs and Full Dumber of octaves.
overstrung bass. A bargain.
despondent and had threatened to take Weber Square Piano
$100
Iir:mich & Bach Upright.
her- life. She came to this city three years
ago from New Bedford where her father
Front round corners, carved legs, overThis piano has been but little used and
Frank Hathaway, now resides.
Fxcelicnt
strung with long dampers.
is as good as new. We shall sell for $225
tone.

MARRIAGES.

me

BAXTER BLOCK,

Mrs. Etta Snow.

Ill Brewer, April 2, Geo C. Burrill and Susan
Burley.
DEATHS

In this city, April Utli, Lillian N., yoimge t
child of Carl and Lottie Olson, aged 1 yea. d
months 6 days.
Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2 o elk,
from parents’ residence, No. 67 Burnham street
In Winthrop. April 12, Mrs. Betsey L., wife of
J. M. Benjamin.
Ill Norway, April 3, Mrs. Rosanna Bennett,
aged 68 years.
In Skowhegau, April 3, Mrs. Charles Fairbrother, aged 6G years.
In Mariaville. March 26, Elder I.. Marsh, aged
8S years 4 mouths.
In Camden, April 1, Mrs. Noah Moulton, aged
46 years.
At linsiu Mills, March 28, Zephirln Leveiile.
aued 81 years d months.
In Dorchester. March 30. Thomas S. Crocker,
formerly of Paris, aged 33 years.
In Bangor, March 26, Ludwig W„ s n of
Lewis and Lora Johnson, aged 14 years u
_

Never mind if pliysi
Itching piles?
ciaus have failed to cure you.
Try
No failure there.
Doan's Ointment.
store.
at
00 cents,
any drug

I'rvn

wicli

a

aic
/.
it will pay you to examine theso at once.

CRESSEY, JONES & ALLEN

G.

months.

or»r! if

nninuil
auuve

special bargain

Jn Foxcroft. April 1, Pparl Almond Brawn
and Carrie May Brown, both of Guilford,
In Foxcroit, Burton M. Pearl and Miss Lillian
Blake, both oi Foxcroft.
In Hebron, April 5, Samuel E. Brown and
Miss Mary E. Corbett.
Jn Wilton, April 2, Frank Beverly and Mrs.
Estelle Hanger.
In Norway, April 2, D. Eugene Lebrolte and

Brockton,

ence

Parlor, 13

Fancy Whisks,

00., 1j £^

aprl3d Fri&Sat

journed.

cents
3 for 25 cents

^

Foster Bros. Horae Made Ketchup iii
9 cents bottle T

Successors lo SI.
.1. Kiuley & Co.

H
by indemnity, for we cannot make a merdead,
chandise out of the bones of our
wo will
but let us say to Spain that
establish a Cuban republic as a monuIf Spain
ment to our dead of the Maine.
will not accede to this, let us make good
our
and
with
army
navy."
the proposition
Mr. Butler regretted that the President
did not tell Congress what he meant or
just what ho wanted. He disagreed with
the President concerning the recognition
of tbo Cuban republic, maintaining that
without
to stop the war on the island
granting independence of the Cuban remeant
the
crushing of the
public simply
Cuban patriots.
•‘Wbv is General Lie hurrying to Washington?’’ inquired Mr. Butler.
“We were informed that ho would have
to get out of Havana before the message
Yet here comes a message that
was read.
causes the Spaniards to build bon Ores
tickers
stock
and rejoice and sets the
to clicKing merrily and causes smiles to
spread over the countenances of Wall
Within a few hours 1
street gamblers.
hone we will be called upon to vote upon
The last one I
a definite
proposition.
I voted for the
voted for with pleasure.
I
$8)1,000,000 emergency appropriation.
for
vote
to
am ready
fifty millions or for
to avenge the
millions
two bunired
Maine and to free Cuba; but I'll not vote
l’or
to expend a dollar
any doubttul policy
and I’ll not vote lor any scheme to prohutect Cuban bondholders as against
man itv and freedom and independence.
the
civil
bill
of
Consideration
sundry
was then resumed.
Mr.GaHim.er of New Hampshire offered
an amendment providing that no portion
of the sum authorized to he used for plate
printing should be used for any printing
of notes, bonds, checks, or internal revenuo stamps other than for printing from
This precipitated a
hand roller presses.
long discussion of a question which lias
been before Congress for years—tho question of tho use of hand and stenm presses
in tho bureau of engraving and printing
in which Mr. Gallinger, Mr. Hawley of
Connecticut, Mr. Kyle of South Dakota,
Mr. Cannon of Utah, Mr.Pasco of Florida
'l'hs bill
and Mr. Allison participated.
was then set aside tor the day and the
Senate at 3.65 p. in. went into executive
session.
At, 4 45 p. m. the Senate ad-
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1 WILL H. GOODWIN & CO., |
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gallon

BROOMS'.

each.

1 JOHNSTON,

PURE MALT VINEGAR.
25 cents per gallon.

25 cents

cans.

can.

Extra

I

Apples,

cans,

1
|

pail

/|\

DRIED FRUITS.
Fancy California Apricots, 10
cents pound.
f|?
French Prunes.
5 cents pound
California Peaches, IO cents pound
Best Evaporated Apples, 10 cents
jii
ft*
pound.
Clioice Raisins.
6 cents pound fW
Best 4 crown raisins, 8 cents pound
/|\

Armour’s Condensed Mince-meat
15 cents

Wb
lie

3 pound cans,
IO cents can

Baltimore Peaches, 10 cents

'MASON FOR WAR.

Way

BAKING POWDER.

CANNED GOODS.

i

If we can have armed intern, nmacy.
tion without recognizing the independence of Cuba and can have nothing cite, I
must accept the will of the majority, reserving to myself the right to respectfully
protest and also reserving the right to
light for the independence of tbo brave
island
men, women and children in the
of Cuba.”
Mr. Mason then went into the history
of what had been done by this country in
the past regarding recognition and can
tin ued:
.‘•Are we to be governed by precedent?
Here is the struggling island of Cuba and
olio
it does not seem possible that aoy
now can doubt after the testimony of our
the
from
Vermont
Senator
asjto
colleague
the high character of the native Cubans
in revolt againBt Spain.
“Mr. President, it seems
almost-}i£a
insulting the intelligence of my colleagues
to call attention to tnat civil government
when it is known that through that government they have collected hundreds of
maintained a
thousands of dollars and
standing army that has kept at bay nearly ^00,000 armed and equipped Spanish
as
soldiers and has given evidence of
great bravery and endurance as any arnjy
in all the recorded past. Duripg the past
considered ihe
year the President lias
question of acknowledging the belligerent
of
Was
it
not
well that in
Cubans.
rights
the hour of ronsideration be knew this
branch of the government thought of this
The acknowledgement of tho
question.
independence of one state by another is
under some circumstances made a cause
for war. If the executive hesitates to take
that step at present, v ill he not be pleased
inin consideration of the step to he
formed in respectful language of.the wish
of this branch of the government.
The
brilliant orator from Iowa said the other
the
House
in
that
above
the
day
‘hovering
dark waters of that mysterious harbor of
black
Havana, the
winged vulture
watches for the dclad, while over it and
over all there is there the eagle s piercing
Mr.
eye sternly watching for the truth.’
President, is it to continue to bo an eagle
it
the
avarice
and
of
the
or is
greed
nation to cause it to descend and partake

annual (Jet Out of the

<1 HEBE ABE A FEW OF OUR PRICES: tx>

Grated Pineapple,

assortment of Children’s

our

Goods

costing from 50c to $2.00.
We have Woolen one-piece, and two-piece Dresses in
tures, P.aias and Plain braid-trimmed Serges.

for

Wo give you the profit, that is all. We do not c’aim to
sell below cost. If we did we would be either telling a falsehood
or had no business judgement.
While this sale lasts we advise you to come early, ft
is evident that the rush will ho great.
We are here for business and bound to have it if Good
with Honest Treatment win doit.

pretty styles

many

come

EVERYTHING FRESH AND

shall

we

buy,

from six to ten years old there

girls

|

NO OLD DlflDS.

Our new stock of Cotton Dresses is open.
There are Dresses for Girls of all ages from 2 years to 12 years
and the prices range from 25c to $12.00.

50c

a:

ft.

SO IS THE STOCK.
Tlie time has

his way

to the state department
spread rapidly
at the
and when the carriage drew up
south front of the building a big crowd
A rousing
was assembled on the portico.
Lee
cheer went up as General
stepped
the
from
vehicle, and, bowing right and
Tho
into
the
hurried
building
left,
cheers had appraised the clerks and other
employes of the big building of his coming and there was a wild rush for the
Clerks loft
state department corridor.
nesas.
There will be a great bargain matinee their desks without leave, officers of the
today at which the ladies will receive army and navy joined the rush, and for
souvenir spoons, and a final performance the timo being the discipline of the buildThe crowd lined up in
ing was relaxed.
at night.
front of the elevator shaft, leaving a lane
PULSE OF NEW YORK.
from the door to the secretary's office.
As the elevator oame to a stop anu the
“The farcical Pulse of New York,” an
consul
general stepped out a scene unis
the
next
old favorite with theatre-goers,
precedented In the great building was
attraction at Portland theatre, and will witnessed.
Lee
Hat in hand General
some
be given tonight. Unlike plays of its passed into the corridor and
one
class, it does not wear out; shows a jii- said:
"Now, boys” and three rousing cheers
stant improvement and becomes more
enjoyable each year. The iday, though went echoing down the long halls. Then
there
was another outburst and people
of
its
thrice popular, is now in the zenith
room. Tho cheersuccess, and is everywhere favored with poured forth from every
large patronage, which is proof positive ing caused intense excitement and it was
that it is just the sort of performance some time before quiet could be restored.
the publio desires. The company, a large General Lee bowed to the crowd and as
and strictly first class ensemble of artists, he reached the door to Secretary Sheris headed by Stella Mayhew and Win. A. man’s office turned and bowed aguin.
and the
Lang, late principal comedian with Han- Then the door closed on him
lon’s “Superba.” A special feature is throng dispersed.
minutes
the
a
few
After
of
the
consul-genera
vaudeville
the
made of
portion
play, and twelve high class specialties emerged, accompanied by Secretary SherThe
are
introduced during the second act. man and Assistant Secretary Day.
“The Pulse of New York” is just the sort three entered a carriage and were quickly
to
the
White
General
Lee
driven
and
House,
the
of performance
people enjoy,
getting another ovation on his way over.
that's why they attend it.
Mrs. Lee did jnot come to Washington
NOTES.
with the General, but left the train
at
McCalQuantico.
It is now asserted that Bartley
At the White House the party
was
lum has signed contracts to manage the
new
theatre, now erecting at Cape Eliza- shown at once to the library, where tho
accorded
a hearty
chief
executive
recepbeth, the coming summer.
The only perThere is a report current, but it cannot tion to the consul general
the
be authenticated here, that The Jefferson sons present at the meeting were
will bo run during the summer and that President, Secretary Sherman, Assistant
and
General
Lee.
Secreis now being en- Secretary Day
a flue stcck company
tary Sherman remained with the others
gaged for that purpose.
for about a half an hour and
then
returnee to the state department.
NEW MEDIOAL DISCOVEKYAfter being with the President fully an
hour Judge Day and General Lee
took
A Posit've Cure for Dyspepsia.
their dopartnre, the latter going to
his
crowd
immense
augmented by
This may read as though we were put- hotel. An
who
ladies
of
a
attended
Mrs.
number
Jl; IB gcuw
11LLXU BlTUXJg UCCttU.W
liXJlg 10
was on the
portico
ally thought by the majority of people McKinley’s reception
thut Dyspepsia in its chronic form is in- when the two came down stairs and Gen
a
tremendous
ovation.
ourable, or practically so. Dut wo have eral Lee was givenwas
being driven away,
long since shown that Dyspepsia is cura- As their carriage a Cuban
to
fastened
the
some
one
flag
as
it
ble. nor is it such a difficult matter
front of the vehicle and this was the cause
first appears.
The trouble with Dyspeptics is that of additional enthusiasm.
NAVAL

35c, 42c and

this season than ever,

543 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Slargery

they are continually dieting, starving
themselves, or going to opposite extremes,
or else deluging the already over burdened stomach with “bitters,” “after
dinner pills,
etc., which invariably increase the difficulty even it in some cases
do
they
give a slight temporary relief.
Such treatment of the stomach simply
make matters worse. What the stomach

sold for

pleasing

0

experience

Lee

usually

more

CHILDREN'S DRESSES.

will be offered today and tomorrow at 25 cents.
200 bunches violets 25c and 35c vat ieties have been
used a short time for decorating our flower counters will
be sold today and tomorrow at 12 l-2c a bunch.

bring down the house, as when Consul carriage and was rapidly driven
up the
Blake makes the remark a consul would avenue to the state department.
not bo likely to make, but which, just
had
The
General
not
perceptibly
at this moment, brought forth shouts of changed in appearance since he was last
approbation, and still another, “Where seen in Washington. His eye was as
would we have been today if we had used bright and his step as elastic as every and
diplomacy instead of powder at Bunker nothing in his manner indicated that

News that General

yard.

are now

show for the

$1.75.

IOO dozen flowers

department

Mr.
George Friend took the part of
Richard Vance with much vigor, while
Miss Agnes Ardecfc was especially strong
Vance.
the wife of
aa Sister Loyalo,
Edgar Forrest was a capital Valdez, the
a capital Padre
Sockett
Albert
and
ap,-,
Navarro, while the comedy element was
well represented by Otis Turner as Dr.
Blake, the consul; by Edwin Phillips as
Lieut. Drum; Robert Van Dnsen as Sergeant O'Urady. and Minnie Victorson as
Blake. The other characters
The curtain was called
were well taken.
several times after each act. The scenery
was
very good, the scene in the first act
where Vance is chained to the house
which is set on lire, was intensely realistic. All through the evening the orchestra
playec Southern uiis, besides the CuBamanban “La Territorial” end “La

We

;

Three specials for today and tomorrow, April 13
and 14.
1000 yards all silk black taffeta ribbons, 4 1-2 inches
wide, brilliant lustre and well woven, would sell readily
for 30 cents, our price for today and tomorrow 19 cents
a

and

Mixtures.

and at any price from $1.50 to $15.00.
10O dozen children’s lints, plain shapes, fancy ruffled
brims and crowns,^children’s colors, and children’s prices

111.

hill?”

have

popular

}av

4 DAYS, COMMENCING THIS MORNING.
THE PROFIT IS YOURS.

These are the prices at which we are showing some of the
All have silk lined Jackets. We have
handsomest of these Suits,
Greens and desirable
them in different shades of Blues, Browns,

to
egraph and postal service are brought into requisition
The wonderful
summons new goods to till their places.
slimulous our business has taken this Spring convinces
that we

wiil be more

We have been in business at our present locajust one year and we are going to give our
for
patrons an ANNIVERSARY SALE

ii0n

$14, $15, $16, $18, $20

The harvest time of Millinery is at its height. The
and
dainty flowers, the gay and pretty ribbons, the soft
are
anil
buckles
ornaments
brilliant
the
fluffy chiffons,
fast finding their destiny, gracing a Palmer hat. The tel-

us

%

A varied line of attractive Suits in all grades from 510.00
$38.00, The two-piece Suit (either with a fly-front or a blouse

Jacket)

alight the crowd was so dense about the
in the pay of train that even with the assistance of a
surgent army though still
He weaves his meshes
the
Spaniards.
platoon of police it was with difficulty
through three exciting acts until he that he reaohed the platform. The crowd
himself is entangled in the web and pun- began to cheer and round after round of
ished.
walked
applauso greeted him as he
Such in brief is the plot, and through uncovered
down
the
long platform
introduced stirring refer- oi toe station.
the play are
uo
reacning me sireet
ences to the United States powers that entrance he entered a state
? atuofi

if;

W
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(Chapter XVII.)
‘‘1 know nothing of diamond eyes,” I
replied, surprised at Paul's excited inquiry. Instead of showing a good-natured friendliness towards me as usual,
he had suddenly become
agitated and
suspicious. Ho glanced at me in doubt,

saying:
“Sonia has been revealing something.
It is useless, now, to try and disguise the
fact.”
“Mo,” I replied, quickly. “She has
not explained anything. What do you
expect her to reveal?”
“Oh, nothing, my dear fellow, nothing,
he answered, smiling with that indifferthe diplomat. “The
ence cultivated by
expression yoh used was as original as
it was unusual, that’s all.”
I
“I don’t claim originality, for it,”
1
To Sonia is the credit due.”
laughed.
“To Sonia!” he exclaimed, uneasily
glancing sharply at me. “Then it is
been
true, as I suspected, that she has
telling you some of her ingenious falsehoods.
“Scarcely that,” I replied, thrusting
my hands deeply into my pockets. “She
and
has merely urged m9 to go to Ella
ask her whether she is acouainted with
diamond
eye?.”
anyone with
•As I thought.” ho cried, rising and
“It is exroom
the
furiously.
pacing
enactly as 1 expected. She is trying to has
and
the
others,
she
has
trap you as
embarked upon the first step by speaking
thus of Ella, and sowing setds of suspicion in your mind. This is the character
r,f the woman von seek to help, and you
invoke my assistance in your efforts! No,
Geoffrey,” he said, halting suddenly, and
lookiag me straight in the face. “I shall
not stir on her behalf.”
“But remember that, in return for the
passport, she has promised to tell me all
regarding Ella,” I oried, anxiously.
“Ah 1” he echoed, in surprise. “Is she
suoh a mysterious person, then? Surely
you have confidence In her, or you would
not have asked her to be your wife.”
j “There is a mystery“Aconnected with
mystery deep
her,” I said, quietly.
and inscrutable that perplexes me to the
point of distraction.”
“Tell me about it,” Verblioudovltch
said, interested.
It was upon my tongue to relate to him
the whole of the facts sub silontio, but a
thought at that instant occurred to me
to
that such a course would be unjust
Ella; therefore, I evaded his invitation
confidant.
him
Returning
to make
my
quickly to the object for which I had
sought him, I persuaded him to assist me
by giving mo a passport for Sonia.
“What will she do in return?” he again
inquired, raising his eyebrows and shrugging his shoulders in a manner habitual
“She will
to him when unduly excited.
concoct some idiotic romantic story, in
shall
order that the woman you love
see, Geoffrey,
suffer. I really cannot
what end can be attained in assisting a
from
criminal to re-enter the country
which she is a fugitive. You don’t know
the real character of this apparently ingenuous girl, or I feel oertain you would
never ask mo to imperil my reputation
by rendering her assistance. If I had
done my duty long ago, I should have
allowed the extradition proceedings to go
if I had
on. I’m sorry now I didn’t, for
you would have been saved a world of
worry, and we should have been rid of
the pair forever.”
of
“You seem actuated by some spirit
I blurted forth.
animosity against her,
“Not at all. I’ve never seen her in my
ho protested. “You apparently
life,”
words. Well,
want confirmation of my
and he
have it at onoe,
shall
you
touched an electrio button.
The summons was instantly obeyed by
a messenger in uniform, and to this man
Paul spoke some words. A few minutes
later a short, middle-aged Russian entered.
His hair was grey, his clean-shaven
face was rather red and slightly pimply,
his small jet-black eyes were set too closely together, and his low brows met above
his nose. Fashionably attired in frock
coat of light grey, with a pink carnation
in the lappel he looked so spick and span
that I regarded him with genuine surprise when my friend, introducing us,
said—
“This, Geoffrey, is Ivan RenouC, I dare
of him. He is now
say you have heard
of Secret Police atchief of the section
tached to our Emhassios of London and
Paris.
the
I nodded in acknowledgment of
bow of this expert detective who, at the
time I had lived in St. Petersburg, had
criminals. The
been the terror of all
in
stories told of his amazing ingenuity
were
crime
legion, though
detecting
many of them were perhaps fabulous;
yet there was no doubt that he was one
of the most experienced police officers in
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CONFIDENCE
AND LOYALTY
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of great importance to bicycle buyers,
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spected the world over,
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N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Fres Sf.
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ADVANCES |
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Stock
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This
H cts.. lO to 20, 20 to BO ots. in less
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WALL PAPERS.
New

Designs
Now

An

for

1898

Ready.

Extensive

Assortment

a

Low Prices.
and

Estimates

Good

Work*

men Furnished.

Europe.
imr_£

LURING, SHORT k RARION
marOeodtf

STEPHEN BERRY,
and (oaxd Wdrdex,^
fficolc,

Jed

No. 37 Pliim StreetWilliams Indian Pllo
Ointment Is n sure cure
for PIL.E9. It absorbs
tumors. Stops Itchinp.
GIVES RELIEF. 60c.
ind f#l. At Drugsistr.

[

tfor sale

by

J. E. Goold& Co,

Juned&wlf

--

DISSOLUTION

OF

PARTNERSHIP.

heretofore existing between the undersigned, under the style of Cox
fc Dyer is dissolved by mutual consent, this
light day of April A. D.. 1*98.
WINFIELD S. COX.
ROBT. F. DYER.
The interest of Mr. W. S. Cox in the above
named partnership having been purchased by
Frederick S. Dyer, the business will he continued by the undersigned at No. 245 Middle
St., under the style of F. S. Dyer & Son.
F. S. DYER,
ROBT. F. DYER.
aprl2dliv
The

partnership

DRUG CLERKS WANTED
A

boy,

nbojit 16

or

17,

!o

learn

the retail business.
A boy to work in laboratory.
An experienced clerk lor temporary help.
Address BOX 428.
aprindSt

MARRY SVSE,

rtELLiE,

And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
MeKenuey’s. A thousand solid gold Rings.
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls. Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Weddiug Kings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKKNNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
mai-22dU
Square.

BY

A SPY'S STORY.

$60

<*.'

WILLIAM

L.E

QUJEUX,

Author or “The Great War in England in 1S97,”
“Zoiiaida,” “Stolen
Souls,” “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” Ac., Ac.

j
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What characwant to ask you a queston.
ter does Sonia Korolenko bear?”
“Sonia?” answered the great detective
reflectively, in fairly good English.
“Ah 1 you mean the daughter of Anton
Korolenko who esoaped from Petersburg?
-eh?”
“Yes.
Tell my friend, Deedes,” Paul
said, with a slow gesture indicating me.
“Well,” he answered glancing ouickly
at me with his searching eyes. “For the
past nine months we have kept her under
strict surveillance, expecting that she intended to re commence operations in London. Indeed, J have here in my pocket,
the report for the last forty-eight hours,”
and he took from his breast
pocket a
long folded paper. “It shows umong
other things thnt she has had several visitors at her house in Kensington, one of
whom was a gentleman who, according
have borne a
to the description, must
Two
m’sieur.
to
strong resemblance
hours before this man had called a iarty
visited her and remained with her about
an hour.”
Then, reading from the report, he continued, “the description says,
reddishtall, good-looking, blue eyes,
brown hair, straw hat trimmed with pale
black
blue, brown shoes, light blouse,
cycling ekiit.”
criod
I
exoitedly.
“By heaven!”
“That's Ella! Every word of that description tallies, even to the dress, boots
and hat!”
“She is a frequent visitor ”’the detective observed. “She calls on her bicycle
every day”
“Every day!” I echoed in astonishment.
“I did not know they were friends.”
“l.id I not tell you thai|she|vvas'concealin ; 1 bo truth?” Paul observed, smiling at
my dismay. “Tell |m’sieur of ^the past,
Ivan.
“Ah! her record is a very black one—
vory black,” the officer of police answered
gravely, again lixing his small dark eyes
“Her swindling
rausactions
upon me.
extend over several years, and she has no
while ut
doubt acuired quite a fortune,
least one of her victims has lost his life
By one coup she accomplished In Moscow
with tho aid of that soft-spoken old scoundrel, her father, they pocketed nearly one
between
thousand
roubles
hundred
them.”
“I really can’t believe it,” 1 exclaimed
dumbfounded.
“There is no doubt whatever about it,”
the
Kenouf answered. “It was all in
papers at the time and made quite a stir
is
a
rather
The
throughout Europe.
story
tragic one; sufficient to show what kind
of woman site is. About three years ago

WILLIAM LE QUEUX.
she went with her father from Petersburg
to Moscow, where they look a handsome
house, furnished it luxuriously, and cave
a number
of brilliant entertainments.
whose
At one of these the pretty Sonia,
jewels were the admiration of half the
city, met the young Prince Alexis llazarin, a mere youth of twenty-two, who had
only a few months before inherited a
wellhuge fortune from his father, the
known promoter uf the oil
industry at
Baku. Alexis fell violently in love with
her, made her muny costly presents, proposed marriage and was accepted, the
parental consent being extracted only
when he had deposited in the bank in
thousand
Sonia’s name
one hundred
roubles as settlement upon her. A week
before the marriage, the body of Alexis
was discovered
floating in the yellow
Volga near Kostroma, but whether his
death was duo to accident, Etiicide, or foul
play has never been ascertained. The
fact, however, remains that ADton KoroMoslenko and his pretty daughter left
cow a week later carrying with them one
hundred thousand roubles of the dead
man's money.
“Do you adege that the pair actually
murdered him?" I
inquired, astounded
at this story.
The
smiled
detective
mysteriously,
gave his shoulders a
significant shrug,
but did not reply.

I did not believe his declaration that he
had never met Sonia,
but it seemed
rather as it he had cause to well rememits
ber his meeting with her, and that
recollection still rankled bitterly within
him.
The admission by Renouf was a little
disconcerting. Sonia certainly did not
were even
dream that the Czar’s spies
carenow watching her every action and
fully scrutinizing each person who oalled
ibis
that
at Pembroke Road.
I saw
knowledge X had acquired might prove
was
useful
for
it
to her,
extremely
plain
that even if she obtained tho passport she
would have to leave England
secretly to
avoid the vigilance of tlie secret agents of
the Embassy.
Again, why did Ella
visit her! Instead of cycling in the Park
she went tc Pembroke Road, according to
the report furnished to Renouf,
nearly
every day. For what
purpose, I wonThe more I reflected, the more
dered.
deeply it became rooted within mo that
through Sonia I might ascei tain tho truth
I sought.
Therefore, I abandoned none of my
efforts to persuudo my friend to -issue the
document that would pass tho
sad-cyed
girl across the frontier into tho land she
loved. For fully half an hour we discussed the situation, but ho would
not
She was an adventuress and a
consent.
criminal, he said, and he was not prepared to risk the consequences If she wero
false special
arrestod in Russia with a
permit issued by him.
“Besides,”ho added, “you have hoard
from Renouf how she is constantly kept
under observation.”
But you could arrange that with him if
you iiked. A word from you and tho
vigilance of the police would be relaxed
for an hour or two while she escaped,”
1 observed.
“All, no,” Verblioudovitch answered.
“We have nothing whatever to do with
Re'iouf and his sub orriirales, who are
under the direct control of Sekerzhinski,
the chief of ihe department in
I’etarsburg. They take no instructions from
us.”
“Renouf would, however, do you a personal favor,” 1 hazarded.
“I tear not.” was the reply. “We are
not the best of friends. That is tho reas-
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WIT AND WISDOM
One

or

the Other.

stout old lady

Coachman (driving
lonely road in a very high wind)—Please,
mum, will you mid the 'orses while I run
after my ’at, or will you run after my ’at
while I ’old the ’orses?”—Tit-Bits.

on a

Grange

Forty
one

SALE—Two-story house and
IFORnected,
at Woodfords. 12

represented some over $8000,
no value only to the owners.

of briars is tins working day
—As You Like It. Act. /, Scene 3.

worked.”
Avoid all you can of them and Pond’s Extract
will svon cure e fleets of others.

Please notice
on the line

James ®B Davis9
AMMONIATED

kerosene
SOAP

We have sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
WHY! Because they are reliable.

Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
lieilliiictaii,
$50 mail $75
Forest City.

$50

FulnioutSl,

$40
$35
$30

tUnnil,
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)
I’oi

The loss is small.
been needed.
Mr. Wm. Morrill assumed charge of the
city farm Tuesday.
Mr. John Reddin, who has been in
Boston and Cambridge during tho past
week on a visit, has returned to his home
in

this city.
1 he funeral

services of tho late Mrs.
Abby Libby are to be held Wednesday
afternoon from the residence of the late
Lewis F. Libby, Chandler avenue.
The West End W. C. T. U., will meet
with Mrs. (i. A. McCubrey, corner of
Pleasant and Files streets, Thursday afat 3 o’clock.As this is tho annual
meeting a full attendance is desired.
ternoon

The Ladies’ Missionary society in connection with tho West End Congregationchurch will meet with Mrs. O. A.
al
Brackett
street, Thursday at 3
Bean,
The subject will be “The Zulu
p. m.
Mission.
Mr. Clifford Brown of the East End has
entered the employ of H. H. Hay & Son,
‘Pnrf.lATlfi

The driU’of tho Cleaves Bifles on Monwas
was well attended and
held out of doors. Orders have been issued by Capt. Starr for the company in-

day evening

spection

on

Friday evening.

of L. will meet this weak with
Carrie Black, over L. A. Guptill’s

The D.
Mrs.

the Warren church parish at tho church
nest Monday evening to receive the report of the special committee appointed
resolutions on the death of
to draw up
the late Deacon Elisha Newcomb; the re-

T.
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■
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GO,

50 VARIETIES
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or

Real Estate Office. FRED-

Known to the Seed Trade.

OB SALE -To close an estate, a 2 1-2 story
house situated No. 6 South St. Deering,
containing is finished rooms, divided into two
rents which let lor §13.00 and §12.00 per month;
has sebago water and steam heat. Lot 100x110.
and good stable with same.
Inquire of A. C.
LIBBY & CO.. 421-2 Exchange St.
apr 11-4

That is what

the

PREPARED FROM.

Sold by the Package,

Ounce,

Also Separate Colors to choose
for Catalogue.

or

from.

PoundWrite

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
I'OKTiAKD* MAINE.
_u1 ',v

he%d
For*7 word* Inserted under till*
runh in ntivanro.
on*' tveok tor 2i*
or three
intelligent
WANTED—1Two
it
canvassers. No

ladies
experience necessary.
A good tiling to the right parties.
Apply to F.
GLOVlK, lioom r>, Lincoln Park flouse,
between 11 a.m. and 1 p. m. or 5 and G p. m.
as

131

housekeeper and
WANTED—A competent
a

street_

12-1

V?

For
KENT—A bakery, good location.
interview address, A. B., Letter Carrier
13-1
No. 4.

FOP.

LET—At Woodfords, side rent of s rooms,
810.00; lower rent of 5 rooms. $9.00; upper
rent and
stable, 5 rooms and water closet,
$13.00; lower rent anil large stable. 7 rooms
and batii.
furnace, electric light). $18. H. .1.
ALLEN'S REAL EST ATE AGENCY, Wood12-1
fords.

TO

good

re-

et; also lowGood references required.
er rent of a room).
Applv to ERNEST TRUE at True Bros.. 394
12-1
Forest.

No payment down asked.
CO., 12 Monument Sq.

MAKES & EAKLE
12-1

SALE—Or lease, a lot of laud at the West
End. corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply' to E. IIAKLOW, 919 Congress St.
jan25dtf

FOR

FORlor

family, containing

9 rooms, has hebago water and water closets, lot 35x120, situated No. 158 Grant St, Anyone looking for a
medium priced house for a horns, will pav them
to investlsate. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange St.
7-1
one

FOR

SALE—Handsome brick residence
I^ORCongress
street above Mellen.
built

on

by
comfort, hard wood finish,
open fireplaces, sightly location, beautiful
grounds, room for stable, adapted for physician. Brrtieulars Real Estate Office, First Na
tional Bank, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
13-1
owner

for bis

own

MlIBCBIXANEOrS,
l-orty words
one

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

LADIES,

MAN

LILLIAN

RENT—On Congress St..
orgress Sq..
or
a house finely situated for ;■ phy-duian
private residence. Occupant of above would
etc.
sell all or a portion of the furni.'inrgs.
BENJAMIN

SHaW, 51 1-2 Exchange

;»t.

7 1

fTO LET—Lower flat No. CO Spruce St., s ven
*
in
rooms, bath, steam heat, laundry, etc.
ner-ect repair, rent $25 per «• onth. Apply a.
ADA M I*. LEIGH ION, 233 t. John Si.,
once.
7-1
under West End Hotel.

v

OTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
tor household goods or store fixtures oi
any description or receive the same at our auction room* lor sale on commission. GOSS &
WILSON. Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
19-3
It Its. EH ANTES F. APPLEBY. Chiropodist,
will Te-'t all diseases of ihe leet every
m-.ng tin* mouth of April free oi

Tues ay
c.i.-.igc

mo LET—House No. 12 Prospect St.. 9 rooms.
It Inquire of F. & C. B. NASH CO., 390 Fore
7-1
street.

ongress St.. Boom 1.

;ii ;* o

V\ A

:

■*

.8,1 >—>ITUATHlV

2-4

».

ANTED-Several experienced stitchers on
ladies’ shoes. Top stitching and closing
SHAW. CODING SHOE CO., Spriugvale,
G-l

O LET—House with 13 rooms, for one or two
l oriy ivuni^ .i.*erio«i
under Ujig V:# ad
(amides or boarding or lodging Danforth ..«**
k i'str ‘i-"* «••'!!In. ea«h »«> adviinow.
Rt. near High St.. $20 and water: flat 5 rooms. I
2 story, 230 Middle St., §15; 5 rooms, 4 story. §8; j
position for general houseNo 84 Preble St.. 4 rooms, $10. N. S. GARDI- XMTANTED—A
work or chamber work. Please enquire
NER. 176 1-2 Middle St., Room 1.7-1
j or address
38 HANCOCK. ST., corner of NewPlease ring upper left baud bell. 13-1
mO LET—Lower rent No. 5 Laurel St., con-; bury SI
taming 7 rooms and bath, price $15; lower j
rent No. 50 Brackett St. of 5 rooms. §8: also
ANTED—
Employment by young man. aged
*y
C
lower rent No. 80 Salem St.: all contain Sebago
21. who has hail wo years’ experience in
water and are pleasantly located. Inquire of store and one year in office of a large wholesale
7-1
A. C. LIBBY & CQ.. 42 1-2 Exchange St.
house. Am obliged to leave my present position and must have work at once of some kind.
mo LET—Two small houses of 5 rooms each,
13-1
Address J. 1L, Press Office.
one at $9 and one at §6 per month, also a
lower tenement of 6 rooms at §8 per month.
as
ANTED—Situation
stationary engineer.
\\
Inquire of DR. DOW, 507 1-2 Congress St. 7-1
*»
Understands handling dynamos and automatic engines. Address S. Go Free St.
12-1
rs

B

WSAINSPRIMCS, 75c.
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
one year.
MoKENNEY, the Jeweler
marlhdtf
Monument Square.

evening to Beulah chapter, O. K. S.
The prize declaration of the students
of the Westbrook High school will be held
this evening at tho Westbrook Congregational church.

for

I* E:NTS—7 to y roo s each. No. 14 Spruce St.,
No. too Pearl. No. loo High. No. IR> Gray,
No. 1 Sherman. No. 17J Brackett, No. SGG Congress. No. GO Melbourne, No. 171 Neal. We
have the largest list ol rents to let. in Portland.
Heal Estate Ufflce, PitEDEHICK S. YAILE.

A grand Eastpr ball was held Monday
The hall
evening at Odd Fellows’ hall.
was well attended and was under the
management of Messrs. W. B. Brown,

7-1

pr.INTERS’
97

IJXCHANGK,

1-2 Exchange SI.,

Forllantl

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders
attended U).

mail

or

lanl situated
suitable for
in-

once,

Exchange^.

The subSALE—'To close an estate.
stantial three story brick residence 138
Pine street, containiog 12 rooms with steam
hear, stable and all modern improvements;
lately been put in first-class repair. Terms satisfactory. For pariicnlars apply to FKEDEKICK EOB1E, First National Bank, or Ifeal Estate Office. F REDE KICK S. VAILL.
9-1

Ii>OK

three flat block
SALE—Elegant
at No. 09 St. Lawrence street. Has
IjHlIt
now.

seven

rooms on a flat, open
on each floor, finished

fireplaces,

bath room
in cypress and hard
pine, very sunny, pays ten per cent on
$7000. Will be sold if taken at once for
$5500, as owner lias moved out of town. Lot
is very
large, being 46x125. DALTON &
CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.
5-2

Glen wood

avenue (the best),
HOUSE—On
modern
Deering Highlands,
new,
flat house, with steam heat,
a

nnpii

flv«.

places, broad piazzas, large bay widows,
line views, open plumbing, front 'and back
entrances, cellars and beaters entirely separate (think of it). Only one minute to elecA
tric ears. Every known convenience.
permanent 10 per cent investment or an elegant home and an income of $250 per year,
l’rice right and terms to suit you. DALTON
CO., 478 1-2 Congress

street._5-2

»*

W

of

con-

on

SALE—Restaurant No. 88 Exchange St.,
location first class, and everything complete, will be sold very cheap as owner has
other busiuess 10 attend to. A rare chance lor
party with sm 11 capital to secure a good paying business. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
O l.ET—Furnished or unfurnished, a sunny 42
1-2 Excitative St.
7-1
down stairs rent, house nearly new, bath
room, corner lot, nice lawn, close to Deering
SALE—A nice cottage house with ell
reasonKent
electric).
very
Westbrook
and
and stable attached, at Soutli Freeport A
able to right parties, as owner is going away. vdry desirable summer
also about 5
Possession given at once. Call at 20 SAUN- acres laud. Inquire of S.residence;
B. KELSEY, Portland
13-1
DERS ST., Woodfords.
Bier.
marlU-4

in

acres

Church street, Deering,

on

near

TO LET.

Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

rooms

SALE—Cheap, 5

FOR

building purposes; must-be sold aT
quiie of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 Va

Woodfords Highlands,
SALE—Handsome, modern cottage
7 roomed house and stable,
FOB SALE—At
electrics, first class plumbing, everything ail right. FOR Gr»at Diamond Island. Every bath
such
venience and

SALE-A good 1 1-2 story house fitted

aprll

K01.IL,

a

“K. & W. Choice Mixture”
IS

FREDERICK

ftrn

liPl

.LIU 1J.

new

FOR

1VAXTED-FEMALE IIKI.P.

cert Wednesday
Malo quartetto of Lewiston, assisted by
Menander.Dennett, reader.
Worthy Grand Matron, Mrs. Nina Y.
is to make an official visit this
Talbot

watchman at the Westbiook electric car
stables has taken a place with a black-

National Bank,

to

First National Bank, or Real Estate Office,
M-l
FREDERICK S VAILL.

as
sewer,
luxury
room, running water, broad piazza, open
fireplace,corner lot.one-quarter acre of land;
shade
two minutes from wliart, beautiful
trees, view simply wonderful, 7 good rooms,
a 11 furnished.
We will sell for $1200 and
make
payments easy. DALTON <Jt CO.,

Congress street._5-2

478 1-2

rriHE ELEGANT MODERN RESIDENCE we
JL are building on Forest avenue (the best
street in the city.) This house will (Contain
eight finished rooms and bath room, hot
water heat, open fireplace, double parlor on
main street, every modern convenience ami
unsurpassed.
luxury, and the ‘location is
Our price includes grading, turfing, sidewalks, everything ready tor occupancy. Our
price is $1000 lower than you would suppose
DAL.TON & CO., 478 1-2
we could sell for.
5-2
Congress street.
_

in Porton St.
Lawrence street. Each flat contains 7 rooms
heaters
entrances,
and bath room; separate
and cellars for each flat;
open
fireplaces,
large bay windows,hard wood floors,electric
bells, paoered throughout. A permanent 12
Price
per cent'in vestment and gilt edged.
right and terms easy. DALTON & CO.,478 1-2
street.5-2
Congress

renting property
HOUSE—Greatest
land. Modern three fiat house

TV'EW, TWO STORY HOUSE and 50 00 feet of
11 land on Alba street, Leering, lor §2,100.
Furnace heat, cemented cellar, Lay win-

piazzas,

broad

dows.

bath

room,

Sebago

water, double parlors, hard pine floors,
high and sightly; a fine home at a very low
suit
Terms to
you;
only three
price.
minutes to schools, store-*, and electiic cars.
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street. 5-2
SALE

or

TO LET -Hotel Rockingham,

FORLewiston, Me. Furnished throughout;
capacity 100 guests; possession given immediately. Apply to DR. A. F. IRISH, Lewiston.
SALE—A
acres,
FORLewiston,
cuts 60 tons of hay.
tarm of 200

7 miles from
large bearof
nine
buildamount
timber,
large
ing
ings first class, stock and tools to go with farm.
Address F. A. BRIGGS, North Auburn, Me.
1-2
orchard,

WEDDING RINGS.
hundred to select from.
All weights
Two
ami sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. JlcMonument
the
K.ENNEY,
Jeweler,
Square.

marl9dtf

SALE—Extension ladders, pole ladders.
ladders.
ana
ladders,
step
plank
ladders ot other kinds, for masons, plasterers. painters, paper hangers, housekeepers,
REUBEN WESa'1 of my own manufacture.
COTT, 131 Lincoln St, foot of Myrtle. Tele-

FOR

phone

25 4

338-4.

SALE—Pine Clapboards.

Now is the
time to buy pine clapboards as i am closorder
to make
in
them
out
at
spruce prices
ing
It wi'.i pay you to use
room for spring stock.
E.
a
DAVID
as
matter
of
pine
paint sticking.
mar 48 4
So. Waterboro, Me.

FOR

ItUSSELL,

OR TO LET—Fine cozy eotnear
steamer
South Freeport
seven large airy rooms, broad piazzas,

SALE
pOIF
4
tage at

landing;

beautilul drives, fine fishing and sailing, delightful location for health and quiet Apply to S.
B. KELSEY, Portland Bier.marlfi-4

if OR SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
a
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition- good orchard, anti
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARA1I BiDEN, No. 135 Oxford St..
marJ-tf
Portland, Me.
SALE—To close an estate, the substantial residence No. 13$ Pine street, with
stable and ail modern Improvements, lately put
Terms satisfactory. Fit
in first class repair.
particulars apply to FREDERICK ROI’.IK,

ESOR

First National Bank, or Real Estate Office,
13-1
FREDERICK S. VAlLL.
ton SALE—Restaurant, first class location,
will be sold at a great discount from cost.
The present owner has other business demanding his whole attention, and it must be sold; a
good opening for this business. Call on N. S.
11-1
GARDINER, 17G 1-2 Middle St., loom 1.

>

is to have a conevening by the Aeolian

night

estate, the sub tan-

an

FHORRENT—Store

SOUVENIR

BATTLESHIP

The Methodist church

Milton, formerly

SALE—To close

tial residence No. 138 Pine street, with stable and all modern improvements, lately put in
first class repair. Terms satisfactory. For particulars apply to FREDERICK KOBIE, First

MONEY

Mo.

David

house
cold water,
heat, sunny exposure,

PHONOGRAPHS

hall.

Mr.

furnace

Ij-

WANTED—25

on

brook.

rooms

lights,

dtf

FOR

WANTED—Scandinavian gill wanted for
tv
housework. Address G. U., this office.

West-

_12

modern

Woodfords,
FORof SALE—At
8
and bath, hot and
electric

ALASKA!!—If

and for the transaction of any other business that may coma before the meeting.
Tho entertainment by the students of
Wedschool will be held
the parochial
nesday evening in the school assembly

of

kiichen, cemented cellar, stable, large

11SOR

port of the parish committee in regard
the services of the present
to engagiug
choir for unother year will bo considered,

Bishop

street and

17*011good neighborhood, house of G rooms, both

XIUW1I.

i3X»UUXt

mar28

LET—Lower rent of 7

furnished cottage on Little
cook to take
Diamond Island and furnish hoard to summer
Inquire evenings li. M. SMITH, 121
visitors.
12-1
liraekett

W. Spring and Joseph

good

have your last year’s coats remodeled In the latest styles at reasonable
rates, also dress skirts rebound, brushed and
cleansed for 50 cents.
Gapes and garments
mo LET—Two new flats, seven room) and reluied a specially.
PORTLAND SKIRT
A hath, separate heat. Nos. 49 and 51 Morn- BINGING CO., 16 Elm St., near Congress. 13-1
ing street. One third story flat, seven rooms
and hath, in excellent order, 287 Brackett St.
or lady of good address to travel and
Five room rent, down stairs, in goad repair. 07
appoint agents. §40 per month and exTen rooms,
Parris St. 5 rooms 4.3 Parris St.
penses. F. W. ZIEGLER si Co., 215 Locust
Six room rent, down st.. Philadelphia.
ut) stairs. 151 Franklin St.
aprowed&sat4t
man to work in
shop. stair), l<>8 Clark St. HENRY S. TRICKEY,
ANTED—Young
12-1
Must be reliable and of mechanical turn. 121 Exchange St.
EXCIIANCE—A nice house lot at FesState age, previous experience, name of former
senden Park for a horse
and buggy.
employers and wages required. Address B. & rito LET—A first class tenement on North MARKS & EARLE CO., 12 Monument Sq. 12 1
8 street. A very desirable rent in nice neigh13-1
C., P. O. Box ica5, Portland, Me.
borhood. near Sliailer school, two churches
you are going to Alaska, write
at once for latest information, books and
WANTED—A good, smart boy, aboutlG years and electrics. It. contains seven rooms and nice
House has just been fitted up with alt maps of the "Gold Eie dsmailed free.
We
old. not afraid of work. Apply between 8 lath.
J. B. BRACKETT, 185 are sending another expedition into the "Goldand 12 a. in. to W. H. CHASE, Eovell Arms modern improvements.
12-1
Middle 3treet or 47 St. Lawrence street.
en North.”
No man ought to go alone or in a
Co., 180-182 Middle street.12-1
The
of
company of two or three.
advantage
ANTED—An energetic man to place our mo LET—New flats No. 265 Spring St. coutain- being one of a large iparty of skilled
New Eng\Xr
v v
line with store and mill trade; must ibe 1 ing » re ms; sunny exposure, all modern land men with expert miners, can not be overone who has
unquestioned faith in liis ability to conveniences, hot water heal, lighted by gas or estimated. Our Secretary. W. H. Jeffrey, with
secure business in the face of keen competition;
JAMES an expedition of 20, is now in Alaska. We have
electricity. Apply at 281 Spring St.
no time to experiment with one who merely
had experience and know just what is required.
BAIN.
aprl2-tf
ALASKA-YUKON-KLONDIKE GOLD sYNhopes ho can sell goods; a good paying permanent position for tne right man. Address THE
end
D1CATE, PORTLAND. ME.8-2
RENT—3 story brick house upper
BROOKS OIL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.9-1
of city, 12 rooms and hath, adapted for
ARVILLE, Magnetic Clairvoyant
BENJAmore
machine private family or hoarding house.
sewing
and Palmist. 79 Franklin St., opposite Lin12-1
hands; those having experience pre- MIN SHAW, 511-2 Exchange St.
coln Bark. Sittings daitv from 9 to 8, on health.
fered. KING MANF. CO.. 143 Middle st. 5-2
business or private family matters.
7-t
rf,0 LET—House 180 Neal St„ first house from
A Congress, large yard and all modern con- Mf J. RYAN—The blind musician. 101 Federal
A THOUSAND RINGS
•*
Possession May 1st. Apply to
veniences.
St„ Portland. Me. Chairs repaired witti
K. H. KNIGHT, 515 Congress, or 178 Neal St
cane and basket seats; send orders to police
12-1
from.
To select
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
station; all work guaranteed first class. Cornel
and Harmonica Solosist
Agent for the im
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest mo LET IN DEERING—A furnished house. proved Windsor collar and cuff.4-2
stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, A nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and
and
Graphophones, re
inarl9dtf
Monument Square.
laundry. Fine grove in rear; also orchard of
cords, blanks, horns, tubes, recorders
Will be
choice apples. On line of electrics.
belts springs and al
knives,
cases,
carrying
Address
rented to a family without children.
"1000 Records ir
talking machine supplies.
WAITED.
or call 61 PLEASANT ST.. Woodfords, Me.
stock” Graphophones and Gramophones to lot
aprlltf
C. C. HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Con
to see the exhibition
iarANTED—Everyone
gress St._uiari6-4
**
of
at
ALGERNON mO LET-Double house, (new) each rent enCopley
prints
A tirely separate and containing
loaned on lstand 2nd mortgages
STU BBS’S, 501 Congress St. 100 subjects. Cataparlor,
estate, life Insurance policies, notes
13-1
logues free.
dining room, kitchen, four sleeping rooms, bath bondsreal
and
cold
and nice pantry; Hot and
water, open
good collateral security. Notes
uuu
discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a yeai
and gardens, lMuniDing, furnace neat.
very suutiy
U’ANTKD-Work in yards
and
W. F.
*»
Price
upwards
according to security.
§16 per
spading, sodding, making beds, out bor- pleasant; on line of electrics.
References required.
Apply at 72 CARR, room o, second floor, Oxford building.
Apnly rear of 1C5 month.
ders, cleaning up, &c., &c.
185
Middle
street.
ll-i
mar29
4
12-1
(>CPAN ST., Woodfords.
GREEN ST.
ONEY TO LOAN—On first and second
Hj
book called the history rglo LET—A first-class furnished cottage of fU- mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate 01
T\TANTED—The
Ji. seven looms :it Simonton’s Cove, So. Port- interest as can be obtained in Portland; also
f?
5 Maine Regiment. 17 Maine Regiment,
;
forest City loans made on stocks,
l-io and 29 Maine Regiment. 7 Maine Battery, land; also one of -ix room.
bonds, personal properTRUE ty or anv other
to
Good price will lie lauding.
Peaks i-l.i.k
A. ply
or other Maine reg ments.
good securities. Inquire of A,
O. LIBBY & CO., 42Vs Exchange St.26-4
paid. COLESWORTHY BOOK STORE. 92 1 BROS,, 394 Pore st._9-lw*-tf
Pwkett St., corNpersons in want of trunks
ner of Dow. lo n ••!>. ;
rciipiea as a \VANTED—All
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
MAINE
SPOONS fancy goods store. v. it
(Ijoimmc rooms 503 Congress
street, one door above Shaw’s
«
<>i ed. rent
suitable for light hou; kipping A
Tlii3 is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the moderate. For particular.^ ..j •• Real Estate grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
ami
can
therefore
give bottom prices.
Call and see it. McKKNNliY, the! office, First National
market.
auk Luiimug, FRED- Trunks
We frame
repaired. Open evenings.
maiTJdtf
Jeweler, Monument Sq uare.
7-l
ERICK S. VA ILL,
il-U

store.

Invitations are out for a private dancing card party at Cumberland hall, Monday evening, April 18.
There is to be an adjourned meeting of

oil

Easy

98 Ex13-1

lot with lawn house, excellent combination
MYheater in cellar. Terms easy if desired.
RON E. MOORE, Deering Centre.
l

FOR

ENGINEER

defective chimney and was extinguished
by a few pails of water before the departTho department made a
arrived.
ment
quick run and were in readiness had they

SALE—In Deering

summer

FOR

families, cemented cellar, large

neighborhood, furnace heat.
Inquire of JOHN 11. CARD,

two minutes from electrics, good neighborhood.
A splendid opportunity; price 82500; terms
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries easy. H. J. ALLEN, 2 Spring street, Wood12-1
fords.
and General Sporting Goods.

TO pair. with separate water clo

and use it next time you wash, that will explain
Beware oi Imitations.
At 13.30 Tuesday noon an alarm of fire
from box 33, corner of
sounded
was
VV ANTED— MALK HELP.
Brackett and Main streets. The fire was
on the roof of tlio two story and a half
WANTED—First class man of
wooden building on Bridge street, owned
good habits as night engineer. Apply to
FINES BROTHERS.
131
of
The
Docormior.
Mr.
a
part
upper
by
the building is occupied as a dwelling
and tho ground floor by a grocery kept
by Mr. Hubbard, and a bakery run by
The fire was due to a
Mr. Decormier.

two

FOR

TflEET.

your neighbor’s clothes

JN THE BACK Y AKD.
You need not ask “What makes them look so
white?” but go to your grocer and get a bar of

Beyond Ilia Imagination.
Tuffold Knutt—Wot would you do If
you hud $1U0?
Aliyn Tatters—Is they as much money
as that in tho United States?—Chicago
Tribune.

WESTBROOK.

but were of

one or

con-

arranged

change street, Portland, Me.

“SWEET PEAS”

IN P/SUNG AUNG THE
full

•‘O lio\?

for

terms.

SALE—To close an estate, the substantial residence No 138 Pine street with
stable and all modern Improvements, lately put
tu first class repair.
Terms satisfactory, for

particulars apply
stable

rooms

lot. good

_apr!2dtf

■_

TJOIITLAND real estate in centre of city to
A
exchange for a small farm. W. P. CARR.
Room 5,185 Middle St.
13-1

VALUABLE PAPERS FOUND.

of a
mils east of the village was out in the
woods looking for May flowers, when she
a
found an iron and
tin box in some
water. They proved to fje the ones taken
from Mr. Jordan & Son’s. The papers
and tank books which they
contained

Inserted nnder this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

IP

138

13-1

o£ file most splendidly colored

ney’s Jiving about three-quarters

SALE.

ARM FOR SALE or exchange for house in
estate, the substan4u acres mowing,
city or village; 125 acres.
Fine street, with
pasture, wood and timber, 400
stable and all modern improvements, lately put the balance
house
fruits,
to rooms and
small
trees
and
in first class repair.
Terms satisfactory. For apple
house, hen house,
particulars apply to FREDERICK ROB f K. piazza, wood house, carriage
ice house, room u>r
and
cellar
barn
with
40x50,
Jhirst National
Bank, or Real Estate Office,
12 cows and 3 horses, nice lawn, plenty of shade
FREDERICK S. YA1LL.
13-1
trees, a fine place for summer hoarders, 11-2
miles to 1 abroad station, 2 miles to village.
SALE-Rock
maple and yellow birch For further information apply to SMITH &
I^ORwood for
grates, also dry kindlings. A. D.
f45 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
MORSE. 23 Plum street, city.
Telephone 50-2. SALE,
SALE—To close an
TP Oil
tial residence No.

last, all seemed to enjoy the occasion. A
good dinner makes ail happy.
Mr. George Lowell of Woodfords, spent
the Sabbath with his parents.
We also notified nnit-n a number nf new
faces at the church services.

(.SPECIAL TO THE FBBSS.i
Harrison, April 12.—Last October the
of Marshall Jordan & Sons was
store
broken into and the safe blown open. No
trace of the burglars or
anything connected with it has ever appeared
until
A daughter of Henry Whityesterday.

words In sorted under this head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

JL

Saturday

day

FOll

SALE.

Jl»

^Tlieremains

ser-

vice.
“It is not rendering you a
personal
service if, by giving the passport, I induce her to tell you a tissue of untruths.”
“But it is evident, even from Renoul’s
report, that Ella visits her. It is to obtain an elucidation of a secret that I am
striving, for I am convinced Sonia knows
the truth.
“If she does, then you may rely upon it
she will not tell it to you, but substitute
lie
some
remantic fiction or other,”
laughed. “It is really astounding to find
in
her
so
confident
honesty.”
you
Paul Yerblioudovitoh’s attack of 111temper vanished as he threw himself
his
showed all
back in his chair and
white teeth in a hearty guffaw.
"I am not confident, ’I declared. “I
have assisted the girl to obtain her freedom, therefore I cannot see that she can
have any object in wilfully deceiving me.
Her promise to reveal the truth regarding
Ella in exchange for the passport is but a
mere business arrangement.”
woman
“Yon apparently suspect the
you love of some terrible crime or other,”
Paul said after a pause. “I oin’t uudevstand you, Geoffrey, I must confess.”
in my place, fondly
were
“If you
loving a woman who was enveloped in
bewildering mystery, vju would I have
noidoubt, acted quite as strangely|,as myself,” I exclaimed,*smiling grimly. “I
only want to discover light in this chaos
of perplexity; then only shall I be content.”
con“But if circumstances have so
spired to produce a problem, why not remain patient until its natural elucidation
when baffled,
is effected? The poliep,
frequently adopt that course, and often
very effectually, too.”
“Truth to tell, old fellow,” I said confidentially, “I am anxious to marry Elia,
but cannot until I have ascertained some
substantial truth.”
“Of what do you suspect her—of a
crime?” he inquired, smiling.
I paused.
“of a
“Yes,” I answered gravely,
orime.
I fancied he started as I spoke, almost
imperceptibly perhaps, yet I could have
sworn that my
words produced within
him some nervous apprehension.
“A crime!” he echoed. “Surely she
cannot be guiltyjof anyhing more serious
than some little indiscretion.”
“It is more than mere indiscretion that
I suspect,” I said in a low tone.
“Well,” he observed mechanically as,
after a pause, he stood at tho window
gazing fixedly into the street. “I certainly would never accept as truth anything whatever told me by Sonia Korolenko.”
I was, however, inexorable in my demand, more than ever determined to hear
Sonia’s f story. The strange
hesitating
manner in whioh my friend had endeavored to avoid complying with my request
within me; of
had aroused suspicion
what, I could not tell. It struck me as
curious that he should thus defend Ella
so strenuously, although ho knew her but
slightly. He was, perhaps, acting in my
interests as his friend, but if so, his intense hatred of Sonia was more than the

FOR

■■

me.

quired quickly, in genuine surprise.
“1 have strong reasons for anticipating
he answered
** ovoluimorl Pan!
the course she will 'adopt,
“ia flto orvrfc nt
“I therefore give
you
woman you aro trying
to befriend ! No ambiguously.
doubt she has told you a most touching warning.”
with
is
she
that
acquainted
“I
seems
story of persecution, and all
tJjat, but
observed.
can anyone be surprised if our
pBlice en- Ella,” I
“Yes, from llenouf’s report. But rodeavor to arrest her? I tell you plainlv
don't be led away
she's a mere adventuress, with a plausi- member my words, and
by any of her false statement?. Do not
ble story ever upon her tongue.”
motive
“Do you refuse to do what I ask?” I forget that there is a very strong
whv she should denounce Miss Laiug—a
inquired at last, when Honour, pleading motive
discover
ero
will
perhaps
you
and departan appointment, had bowed
long.” and he smiled mysteriously.
ed.
after
a brief
“Very well,” I exclaimed,
“I caq really reo no satisfactory reason
his
standing pause. Then again Shaking and hand, I
why I should,” he answered,
thanks
after
promexpressing
in the center of the Persian rug spread left,
ising to send Juckes to the Embassy that
before the fireplace.
“You are my friend, Paul,” I urged. evening.
(To be continued.)
“At all times I am, as you are aware,
ready’' to perform you any personal

MISCEIXAITEOCS.

jL*

hesitate to

im<;ht implicate

a

njj&f
fMjgtion is

I

issue a documen
that smithing concern in Portland.
if he discovered the N. Shaw of Cumberland Mills,
t
truth, my prospects in
the
dplomatc employed in other capacities hy
service might to ruined.”
road company, is his successor.
t
of
Witli all Paul’s gay
Prayers over the remains
spirits and careless
manner he possesseu an ea^er enthusiasm Mary Powers were held Monday a,
brother,
jind an insatiablo
curiosity concerning at tho residence of her
hun aniry at large.
Powers, on King street.
s ohuich.
there is yet another
way,” I said. vices were held at St. Hyacinth
Ho«?
Burial at St. Hyacinth cemetery.
and
Guy 1.
“Obtain the signature of His
ExcelMessrs. Stephen Hopkins
lency, the Ambassador. You can make Woodman left Monday afternoon on a
inko.
an excuse that the permit is for a friend.”
brief fishing trip at Sebago
Pnui remained silent, pacing the room
Mr. Frank Wallace of Clinton, Mass.,
North street.
stolid
and
with
6.face
moveis visiting his mother, on
automatic
At lHrtt he turned to me saying—
ment.
The statad oommuncation of lemple
held
on Wednes“I etc, i)<ede3. it’s quite useless* to ar- lodge of Masons is to ho
1 admit that I am exceed- day evening.
The lodge is to receive at
gt:e longervisit
from
the
Disto
render
official
anxious
you this service, that time an
ingly
Redlcn. of
trict Deputy, Mr. Frank R.
but knowing as 1 do that the
consequences iiUi.-t be disastrous either to you,
of the Jato Clinton Anderhesior to the woman Korolenko, i have
Ye«' if you aro determined to as- son, who died on Friday, at Exeter, were
tated.
sist her l suppose 1 must obtain for you brought to this city and prayers were held
ino necessary paper,”
Monuay at the homo of his parents, on
“'thanks, old fellow. thanks. I knew Foster street. The services were conductN. Adams, pastor of tho
>ou would help me,” I exclaimed enthu- ed by Rev. S.
Westbrook Congregational church. The
siastically.
taken to Lewiston Tues^“1 cannot let you have it b?fcre this remains were
evening. If you will send Juokes round day for burial.
have
it
shall
with
the
vise
DUCK FOND.
at seven yen
and everything complete.”
Easter was observed In our church, with
“What a good follow you a*e,” I cried
The liowers were
.iovfully, rising and shaking his hand. an excellent sermon.
“‘Some day 1 hone to bo able to perforin a profuse ami beautiful and the
singing
for
service
you.”
a good attendance.
he answered good. Quite
“Let's lioue so, oil chap,
of Mrs. WarMiss Merrill is the guest
cheerily, but next second his face asHinned a giave expression, as ho added: ren Shaw.
Take mv advice, now, and do not let
Mr. J. F. Grant is at home every night
any of Sonia’s wild allegations disturb
The steamer Myrtle is going
She certainly is too expert an ad- for a while.
you.
to your on the dry dock for repairs.
venturess to tell you anything
whatever she
own advantage, although
Mr. George Barbour is still very low
does reveal will be to tho detriment of
and Dr. Hale is in attendance.
the women you love.”
The
held a
sees on

on

PUBLISHED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT.

MISCELLANEOUS.

telephone promptly

sepUt-ieodtt

SITUATION WANTED—By a mail 30 years
C’ old, understands care of hor-cs and gen-

eral work

on

gentleman's

place

or

would

do

general farm work lor the season, strictly temAddress
perate. best references furnished.
A. B. C., No. 38 Green St., Augusta, Me.
o-i
3»

years
of refinement.
VLADY
situation
housekeeper in
as

old. desires a
a widower’s

family where there are children, is a fine house
keeper, a good cook, and economical. Best of
Address
references furnished and required.
A.

B.

No. 38 Green St., Augusta. Me.

e-i

a
repair, cemented cellar, two tenements of
6 rooms now rented at $10.59 per month each;
Price $2250: centrally lo2145 square feet.
cated. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange
11-1

St._
S VLE—On Mellen.
FOR(anti
adjoinining land

near

Cumberland St.

recently purchased
"Mr. GCorge S. Payson) a lor of laud 47x100;
also lots on Portland, Grant and Sherman Sts.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 511-2
at various prices.

by

Exchange St.

_ll-l

SALE—One upright Brownell boiler. 15
2 inch tubes, 30 inch grate, and one $
hi), upright climax engine with automatic govNo
ernor ; in excellent condition and daily use.
Audress ENGINE,
reasonable offer refused.
H-i
Office.
Box 1557. Press

FOBlip..

OR SALE OR RE NT-An ideal suburban
If
*•
residence, containing 15 rooms with steam
heat, large barn, hennery, and other out buddings, with 35 acres of land; within two minutes
walk of trolley cars. Satisfactory terms. Real
estate offic •. First National Bank, FREDER-

VaILL._s-1

ICK S

U’t ANTJSOME sivor plated souvenir spoons.
**
with a be «mifullv embosed design of the
battieship Maine in how.. Every lady should
have one.
tu agents.

^P®cV£?«e,2£3
H. A. i'AL.Ufc li & CO., too Milk Ft.,

Sample

Boston.

mailed for toe.

_J

OK SALE—At Fessenden FhtL. n l'anusomo
1/
"
Liml.new seven roomeil co.omal lioust.)
nest
anti «t tm
ing. fixtures entirely modernions.
LitrUnni',
quilltv
Very latest ileenra
down.
lot.
8300
limit
<
) v the dav
MAKKf & EAll'i.l- CO- 1- .Monument Sq. la-1

on"

lirire

l:e: uli
IMrk.
lTXOit SALE—At Fessenden
t'ful. lev n roomed house conin' le.rLverything in this
ts.
Foxes
an I ol
the
house is of the very latest pattern
You must examine tli s house to
best Miril'tv
down.
MARKS
&
$500
Only
appreciate it

b

ing

4eand

KAKU.fC0.12 Monument Icq._1M_

i -it Woodlords, a benuli.ui new
10 loomed house. 'Ve say heautiful besanest house in Woodlords.
se it is the htui
to luateh; large
Porcelain loth and everything
down.
i„,
Don't pay rent any longer.
& EAKLE CD., 12 Monument Sq. 12-1
S

MAKKS

MATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new mode! Watches will be sold on easy payments at reasonable prices.
All
All Stvles.
Prices. MoKENNEY, the Jeweler. Mooumeut
mar tad ti
Square.

LOST AND FOUND.

SALK

Or.,

made strong trousers for

I 82;* per pair,
SAOO
rl!sl.oo, *1.50.
worsted “Hits, guaranteed
nn

street, between

Congress
rOST—Watch.
Brown street and Geo. C. Shaw’s,
On

1

a

lady’s

silver watch. Finder please leave at C. J. Pen9-1
nell’s and receive reward.

away

frock

cut

a!I wool

*(i0:i per *uit. t utaxvav iro...s aim vests, s-LOO
HASKELL A JOFLS, Lancaster Luilding
12-1
Monument Sq.

ing maintained according to the same
ratio in the case of calls for 100,000, 150,How They Are Enlisting for the Fight C00 and 200,000 men:
of
national
Connecticut
Strength
Down ai Eas’po-t.
guard, 38(0; on basis national guard,
Products ia
1220; on basis peculation, 643.
of national guard 2400;
An Eastport despatch to the
Bangor onMuine—Strength
basis national guard, 650; on basis
News, says: The armory of Co. I, Second population, 502.
Massachusetts—Strength of guard, 8500;
Regiment. N. G. S. 31., on Greon street
basis population, 1889.
attracted a large number of patriotic citi- basis guard, SitO;
Sew York Stock and.Uoney Market,,
New Hampshire—Strength guard, 2600;
zens all day
Captain YY. S. basis guard, 703, basis population, 301
Saturday.
(By Telegraph.)
Rhode Island—Strength
Hume had received a telegram from Col.
guard, 1900;
NEW yCRfv, April 12.
basis
basis guard, 452;
population, 284.
Money on call was firm SVagSVa per cent:
Philbrook, saying: “Recruit your combasis
1300;
Vermont—Strength guard
last loan 2%: prime mercantile paper 5V&-&6
pany to seventy men atones,’1 andashGrt guard, 344; basis population, 253.
nr cen*. (Sterling Exchange steady, •vitli actual
contimo later notices were posted in
It is stated by Adjutant General Corbin
ousiness in bankers bills 4 63V4(®4 83Vi for
Lieutenant Edward S.
spicuous places.
becomes
that in case a call for troops
demana and 4 80«4 80Vi for sixty days; postYVarde was recruiting officer and the exnecessary it will bo based upon the popu- ©
r>*ffs at
OVa ®4 t4V2, Commercial bills
Lieutenant H. V.
amination physician
with at 4 79@4 79Vfr.
lation of the different states and
residents
Several
young
Jonah, M. D.
Silver certificates 65%@56Vi.
very few exceptions the national guard of
enlisted for threo years, but there was no the various states and territories is
Bar Sil er f 6%
fully
rush of signers.
Mexican dollars 45Vi.
for 200,000
to a demand for a call
equal
Government Bonds strong
Up to the time the telegram was re- men.
several
Railroad Loucls irregular.
ceived here by Captain Hume,
hundreds were waiting for a call, but not
PEACEFUL KENNEBEC.
iietafl Grocers surnr
the day when the recruiting
so later in
The Kennebec County Republican cornToi tlapd market—cut loaf 7: oonfetion < a y
"■
office opened in the armory for business.
resolutions
pulverised 6nj powered, 6cj granuiac.cn
mitteo which recently passed
Va
cotfee crushed 5c*. yellow 4 ■,
During the afternoon more enthusiasm commending the course of the President,
was displayed by the young citizens and
Hides.
received Monday a ietler from Hon. E.
other
names were added to the list,
The following quotations represent the payC. Burleigh inclosing the following:
ing prices in this market:
several being former members of Co. I,Executive Mansion,
u’ow and ox hides.7Vic
lb
Second Regiment, 'lho names of the new
Washington, April 6. 1898.
Bulls and st*gs.6Vic
note of the
5th
Sir:—Your
C'calt
Dear
skins,
trimmed,.10c
My
laners
were known about the city
bedo
untrimmed
9c
enclosing copy of resolutions recentforj the ink was dry on their .enlistment jnst,
the
committee Lanio skins.50 to 80c each
MAINE AND THE WAR.

—

Quotations ef Staple

the

kadin? Markets.

»

>

papers and the boys were the centre of attraction among their companions.
An amusing incident happened Saturthe
day morning which demonstrated

by

by adopted

Republican

of Kennebec county, Maine, has been reImports.
ceived and brought to the President's
GEORGETOWN, Dem. Sclir Ella HI Willeypersonal attention.
ice 200 bales bay 210,063 ft lumber anti
700
tns
in
to
thank
me
Permit
you sincerely,
mis cargo.
the President's’ behalf, for your courtesy
patriotism of most of the loud talkers for in bringing these resolutions to his attenFreights.
to request that you will be good
freedom, war, etc., around the hotel tion, and
The following are recent charters:
to convey to the committee the
enough
citizens
Alout
cilices and halls here.
uuiumi
n(jtossurancu ui me rreesiuoui &
Ship W. F. EaDcock, Baltimore to Honolulu,
were severely criticizing President Mc- predation of its generous message of ap- coal 37 EO.
Kinley and said war should he declared at proval and confidence.
Ship Benjamin F. Packard, Tacoma to Taku,
Verv truly yours.
once.
Cuba would bo easy to c.pture and
China, railroad ties, p. t.
JOHN ADDISON PORTER,
Batk Ciias. G. Rice, Trinidad to New York,
they hoped the cali would come for reSecretary to the President.
sugar 11c.
Hon. Edwin C. Burlsigh,
cruits as they were ready for tight. Oupt.
Bark Harriet S. Jackson, Philadelphia to Fall
House of Representatives.
his telegram
Hume entered then with
River coal, p, t.
tho
when
it
was
rend
and
received,
just
Schr Mattie J. Alle3, East Blue Hill to New
THE AEOLIAN RECITAL.
noticeable. None in the

ejlenoo

party

was

enlisted and tho subject was changed.
The men wanted to remain at homo and
Nearly the entire
protect city property.
number (thirty) was secured Saturday
will affix
and today (Monday) others
their names and wait for the seven blasts
from the jumbo fire whistles, which will
call together the members of Co. I for
action.
Several hundred reoruits can be looked
fnr if war is declared, as a number here
services are
are only waiting until their

required by Uncle Ham.
MAINE’S

QUOTA.

of war with Spain,
Adjutant General Corbin of the army has
compiled a mass of Interesting information in connection with the strength of
cate

the national guard and the quota
each
state and territory would he expected to
furnish under calls for from 50,000 tb 200,000 men, according, first, to the strength
of the national guard;
and, second, according to tho population of the different
ttiites and territories.
These tables show

precisely the number of men each state or
territory would bo expected to furnish
under the constitution,, regardless of ths
strength of the national guard organizations in each state and

York, paving
&
Schr

At 3 p.m. today at M. Steinert
Son’s piano warerooms on Congress attest
will ho given in delightful concert on the
Aeolian organ, and tile Aeolian piano
The proforte hy an expert player.
gramme, us published in the PRESS
Monday, will be most attractive, and all

persons will wish to enjoy this
delightful entertainment.
inufical

Maine pensions.

Washington,

April 12.—The following

pension changes, resulting from the is-ue of April Is are announced:

In anticipation of the possibility of a
call on tho national guard of tho states
and territories to assist in
the national
defenco in the

territory.

The fol-

owing is the official apportionment of the
New England States the proportions he-

80e and

w

harfage.

Ciias. Davenport, Philadelphia to St
Lucia, coal, p t.
Sclir Nellie F. Sawyer, Green’s Landing to
New York, stone 90c.
Schr W. T. Donnell, Jacksonville^ Portland,

lumber, p. t.
Sclir J. Nickerson, Red Beach

to New York,
$1,
Schrs Will, H. Clifford. S. B. Hitchcock, S. P.
Blackburn, aud Henry P. Mason. Baltimore to
Portland, coal, p. t.
Schr Addle Snow,New York to Portlaud.eoal,
p. t
Sclir W. S. Jordan, Philadelphia to Salem,
coal 80c.
stone

ORIGINAL.

Franklin L.
Emery, East New Portland. 88; Joseph C. Harlow, South Paris,
John Jenkins, Cape Neddick, $8.

jti;

INCREASE.

William H.
5 (j to 88.

Kelley,

Cumberland Mills.

Portlaad Wsoi«*aia ilt-iCK*

kinds appear lo be much firmer. Freights from
the soft coal shipping ports—Baltimore, Phila-

ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.

Lydia E.Elliott,Bar Harbor, 58; Louisa delphia amt Norfolk—advanced I6e to-day, but
from New York no change is reporied in coal
Chaplin, Portland, §8.
freights. Dealers here have contracted for a
large supply of soft coal on account of tae war

STRIKE BREAKING.
talk. The price for winter lots of bard coalis
New Bedford. Mass., April 12.—Opera- SO a ton at present. F'lour is very sirong with
remaim
d
out
who
tives
yesterday flocked millers asking an advance for Winter Wheat
to the mill gates in large numbers today.
grades;.Spring Wheat Flour steady and firm ly
While the mill by no means have their
held at old figures. Sugar quiet at yest.rday’s
full complement,
it is evident that the
decliue. Teas and Coifeos held at the recent
great strike is breaking and that by another week the mills will be running all rise. Seeds more active but unchanged iu price.
The best of order was pre- Provisions steadv and firm.
machinery.
Dry fish weak on
served at the mill gates. Hundreds only Cod. while Pollock is scarce and held with conwhere
there
were
gathered
yesterday
siderable strength. Mckaerel lower.
Onions
were thousands.
tending downward. Potatoes steady. California Oranges fully 60c higher.
Hay 9teady at 10
@•12 for loose. Turpentine lower at 3te. Morphine is up 10c, but Quinine shows a drop of
3c. Fresh Beef fairly active and firm; sides
at 7.p Be v lb, hinds at 9@llc. fores steady at
6Vi@Sc. rounds and flanks iVaftSc, loins at
10(gl6c, rumps and lolus at 10@i3c, backs G@
7c, rattles 4Va(fi,Se, lanios 8@10c; mutton 7c.
Fresh Fish—Cod and Haddock steady at flVac
t’lb; Hake at 2c. Cusk 2Vac, Halibut higher
at lfijlac: Lobsters at 11c i> pound for boiled and 8c lor live.
i
iuo

aio

iuujs

Groceries: cu

nuuios;u:
•

unuei

ui

Flour*
OralsCorn car
38S39
smerBne &
<lo bae lots ..
low grades.4 00@4 25
40
Meal Dag lots
during Wneat bag038
ers.ci ana stb 1C® 510 Oats, car lots
3£®36
Oats, bag lots
i ntcnt -urne
9137
Wneat.* • 5 80@5 90 Cotton Seeo
car lots. 00 00® 23 00
,i icn. str’Eu*
bag lots OUOO0Z4OO
toller.... 6 3506 50
clear do.. .5 10a5 26 Sacked Br'r
car lots. 16 50®l 7 SO
iT.ouis sfg
5 3626 F.O
bag lotsi" 00® In no
roller...
clear do. .6 20®o 36 Middling S1G60S17 6"
bag ore. .U7®18 00
Mit’r wheat
6 6585 SO Mixed feed.... 17 30
patents.
Fiin.
Coflee.

r-

..

(Buying* selling price) Mo,roasted

--_—

llfeis

Java&Mocha d026fe28
Melaesen.
760500
ooas Bo Porto Kieo.20030
25JK3 so liarbadoee.
26® 26
7o«2 00 Fancy.30@33
Tea.
0002 26
A moys.15020
Sealed.,..
9@l4c Congous.16,1460
Mackerel.hi
Japan.. ..lSffixS
Snore is 122 00 0121 Formoao... „.. .22050
Snore 2S US 00&$2(
Sugar.
5 28
Large ss
>130516 standardGran
Coo—Large
Shore ....*
nmali do.. 2
2
Pollock
Haddock... 1
IIuke.2
II erring. Dux
....

W. T. KILBMN COMPANY.

....

Ex Cline auaht/

rroauce

I CARPETS,

j

INH«M gMB«H»aMBagiBH3 g—aHMH —■
Z++*«**++*+*+* ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ »»♦♦♦»♦♦«»♦♦

Our assortment of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
from
the
acceptable productions
! looms of all the leading makes in both
I English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
I the better grades, selected with great
I care for retail trade.

F|
|1
1

CaDe CranberrSj;
1? crate.. 3 60*3
Maine.
0
Pea Bcans.l 3001
Yellow Evee.l 654*1
Cal Pea.... 1 abiml

—

lrlsUPotat'»,buser>390 Alslke,
do, 6D1

lied

Hit

Sweer,8jersey376is4 00
ao Norlolk 0 00®
do Vineland,4 6.1® 55
Unions. BeumidaCtSS 60
iioNanvos 2 6002 76

Chickens....
10012
TurReys.Wes. 1358160
Northern do... ,16GB 17
Fowls...
8@9
Apples.

oranges.

-■

0 0000 09
0 00@0 00
Jamaica
Uallrorma, 3 0003 60
lo Seedlngs 2 60fe>2 75
Florida

Centennial. ni ,
Pratt’s Asuai ..10V2
le extra

®12 in half bbls

Kaiilns.
Musctl.50 lh bxs6®6Vi
London lay’rll 764420C
Goa!.
Dreamery.tncy..18020
Kelail—delivered.
@18
GUtEuge vr'uat.
Cumberland
00004 60
..
Held.

@11

flutter.

Cbestnur..o.

Cheoae.

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.

ProvHlen*.
Pork13 60
heavy bicks
mediumin 00012 60
snort cut ami
clear
$13013 60
Beef—light..9 2 ffi!) 75
10
heavy,..
6o@ 11'J r
EniestsVfeoS 6 7581
Lara, tes aua
docom'un. 4%«.6
Baiu.coniDd BViffioli
it7%
pails, puro 7
8V4W8V2
pure It
Hams.,..
9
5*9 Vs
aoeev'rd
oil.
Kerosenei20 ts
8't,
Lipoma. 8 Vi

f,emeus.
3 7604 00
Messina

Eastern extra..
Fresh Western..

101010%
167417

Top,

v, bbl.nuie eVt@a:i/n

Eating apul’sS 60®t 50
do common S2fe3 00
Baldwins 3 5004 001
9®10vsO
Lvap *6 ft

jEgge.

6 23

« «0
nitrac._•
50 Yellow Extra C
4 Hs
00
Seed
40 Timothy.
3 6503 76
06 Clover,West 8% feu
00
do
N. Y. 9Va®10

N. Y. fetry 9
Vermont
sage.....

...

010

9

lain 60
8011
08 00
400

Franklin....
Lehigh,..,

@10

'Pea.

12V9® 13

---

drain Ouoia'-inat

will show the

same care in

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRt

selections

procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland,

Monday’s

1

quotations.

V 1'

to

■

K

April
..
..

July.
8m

83 0

Mav
105%
106

'■•'H'

April

USES
"6

..

Join?.

29%

Mav

30%

JiOik

29V2

C2nr!'s

OATS

April

9

—

F“ree

St-

«««

Opening.
Closing. 2o%
Point,
Jan.
Jpenlng.
.losing.

........

Mav
23

237is

210/3
26%
Mav.
9 8o
9 80

Foreitrn Port*.

Mcli.
Onentnw....

Mas

July.
68%
85v“

.

8SS3::::.

10G
107

-ni"

July
30%

April
0„enlnc
upolling

.

Closing.

May,
£9%
29%
,*

31

29Va

ox

OA ra-

juiy.

Mcli.

Opening..•
dosing.......

.■

2ps/4

EoBton stocB jHarK.E*
closw :
saoraXI19 following wers t the
tlons of stocks atRoston:
Mexleau Oeutral
rr,,
^
Atchison,|Top. S Santa Fe. K, n®w..
Bo3ton & Maine..
-•

.

iSJ?
/A
Hell...fJJ.

.common.“"J*
...
buear.

Sugar,
Ceil Mass, pfa.....
Flint

......

STEAMERS.

quotanoua Stoon and Bonds
•By Telegraph.»
The folloing ware to-day’s closing quotations
of Bonds
April 11
April. 12.
131%
Now 4s, reg
i2lsA
122%
121 %
do coup,
U>8%
*’s
reg.109%
New|:
110%
New 4’a coup ..
110%
Ur,8
&
R.
G.
1st.108
Denver
New Torrn

Krie gen 4*..
H&9%
.Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds... 60%
Mo Kansas «fc Texas pfd
Kansas Pacific Consols..

gun

68
<50

at o

i-iec; sales

steady;

Oregon Nav. lets..116
C osing quotations of stocks:

Mo

Chicago# Alton...154
do
pfd

164

Delaware & Hudson LaaalCo. 106%
Dela,.vare„Lackawana & Wesil44%
Denver & K10 tiranae. 10*8
..12
Erie,new.
•jo 1st prefer
35%
Illinois Central.100
Lake Erie& West.. 13%
Lake Shore.ino
Louis & Nash. 5'>Va
Manhattan “Elevated. u7fva
Mexican Central.
4
Michigan Central.105
Minn & 81. Louis. 24 V2
Minn & St Louis of. 50
Missouri Pacific. 27%
New Jersov Central..
92
New York Central.
111%
New|VTork, Uhicago& St Louis 12%
do of
63
Northern Pacific com
23%
uo
do
pfd. 62%

30

;%
14(%
10

12 V*
34
300

13%
180%
6i
98 Vb
4
105

24%
80

27%
92
132

12%
03

23%

Northwestern.119%

3 19

pfd..172Va
14%
& Western.
Reading. 16%
Bock Island. 86e«
St Paul.. 89Vs

172%

..

142

do bfd..

St.Paul & Omaha.... <8%
146
ao
prfd.
St Paul. Minu. & Mann..... .130
Texas Pacific. 10%
Union Pacific pfd.... o3s/s
6
w abash....
15%
ao prfd.....
Bosfon A! Maine.3 63
New York&New England pfd, 90
Old Colonv.188
Adams flExpress....DO

American; Express.120
5. Kxuress. 38
92 Va
Peoples Gas...
42
Homestike,

Ontario...13

Man... 24%
Puimaul Palace..••••172%
Sugar common.,....119V4
86%
Western Union..
Southern By pfd.
20
1
aclfic.
Union
Pacific

Jiogtoi*

Ftoouco

3 4%

16'%
8Hs-i

190%
142

69%
145
ISO

10%
5

±

**%
15%
3 60

188%
loo
120
38

92%
*2
3

24%
*72

320%
87%
20

Market.

BOSTON. April 12. 2898—Tha following
;o-day’B quotations of Provisions, etc..*
FLOUIt.

are

cotton

marke:

to-day

56/,c.

GALVESTON—Cotton
a.
middling
MEMPHIS-The Cotton
steady; middlings E%e.

market

today

was

to-dav

was

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as lollOWs:
GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.16 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
PKMAQL1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 0.00 a. ni.. touching at above landiugs.
DAMARI.SCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 0 a. in., touching at East Boothbay, South
Bristol ar.d Boothbay Harbor.

market

N t:w

orlKa ns—tub cotton market tc-oay
5 9-lGc.
MOBILE—Thp Cotton market to-day was
auiet; middling 6%c.

quiet; middling

SAVANNAH—The Cotton
quiet: middling 5 9-16i-

market to-day

was

GOING

MINIATURE AMI

a

NA(

EAST.

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for Bootlibay Harbor, South Bristol, East

.APRIL 13,

Sun
8uu

rises.
sets.
Moon rises.

Boothbay

and

Pemaqnld.

Leave Portland Thursdays at
Boothbay Harbor. South Bristol,

XIARIN R
PORT OF

April. 12. April 11
Atchison...I 1%
f 1 Vi
J
Atchison pfd. 26
Central pacific. 11%
19%
Cues. « unto. 19

uo

Midditng

easy;

—

>

THE NEW AND VALATIAL 6TEAMHK*

Portland and Boothbay Sieamnoat Co BAY STATE

bales.

—

CHARLESTON—Tub

was

do comma
.....
& Pere ..

Out

Daily Uric, Sundays Excepted.

li'.yTolegrapn.

N'EWe

coal to Rolling Mills.
Sch Gamecock, Wallace,
to Milliken-Tomlinson Co.
Sch Lawrence Haynes,

leave

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, »*tc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening

at 7 o'clock.

J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Sept. 1. 1897.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Mew York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

bay and Damariseotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. tor
Bootlibay Harbor, South Bristol and East
Boothbay.
niar24atf
ALFRED RACE. Manager

THREE TRIPS PEES W EEC Hi.
Steamships Manhattan mid John JEnulis
alternately leave Franklin wham Tuesdays,

Portia d, Mt. Desert and Machias Stbt. Co.

TUESDAY. April 12.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, Boston for
uastport and St John, N «•
Sen Clara lfi ltandall, Chari son, Norfolk—

m PORTLAND,

Franklin *V_karf. Fortland, every Evening at 7 o’clock arriving in
season for connection
with earliest tra.nsfoi

alternately

7 a. m. for
East Booth-

PORTLAND.
Str.

“Frank

Jones.”

Beginning Friday, April 1st, 1888, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at ll p. m., on
of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.. for

arrival

Uorlinr

TVI a«Hio

on/M-t

nivcl

into.-

Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 u. n:., for New
York direct. Returning, £ leave Tier .v>, E tst
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
5

n. m.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, §4.00; round trip, $G.oo.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round
tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of

trip

landings, lieturning leave MachiasMtllbridge—lumber mediate
N. Y.,oniy §5.00.
port on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serHallo well for New
ocMdtf
vice the best.
GEO.
F.
TIIOS. M. BARTLETT, Agt
EVANS,
York.
marlBdtf
General
Manager.
from
Sch E M Sawyer, Kelley,
Jonesport for
Bridgeport.
,,

Falmouth and Freeport

Cleared.

Steamers.

Steamship John Englis, Bragg, New York—
j B Coyle.
On and after March 28, steamers leave PortSch Alice Holbrook, Ellis, New York-Con- land Pier for Mackworth’s and
Falmouth,
solidated Ice Co.
Couse n’s, Chebeague and Bust! n’s Islands, So.
Sch Ella M Willey, Barter, Georgetown— Freeport and Porter’s Landintr at 3.00 p. in.
Jaa Fries.
For Harps well Center Mondays and Tuesdays
at3p. m. Return leave Harps well Center
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 6 a. in.
Return—Leave Falmouth, 8.45 a. in.; leave
IiOCKPORT. Apl 12—Ar, sell Ella May.CoopCousen’s Island, 7.45 a. m.; leave Chebeague,
er, Boston: Chester R Lawrence. Grinnell, do.
a. m.; leave Bustin’s, 7.15 a. m.; leave So.
7.35
Sailed, schs Hannah F Kimball. Lane, Boston
Yankee Maid, Clark, and Ethel F Merriman. Freeport, 7.00 a. in.; Porter’s Landing, 6.45 a. m.
BKNJAMIN M. SKABURY,
Newman, do.
v
General Manager.
april4dtf
WISCASSBT. Apil 12—Sid, sch Mary Farrow,
Morrissey, Boston.
HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
BOOTH BAY-HARBOR, Apl 12th—Sid. scJis
1st 1898. steamer AucocisBeginning
HerbertE. from Loug Cove for New York; Lu- co will leave April
Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Suntie i’riee, Cole,
Dorchester, NB, for Salem; days excepted, as follows:
Wandrian. Shulee, NS, tor Salem; Grade J, For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Ranisdell, Harrington for Portland; Highland
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p. m.
Queen. Macliias for Boston; George Lawry, For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Jonesboro for New York.
Fridays. 2.30 p. m.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’3 Island, by
Notice to Mariners.
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive PortOffice on the Lighthouse Inspector, )
laud. 9.30 a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’l Mgr.
First District.
>
dtl
Portland. Me.. April 12. 18S9.)
seplt
or
Back
[Kennebec, Sassanoa
Rivers, Me.]
OCEAN7 STEAMSHIPS.
Notice is hereby given that the fixed red
lantern light on Arnes Ledge, east side of the
Kennebec River, Maine, about G% miles above
Bath, wliicli was discontinued Nov 17th, 1897,
was relighted April 11, 1898.
The buoys in the Kennebec, Sassanoa, or
Back River. Maine, commencing iu the main
ship channel at Winslow Rock, have been reTO
placed for the summer season.
By order of the Light House Board,
Thomas Perry,
Commander, U. S. N.
8. S. Aimaudale, 7000 lous. April 8
inspector 1st. !«. ii. Dist.
7000 tons. April 15
8. 8.
Cervona,
Meruoi and a.
8. 8.
Hovona 7000
tons, Apr. 22.
Turks Island, Apl 1—Barque Harvard, before 8. 8. Iona,
7000 tons, Apr. 29.
reported wrecked at Giand Turk, struck on the
Special attention given to the carriage of
North-cast reef Mch 29 and soon alter went to
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
pieces. Part of the sails and rigging, vvi li some
For all information apply to
stores, were saved, and will be sold at auction

|

THOMSO^l

LL\E.

PORTLAND
—

LONDON^

on

DIRECT.

Th3 ROBERT REFORD CO., Limited,

the 4th.

Ilnineunc For?.*.

Commercial St., Portland, Me.

dtf
NEW YORK—Ar llth, barque Jessie AJacsept23
gregor. Berry, Rosario; Maud. Robinson, Bath;
Telegraph, Thorndike, Thomaston: Loduskia.
Sullivan: Norombegi, Armstrong. MacorrislS
days; Modoc, Smith, Jonesboro; Storm Petrel.
f
Bonsey, Ellsworth; Maud, Kobinson, Bath;
ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Dm id, 11 utchings, Rockland.
Ar 12th, schs Geo E AGIO. Red Beach; A W
('i)irasro Liw stork Market,
Liverpool and Portland,
Eliza S Potter. Clarks Island;
Ellis,
Rockland;
CHICAGO, April 12. 1898.—Cattle—receipts Annie M Allen. St John, NB; Island City,RockFrom
From
1000; quiet at 3 9016 60; Stockers and feedland; Alible S Walker, Spruce Head.
Portland.
Liverpool Steamship
?rs —.
S
Sid 10th, sells Clias J Willard, York. Richweak
at
closed
75
10
26 Mar.
3
Mar.
fiotrs—receipts 16,000;
Californian,
mond; Maggie G Hart, Fernandina; Scotia, Jor 12 Mar.
30 Mar.
Laurentian,
g4!05.
Philadelphia: Francos M, for Philadelphia.
4
9 April
weak
at
24
Mar.
10$4 50;
Parisian,
Sheep—receipts 9,000;
BOSTON—Ar 11th. sells Isaac T Campbell.
< arthaginian,
13 April
76
Mar.
a mbs active; 4 90&5 00 for shorn; 6
26
30^5
Holt, satilla River.
Starlight,
Charleston;
brig
23
7 April.
Numidian.
or unshorn.
April
Cld llth, sells Gov Ames. W aide mar. Phila14 April.
California.
28 April
delphia; Agnes E Manson, Babbitt, Newport
Domestic Marmots.
News: John J Hanson, Oliver, Kennebec River
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
and Washington.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
(By leiegiapiii
Ar 12 1), barque -J 11 Bowers, Magune, Buenos only.
April 12, 1893.
Tiis Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenNEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts Ayres; sch CUasM Paterson, TUimeii. Philadelwhere least motion is felt.
ElecJ2.6o4bbls; exports 15.117 bbls; sales 97.0C0 phia. 12th. sells Fred Gower, Sargent. Wind- tral part,
Cld
tricity is used for lighting the ships throughjackages; quie but firm ;held higher.
at
the
command
of
W
Kennebec
and
the
the
J
out.
being
Linneil,
Washinglights
sor,
NS;
Flour quotations—city mills patents at 5 7>5G£
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
5 00; winter patents 4 80^6 25 :city mills clears ton.
on the promenade
and
Rooms
for
Rooms
sell
Dorchester.
Smoking
11
Fraulieu,
Sid
tn,
NB,
it o E0a!f> «5; winter straits 4 55&4 70; Minn,
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
lats 6 1G«*6 40: winter extras 3 70@4 30:Minn via Portland; O D Witherell, for Kennebec and
by steam.
)akers 4 2ug4 45; winter low grades at 2 90@ New York.
A reRates o! passage *52.50 ttf$7O.G0.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 10th, barque Bruce Haw1 00.
duistion Is made on Round Trip Tickets.
sch
Levi
New
PenHart,
kins.
York;
Gurney,
Rye firm—No 2 Western at 59%c fob afloat
Cabin—To
London
and
Second
Liverpool,
dleton. do.
1
o arrive.
return,
*36.26;
BALTIMORE—Ar llth,sells Henry P Mason, Londonderry, *34.00 and
'Wheat—receipts 61,000 bush; exports 196,664
and
*68.00.
Isaiah Hart, Williams, fm *66.75
>usli: sales 2,095.000 Dish; futures tiOO.Ow* bu Blair. Washington;
Steerage— Io Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Washington.
: pot; spot strong; No 2 lie * 1 06% fob atlAat;
Cld nth. ship Isaac Reed, Waldo. Honolulu. Belfast, or Londonderry. Including every reso I Northern Duluth 1 13% fob afloat feo*aiand *23.60.
Shi 11 tli, sell Win J Lermond, ii upper, from quisite for the voyage *22.50
1 ive;No 1 hard Duluth 112 to arrive.
For tickets or further information apply to
Sabine Pass.
McGOWAN. 420 Congress St., J. B.
Corn—receipts 291.#25 bush; exports 179,955
In Lower Chesapeake Bay, sch Talofa, Fletch- j T. P.
KEATING. 61V* Exchange St.. CHAS. ASH1 ►us; sales i<-5,000 bush; futures 252.000 hush from Bull-Run for Richmond.
pot; spot firm; No 2 at 36V«c fob afloat.
BATH—Ar llth, sells David P Davis. Davis. TON. 831A Congress St., II. fir A. AL225,800
AN,
Montreal, 92 stalest,, Boston, and I India
Oats—receipts
buKh:expons 186,549 Boston, and proceeded up; Ella M Storer.Wade
JlySldU
I msh; sales 120,000 bush;spot steady: No 2 at do do; Oakes Ames. Colo, New York, do; E W st., Portland.
No
No3at3Cc;
2
No
3
white
j lO-e;
32%c;
Perry, Nickerson, do; Samos, Smith, do; EC
white 82; track white 327438c.
Allen. Meady. Philadelphia.
Beef firm; lamily—; city extra India Mess
BOOTHBAY—Ar 12th, sells?John Stronp, fm
New York, bouud.east; Saiul Lewis, Boston.do;
Beef hams £22 a$23.
Electric Flash, Mt Desert; Annie M Preble,
Lard easy: Western steam 6 45.
Calais; Jennie Lind, do.
Co j al Mail Steamers—Liverpool SerPork quiet ; mess —.
FERNANDINA—Sid llth. sch Grace Anvice.
Butter weak; Westorn creamy 17@21c: fac- drews, Brown. Boston.
From
From
to
, ory do 12%
16c; Elgms 2lc: state dairy at 16
FALL RIVER—Ar llth, sch R L Kenney,
Steamers.Portland.
Liverpool.
<l«c;docrem 17@2lc.
Thomas. Rockland.
31
Cheese steady—arge white7%£7%c; small
April, Labrador. Sat. is Apr. 1 p. m.
GALVESTON—Cld llth, sch Abby G Cole, Thurs.
Vancouver. Wed.. 27 April.
9
Silt.
►'hire *tf2r%e.
Murphy. New York.
Esrars steady; State aud Penn 30»t0%c:\YesGLOUCESTER—Arllth, sells A II Whitmore
Boston Service.
j em tresll t IOV4C.
Boston for Deer Isle; Twilight, do for BoothTallow quiet ;city 3%: country,packages] free bay; Lia Bliss, New York for Portsmouth; John TO LIVKIiPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
j fy? a '^A
Douglass, from South Amboy for Calais; Jennie R. M. S. CANADA. MARCH 26, noon. Sat
I (■; ro e m anil,
Grcenbank. do for Exeter; Henrietta Simmons. li, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.60 p. m Sat
l’.osin steady.
BATES OF PASSAGE.
Fort Reading for Blake; John Nye. Viualhaveu
Molasses firm.
tor —.
First Cabin, *50.00 and upwards.
Return
ISl'irits Turnuentlne onlet.'
Ar 12th. sch Mary F Pike, from New York *lco and upwards according to steamer and acFreights to Liverpool strong.
commodations.
lor Eastpnrt.
Cabin, to Livernnnl
T-nndnn T.nnNORFOLK—Sid lltb, sell Hugh Kelley, HasCHICAGO—Cash quotations,
Rekell. Savannah: William O Snow, Ellis, New douderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50.
F lour firm.
and
turn
$78.40,
to steamer
Bedford.
$60.75
according
Wheat—No 3 spring wheat atSOffiDSct No2
] ted at 1 OGVfe'd l ott.J Corn—No 2 at 29*/4&3uc. j§Ar lllli, sell John Twoliy, Xliatcber, Clarks ami accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London.
Loudon,
( lats—No2 at 25%@,Kc; No 2 white at 29Vi@ (Jove.
Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastNEW HAVEN—Ar 12tli, sell Mildrd A Pope, derry,
1 9 vac; No 3 White fob at 2-®2i e; No 3 rye at
to
and
steamer.
50
according
$25.50
Calais.
$22
f 2c: No 2 Bariev fob «5,ci;40o: No
Flaxseed
NOBSKA—Ar 11th. sell Oliver S Barrett, ErApply toJ. B. Keating 51 1-2 Exchange
1( t
1 22Vv ; Prime Timothy seed at 2 75ffi280.
street, T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress street, J.
; less pork at a 7o#9 •(>.' Lard at o 16; short win. from Charleston for Boston.
r lb skies at o PSiku 35. Dry salted meats—slioul("(Passed 11th, sell Sarah C Hopes, from Norfolk W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance & Co., geueral
agents, foot of India
lor Portland.
ers 43,4 It4v,; snort clear sides at 6 iHitfgB 7f>.
Ar 11th, sell Madalene street.
PUNTA HOllDA
Butter steady;creniry 1 o ,,20c; dairy ll'Biie.
dec2Sdtf
Wade.
West.
Key
( lieese quiet at 84sVic.
Eggs firm; fresh Cooney,
<
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lltli, soli Thomas G
J
Elvira
Kendrick.
Pascagoula:
French,
Receipts—Flour, H.000 hhls; wheat 4S.0OO Smith,
RAILROADS.
us; corn 3 S.OuOj bush; oats 209.000 Wish; Boston.
Cld lltli, sens N II Skinner. Mellows, Saco.
r ye 6.000 hush; barley 20.001) flush.
At Delaware Breakwater lltli. barque HarShipments—Flour 11,000 bblsjwheat 461,000 riet
S Jackson, Dodge, from Philadelphia lor
; ush; corn 76B.000 bush; oats 032,000 bush; Fall Fiver.
1 ye 6 ,(.MF 1 lmsh;harlev 48 fuci tinsb.
PROVIDENCE—Ar lltli, schs G M Brainard,
Norfolk; Helen G Moseley, Hart. Baltimore.
TO THE PUTSLIC.
Shi lltli, sell Gleudy Burke, Stanwood, New
York.
RemKnowing Chamberlain’s Cough
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 11th, schs H s Boynton,
Station Foot o£ Preble St.
e dy to be a medeoine of great worth and
Boston tor Newcastle; Florence E Tower, from
for coughs, Machias for Boston; Jonathan Coane, Sullivan
r lerit and
valuable
Cm and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
especially
Taunton; Annie Fee. Machias for New York trains will Leave Portland:
c olds, croup and
whooping cough, we for
Hortensia. Sand River for no; Clara E Rogers,
Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
v 'ill
hereafter
warrant every bottle PortGrevllle for do; Eugenie. Calais for Vluc- For Worcestei,
Windham and lipping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
1
ought of us, and will refund the money varil-Havon.
p. m.
RICHMOND—sill 9th, sell Standard, Godfrey For Manchester, Concord and points North at
1 ) anyone who is not satisfied after using
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
D. City Point.
t tvo-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle.
SAVANNAH—Slu
9111, sell Rebecca P Lam- For ltochester, Spriugvale, Alfred. Water\ i. Ileseltiue. 387 Congress St., Edward den, Brooks, Baltimore.
boro and Saco Liver at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
King S.
J 7. Stevens. 107 Portland St.,
SALEM—Ar 1 un. sells Herald of the Morn5.35 p. in.
Win. Ox- ing. Deer Isle for New York: Cbase, Rockland For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00,
I aymond, Cumberland Mills,
Rockland for Now York: Flyaway. New York
6.35 and 6.20 p. 111.
11.
1’.
S.
St.,
r ard, 921 Congress
Goold, for Rockland; Rof.t A Snow. Philadelphia for For
Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
C bngress Square Hotel.
Snen: M I! Oakes, Boston for Machias.
Junction and VVocdfords at 7.30, 0.45 a, m.,
DexI
V
sell
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
32.30,
l2tb,
A CARD.
Tlie 12.30 p. 111. train from Portland connects
ter, Barbados, for orders.
SI,: 12tli, sens Alice E Clark, and Ellen M at Aver Junction with "Jloosac Tunnel Loute”
We guarantee every bottle of Charaior the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
l erlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Colder.
Passed by 12th, schs Sarah 0 Rones, Norfolk lor Providence and New York, via “Providence
1 ctnedy and will refund the money to for
Portland; Xatlian Lawrence. Pori laud for Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Nor11 ny one who is not satisfied after using
Baltimore: Cclina. Bath for Waslilnaton; Alice wich Line” with Boston amt Albany L. L. ior
It is the most successful medicine in M Colburn, Boston lor Norfolk; Edward E the West, and with the New York all rail via
i
fm “Springfield."
{ lie world for bowel complaints, both for Briery, Boston tor a coal port; Wm K Park,
Trains arrive in Portland from 'Worcester
lor do; Mvrouus, tor New York.
For sale by D. W. Bath
c hildren and aduits.
WILMINGTON. Dei—Ar loth, sell Horatio at 1.30 p. 111.; from ltochester at 8.30 a. in.. 1.3)
1 [eseltine & Co., .‘>87 Conuress St..
Ed- E Baker. Aikius. New York.
and 5.52 p. in.; from Gorham at 3.40. 8.30 ami
WASHINGTON. IlC-Ar 9th. sell Daylight. 10.60 a. ill.. 1.30, 4.15 5.52 p. ill.
y ■ard W. Stevens, 107 Portland St,
King
for tickets ior all points West and Sooth anKennebec; Hattie P S meson, CheRaymoud, Cumberland Mills, Win. Ox- Nickerson.
te T. F. AleGILLlOUDDY, Ticket Agent,
ney, do.
* ard, i)21 Congress St.,
11. P.
Goold, >dil 9th. sell Isaiah Hart.Williams, Baltimore;
rtlond, Ale.
J. W. PETERS SupL
jc25dtf
|
<- ougress Square Hotel.
P
Mason,
do,
Henry

30r^6 00
Spring,jjoieariana straight. 4 30a5 50
W inter patents. 6 00 a5 65
Winter, clear and straight, 4 40 35 25
Extra and Seconds 00.
Kin© and Supers—.
Er ring patents. 5

ALLAN LINE

DOMINION LINE.

—

PORTLAND

Blair,

4

&_WORCESTER.

j

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Jr. effect Nov. li ?sv
Trains leave Portland as follows
T.ooa. iii. For Brunswick. Bath.

Bucksport.

from

—.

Cotton Markets.

was

Maine Central.
Union Pacific.
Onion Pacific pfd.•
American
American

casli

HAlLliOADS.

ItoettMiil.
Augusta. Watervilio. Skowhegan. Lisbon F.ilK
Lewislou via Brunswick, Belfast. Bangor an I

••.

i,

dopfd

Cloyerseed—prime

j

|

Spoken
March 16, lat 2 N, Ion 30 W, brig C C Sweney
Savannah for Farnandtna.
March 20, lat 1 S. Ion 30 W. ship Shenandoah
Murphy, from San Francisco for Liverpool.

Mav,

.????
25

H?!

••••

STEAMJGRS.

Sid fm Hiogo, Jap, Apl 8, ship Eureka, Dar
rah. New York.
Ar at Liverpool Apl 10, steamers Laureutiao
Portland; Scotsman, do.
Sid fm Shields Apl 9, steamer Iona, dimming;
Portland.
Ar at Quaco [8th, sell Alfaretta S Snare, fron
Mt Desert, to load for New York.

WWW

••

PORTLAND. April 12.
The volume of business in most departments
is of fall* proportions, with a good gain over the
previous week; in a few instances the possibll
itles of war has affected trade.
Values of all

Provisions.

I

Tuesday's Quotations.

FIMMAL AMIC019ERC1AL

Steamship Co.

International

FOR.-

Easiport, Lubas. Calais, Si. Jo

n.

N.3..!ia!ilax. K.3-

and all parts of New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island and Cape
favorite route to Campobello and
N. B.

Nova Scotia
Breton. Tiie
St. Andrews,

§)tring Arrangcinen:.
On and after Monday. March 21st, steamer
win leave Portland on Mondays and Thursdays at 5.30 p. m.
Kcturniug leave St-Jolm and Eustport Tues-

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
Mechanic
Falls. Rumford
LewFalks,
iston, Wiuthrop. Oakland. Readfteld. Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farmington a.ul Plulhot.
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.20 a.
\ armouth.
m. Express tor
FreeBrunswick, Hath, Augusta, Waterj port.
ville.
x'ittslield.
Bangor.
Bucksport, Bar
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
B. & A. It. 1:
via
for Houlton, Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St John.
1.10 p. in. Mechanic Falls. Tlumford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kingiield. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Kangeiey. YVinthrop, Oakland.
Bingham
Watervilio and Skov/hegan.
2.15 p. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Au
Rockland and
gusta.' Bath.
Boothbay.
on
the
all
stations
Knox
and
Lincoln division, Watorville. Skowhegan, BelDover and
fast Maryland,
Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Olatown and Mattawamkeag.
5.10 p.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
Gardiner.
[ Falls. Richmond.
Augusta and
Watervilio.
£-.15 p. m. For
New
Danville
Gloucester,
Junction, (Poland Bprlngs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p- m. Night Express, every night for
Brunswick, Bath. Lev.lston. Augusta, Water! ville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
! county via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport
! St Stephen. St Andrews. St John and
I Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
I the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
i not run to Belfast. Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.

White Mountain Division.
f.45 a. m. For Brldgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, SL Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal. Chicago, SL Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. F'or Sebago Lake, Cornish.Fryeburg,
Bridjrton. North Conway. Fabyans. !■ Lancaster,
Lunenourg, sl Johnsbury, Nawport, Sherhrook, Montreal and Toronto.

SL’XDAY TKAINS.
Paper train for Brunswick, Augusta, Wateryille and Bangor.
12.60 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
Bath. Augusta. Watery!lie, and Bangor.
ll.oo p. in. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.
AKBIYALS ns PORTLAND.
7.20

a. m.

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Brldgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.80
a. nn:
Watervllle ahd Augusta. S.3ff a. m.;
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford F'alls. Lewiston, 12.30
D. m; Lewision and way stations 2.25 p. nt.; SL

John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 6.45 p.m.; Kangeley. Farmingdays and Thursdays.
ton-RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 6.65 p. m.; Chicago
checked
issued
and
baggage
Through tickets
and
Montreal and all White Mountain points
to destination, it#*- Freight received up to 4.00
8.10 p. m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
p. m.
Bath
and Lewiston. 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax,
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
SL John. BarHarbor, Watorvllle and AugusPine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
other information, at Company's Office,
Pmilroad Wharf, foot of State street.
B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
II. IMG. HERSEY Agent.
marlSdtf

for

CASCO

BAY STEAMBOAT GO.

Custom House Wlmrf,

Portland,

6.10 p. m.
For Ponce's Landing,
а. m., 2.15 p. in.
For Cushing’s Island,
p. m.

1898

Landings.

Diamond

2.15, 440,

Long Island, 8.00,10.30
6.40, 10.30 a. m.,

4.20

a.

Portland & Ranford Falls
In Effect Nov.

M©.

WEEK DAY TSJVSE TABLE.
Commencing Sundae, April 3,
For Forest City and Trefethen’s
Peaks island. Little and Great
Islands, at 5.30, 6.40, 8.00,10.30 a. m.,

mu. except Mondays.
GEO. F\ EVANS. General Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. & X. A.
Portland, Nov. 14. 1897.
novBMtl

ta, 3.60

DEPARTURES.
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 XL M. From Union Station
for Poland. Mechanic F ails. BuckflelS. Canton, Dixlield, Rumford F'alls.
From Union
8.o0a, m., 1.10 and 6.13 d. m.
Station for.Meehanio Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford F alls for Bemis and all stations on XL F\
& li. L. it R.

Throng;!i Tickets

KETUBN.

Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20, 9.15,
II. 45 a. m„ 3.30, 5.00, c.25 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, o.oo, 11.30 a. m..
3.15, 4.45, 6.45 p. ill.
Leave Little Diamond, c.io, 7.15, 9.10 11.40 a.
III. 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 D. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6,05, 7.10. 9.05, 11.35 a.
m.. 3.20. 4.40. 6.40 p. m.
Leave ponce's Landing. Long Island. 8.45,
11.15 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.50 a. m„ 5.05

R’y.

IS, 1897,

on

§a!c.

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. I.OVEJOY, Superintendent
Rumford F'alls. Maine.
]eis dtf

Boston & f¥8aine

R.

R.

4th, 1837.
Trains leave Union Station, lor Scarboro
Crossing;. 10.00 a. m.. o. 15, 0.20 i>.m.; bear boro Beach, JPine Point, 7.00. 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
p. in.
5.15, 6.20. p, m.; Old Orchard, baco, Bid*
Sunday Timo Table.
deford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. in., 12.45,, 3.30,
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landing,
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebunk. 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
Little
Great
Diamond
and
Peaks Island,
5.15 ,6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkport,
12.45.8.30,
Islands, 9.00. 10 30 a. in.. 2.15. 4.20 )>. in.
7.00.
8.40. a. in.,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 p. in.;
F or Pence’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. in., Wells Beach
7.00,8.40 a. ill.. 3.30. 5.15 p. IE.;
2.15. 4.20 p. ra.
North Berwick, gomerswo th, Dover,*] 4.05,
For Cush rig’s Island, 10.30 a. m., 4.20 p. in.
7.00, S.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.|
C. \V. T. CODING, General Manager,
Rochester, 7.00, 8.40 ft. EQ.. 12.45, 8.30 p. m.1
aprldtf
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45,
3.80 p. m.; Northern Div., Lakeport, LS*
eonia, Plymouth, 8.4o a. m.. 12745 p.m.;
Worcester. via Scmeraworth, 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord. Via
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. ffi.,
Junction,
m.;
p.
Junction, Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, Tt4.05,
m.. §12.45,
3.30 p. m.
Daily round trip (Sundays excepted) between t7.00. int8.40 a.
Arrive
Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a nu, 12.60.
Portland and Cape Small Point.
4.22. 7.25. D. m. Leave Boston for FortOn anu after April 4th, 1893.
land, 6.59. 7.30. 8.00. 8.30 a. m.. 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 <u
p. ni.
tea 53S ci*
in., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
In effect Ott.

PORTLAND and SMALL POUT
STEAMBOAT CO.

§

“Percy ■V”

SUNDAY TRAINS.

( APT. (’HAS. It.

HOW,

Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old OrWill leave Portland Pier, Portland, at, 2.00 p. chard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
m.. for Lowell’s Cove,. Orr’ Island; Card's Cove.
Quoliog Bay, Poor's Point, East llarpswell; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. LowAshdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove, ell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Ar•Small Poiut, Sebascu, Pliippshurg and Cundy’s rive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.46 p. m. Leave
Boston for Fortland 3.45 a. m., arrive Port*
Harbor.
KKTUKNING— Leave Cundy’s Harbor at land 7.10 a. m.
б. 00 a. m.; Phippsburg. 6.15 a. m.; Asltdale, 6.30
EASTERN OlTIMOy.
Water Cove, Small Point. 6.15 a. in.;
a. m.;
For Way
Station*, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Poor’s Point, 7.09 a. m.; Card's Cove. 7.15 a. in.;
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s island, S.OU a. in., arrive in Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
+9.00 a. m.,
+2.00,
§1.00, 18.10
Boston,
Portland at m.ou a m.
Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m., 12.50,
o. m.
Fur lurtlier particulars apply to
for
m.
Leave
9.25
p.
Boston,
J. II. MCDONALD. Pres, and Manager, 4.16,
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3.
p. m. Arrive fortland, 11.50 .a. in., 12.15.
aj>r4dtl
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS,

Mains Caasi
On

anil

Navigation Go.

after Tuesday.
©Sit, 18W7, tiie

Sov,

p.

STEMEH MmU

Tuesleave Franklin W harf, Portland,
days, Thursdays aud Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.;
Fopnam Head*. 9.45 a. in.; Hath, 12.30 p.
ra.; Uoothbay Harbor, 2.09p. ra. Arriving at
Wiscasset. about 3.30 p. m.
will

Wiscasset
Eetnrutng—Leave
Mondays.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. in.;
8.30
Harbor.
a.m.; Hath, 10.30 a.
Bnotilbuy
Arriving at
m.; Pop ham Heacli. 1130 a. m.
Portland about 2.00 p. ill.
Hath
to
lioothbay
Harbor, 35 cts.
FAKE;
Will touch at Five Islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.

CHAS.

O. C. CLIV E
B. LEWIS. Treasurer.

>4

J

CeIII

-Spring

It, President.
marlSdtf

vav SVB
jsl

Portsmouth.
Biddeford.
Newbnryport. Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. nu. 1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.57 a. m.. 4.15 p. nu
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. nu, 7.00
10.30
Arrivei in Portland, 12.25.
p. m.

mrai
sj.

m.

tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
H Daily except Monday.
§CoQ'-iects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all po*nts for sale at Union
Station.
r LAi' UJCiiVCi.

u.

U. r.

X.

a.,

uuawu.

Ticket Agent. Port-

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,

KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, anti the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PA U L. and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Gelonlsl

Fishing.
—

Steamer

it,

GEO. H. THOMPSON.
land.

Sleeping Gars

to

—

ILooiisc

will leave
Lake station daily, for Fitches. N. W. River,
Crocketts and the famous Songo River. To
make close connections with* steamer take
8.4f> a. m. M. C. R. R. train via Mountain
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from Portland. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
For further particulars telephone
Station.
LEERING GROG CO Leering, Me.
apr 5dtf

WINNIPEG
-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Rates, Shortest,
Quickest and most pop*
ular Route,

DIRECT STEAMSHIP USE.

From Boston every

Wednesday and Saturday.

through principal Canadian
and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.
passing

en route

cities

Our Free Colonist

Sleepers

families and others going west are a
convenience, and passengers may bring
and special
From
every
their own bedding, or may purchase it at cost
at
Montreal or Toronto stations. These
price
sleeping cars will go through vflthout change.
From Central Wharf. Boston. 3 p.m. From Portland. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniIn- peg.
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
FREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
surance one-liali the rate of sailing vessels.
leave Portland every Monday at, G p. m., and an
Freights lor the West by the Penn. K. R. and additional Free f'olorilst Sleeper will leave
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of Montreal every Tuesday a! 10.25 p. m., comcommission.
mencing Maivdi 7th.
Round Trip $18,001
Passage SlO.Oi
j Passengers lor the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Meals and room included.
Fields will be accommodated in these Free
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING, Sleepers as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
similai sleepers can be had to the Pacific
A'rent, Central Wharf, Boston.
k B. SAMPSON. Treasurer and General Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
Manager, 89 State SU Finite Building, Poston,
OCL33du
Mas*
nuulQdtf
etc., apply to company's agents.

RiiladeipWi
Wetnesday
Saturday.

For

MARK P. EMERY’S WILL*

FBESS.

THE

Various Public
Nli’.V

AUVEKTISJSMJBSTS TODAY.

Johnston, Bailey & Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
Jefferson Tlieater.
New Wants. To Let, For Fa’e. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on page 0.

•*31rs. Winslow

s

Soottuai;

tfjrrup,

millions of
Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
Wind
lOiteus the gums, allays Pain, cures
is the best
Colic, regulates the bowels, and
from
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
For sa!o by Drugteething or other causes.
Be sure and
gists in every Dart of the world.
25 cts
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,
been used

mothers

a

over

llieir

for

Years oy
children while

Fifty

bottle

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Extensive repairs are being made in the
church.
vestry of the First Presbyterian
Eleven persons were confirmed at St.
Luke’s Cathedral last week.
At a meeting of the board of engineers
of
held Monday evening the resignation
Robert Copeland as a member of ladder
3 was accepted, and the vacancy was
filled by. the eleotion of Fred E. Roe.
.IT --i.1-«

_

iUIJiiuuuu*

Cn/linfw

TTT

ill

Items

of

Interest

lir.VI

Along

First

Annual

The

Convention of
Society.

the

Portland

convention

of the

Christian Endeavor

Unions

first annual

Portland

place at the Second Parish
church on Monday, April 18. The programme, subject to slight changes, is as
will take

follows:

Dnnnell,Westbrook, nephew, $500; Joseph
ooal at the rolling mill above three
Emery Small, Westbrook,grand nephew, charge
bridges.
$500; Mark P. Emery, Caribou, grand
The Grand Trunk railroad authorities
nephew, $500; Mary Enie.-y Sherman, Vinpn /■>Viontnrnrl fnm OTlPPial fitPAlTlPTR tiO

----

tho homestead farm in Buxton for
their life use. Then it goes to his nephew, Horatio Emery,then to his nephew,
inThe next
K.
'lhamas
Emery.
are
the heirs of
William F.
heritors

given

are

float her. She did not come off
until yesterday afternoon. jj
putting the
Tho James Sampson in
schooner Rebecca WAHuddell in to Union
wharf, poked the jibboom of the schoonthe side of Randall’s lish
er
tide to

through

house.
The schooner Minnie, which recently
arrived from the West Indies with molasses, will go to Boston and from there
to Newfoundland to take on board a cargo of dried fish for the Mediterranean.
This is ono of the most profitable voyages
for small fishing vessels at the present
time.
The

(Evening.)

7.30- Praise Service.
7 45—D3V0ti0n, led by Rev. R.T. Hack.
7.50—Offerings, Announcements, etc.
8J10— Address, John Willis Baer, Secretaty United Society.
service conducted
by
Consecreation

this

the Second

nvoninsr at

VMJ

UVl

UlMJ VI W

'-v

DROWNED
William N.

Lost

Johnston

in

•BjJ
c_.

£
fcjT

absoluteThe quality never varies; you
full measure, and the strength is
other extracts. To be convinced

secure

double

Try Bator’s Extracts just

once.

YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

&&&&&&&&&&

Rjv. Nathaniel Butler, D. D., president
Colby University, will lecture at the
next
I Sect nd Advent church,
Monday
! evening, under the auspices of the ladies
I of St. Stephen’s church. Ilis subject will

I of

^
$
^

be “Tho Use; of Literature.” Tickets ars
Short and Harmon’s.

| for sale at Loring,

caused by acid or impure condition ot
the blood, that when we hear of such
cases

Landers, Harry Merrill.
George I. R eves.
Accidents
quency

on

stings, sprains.
Oil relieves the]
safe without if

Iceton,

out-of-the-common
kinds which you will find

interesting.
There’s an entirely new
line of Swiss
ribbed
because of the good It has
done us.” Delano Leighton, Dexter, Me.

underwear,

Sarsaparilla

“That's easy!”

For illustration wo might cite thousands of testimonials like the following:

Hood’s
Is America’s Greatest Medicine, because
Bold by all druggists. $1; six for $5.

all

other

medicines

Apothecaries,

less

with V neck and
short sleeves, the pants

he New

Quarters ’Next

The stock of

third-Souvenir-gift-day.

fail.

the wanted

weights, and
popular variety

this very
of Underwear is
demand

and

CaliantCommanderCapt.

THE THREEPUUMED CREST

of vhe Princess
of Wales is the
trade mark of the

This wonderis
Corset
ful
worthy of any
mark of nobility the makers
might choose
to put on it.
By its creation
of
thousands

Fri-

Munsing factory, high
neck, long sleeves, ankle
length, at 50c the suit.
The “Sterling” Union

nent Mason, was presented a few days
ago with a magnificent Masonic jewel as
token cf tho esteem in which lie Is held
by his brother railroad men.

Suits

a

flossed at top.
White and drab, sizes 18 to 30,

to

The “New Idea” Paper Patterns.
juuuj

We

“style
as

are

are as

in

The gorgeous plaids in
lisle thread at

cotton and

(dropknitting) Golf and
Bicycle Stockings and the
enormous line of “Onyx”
blacks,

prices.

Out of the

many

kinds

Sale of Ladies’

Yoke
Made of choice style Prints.
back and front. White Braid trimming on
back.
Long
Strap
collar and yoke.
waist lining. 3 colorings.

SSpC.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

A.

rt ?

w

aa

Jl.wVi
& ft

Handsome Cambric. Light and dark.
Broad
Yoke is pointed front and back.
ruffle of same. Belted front. Strap back.
6
White Feather stitch broad, styles.

Choice patterns. Bretells on
Percale.
shoulders. White Braid trunnung. link
and blue colorings.

^e
*5

front.

§»8.85.

pointed

back .and

Several styles at tills pricescroll braid trimmings on black, gathered
at neck. Another is Lace trimmed.

£
liJr” ami
9 1

ment, $4.50 to $23.00.
Prices for Go-Carts (10 inch front wheels), $3.49

Yoke is
Beauties.

Percale.

££ a

department is alive with Baby
ond Co-Carts.
Coaches, with every latest improve-

f

CURTAINS.
We have

01
i'/P

beautiful and novel.

U

Jj)

invest

will do well to

the goods aro fresh and clean and everyThere aro no old,
thing is brs® dass.
goods to be disposed of, but
stock.
from tho regular
is

sbop'-worn

everything

Call early and get

a

supply.

new

spring

|

1

£|/

dainty,

£

Some

uf

Eenais-

fist

Brussels, Irish Point,
Swis3, Nets, Muslins, RufMuslins,
fled
Antiques,
Cheney’s Ruffled Nets. The
most desirable goods at the

V?

thiners

mm

in

sauce,

j|

d)
^
nr

.M

lowest cost.

ra

Jl
fiL

See our special values in
Paper-Hangings, Portieres,
Upholstery Goods, Artistic

*L

fabrices
Decorative
Window Shades.

f

Oscar ¥. Hunt

t

563 CONGRESS ST..

%

Portland,

f^

I

;

^ft

and

pj

^

Maine.

These are handsome Percale,
elaborately decorated with Lace
and Swiss embroidery.

all
Remember tbe Souvenir Spoons tliat are free to
DolOno
of
amount
the
cash purchasers of goods to
lar or more.

EGQNONJy.
A few days ago we saw

J. R. LIBBY CO.

to

styles,

goods,

$10.00.

money

new

our

ty

M,

JUS*”.

Our Basement

V LACE
\g>

Ruffle of
Percale.
Light and dark.
Bishop sleeve.
same material on yoke.
Elastic at wrist. Pocket. Extra full skirt.
Another line has fancy trimmed yoke
and collars.

S

carefully as
peruse their advertisement
All
so.
ther can save money by doing

all

at

are

•

u

have

Hosiery

Made of pretty 1 Print, yoke and collar
Braid trimmed, 13 colorings.
Full Skirt, well made.
Other styles ^t same price.

ymn

BABY COACHES AMD CO-CARTS.

year,
Having been in business just
H. Goodwin & Co., are to have a
Will
four days’ anniversary sale, commencing
this morning. Some wonderful bargains
who
will be offered and sharp buyers

and

we

select only nine to advertise.

“Columbia” Bicycles. We are sole Potland agents
Manufacturing
for the “Columbia” and all tho Pope
Wheels.
Co’s.

one

girls

Spring Wrappers.

elaborate

ANNIVERSARY SALE.

hundred
and men

a

infants.

much

collection

over

sorts, for women
and boys and
Tan

in evidence in this fine

$1.50.

effects

stitch

Costumes.
are

$1.00,

50c, 75c,
New lace

needful in Wrappers

Reception

weave.

solo

SOc

“Opportunity”

tion of tint and

ness”

“Newness” and “style”

of

x..

Night Gowns on
Six or eight
first floor today.
solid Swiss
styles, Empire yokes. Also high necks,
made
embroidery yokes, very beautiful decorations,
e
call
It
made.
well
cut
full,
of excellent muslin,
©9c
them worth $1.00. Temporary price today,

to

a

coloring, tasteful design and stylish combina-

and

woman-

~

agents in uruanu.
Price for any pattern,

Prices for

Hosiery show is

liant

“New-

WRAPPERS.

kind, and as such is hailed by
thousands who wear it and would
not think of wearing any other than
“Her Majesty’s” Corset.

Coaches

of

wonderful exhibit of bril-

I

50c

LADIES’

health,

blessing

The

Waist short Corset. 12 inch
steels. Four hooks, double busk.
Made of good
24 bones.
Two steels in each side.
corded and
Bust
with
sateen.
Jean, stripped

from the
thraldom of the
old style corset, they have secured
comfort and better form- It

MIGHT COWN
BARGAIN.

Jaeger’s

assortment

—great

“Z ANITA.” Long

pated

*

here too, and

are

“Oneita” and Dr,

50c

French gored Corset,
extra long waist. 5 hooks, double
Two side steels on each side.
busk.
Very heavily
boned, (32). The bust is boned, and prettily flossed.
The French gores over hips make the Corset easy,
pliable and self-fitting. Made of stout jean, stripped
with sateen. White and drab—sizes 18 to 30,
50c

emanci-

been

invitations
interested in

Maine Central railroad, Engineer Pearl
Kendall and Fireman James
Taylor of
Watervilie. Mr. Kendall, who is a promi-

This is

“LOUVRE

have

women

special

a new

children, from the

small

All cash

TWO CHARMING CORSETS,

celebrated, and fast becoming popular, “Her Majesty’s” Corset.

a

this

ever

There’s also

each.

“HER MAJESTY’S” CORSET.

has proven

than

in

more

stock of Union Suits for

Free to Customers.

Capt. Sigsbee.

to take this opportunity to sea tho new
home of the association.
At eight o’oiock in the evening will octo
cur tho formal
dedicatory exercises,

“Munsing”

Union Suits includes all

purchasers of goods to the
be presented
amount of One Dollar or more-in any department.-will
bowl-a picture of the Battlewith a Souvenir Spoon which has-in the
of her gallant commander
ship ftlaine, and-on the hand!e-a portrait
This is

Next Friday the new Y. M. C. A. rail
road branch will be opened in this city.
four
From ten in tho forenoon until
o’clock in the afternoon tho building will
bo open for the general inspection; both
ladies and gentlemen are cordially invited

all men

length.

year.

day.

no

or

ankle

Lowell, Mass.

Souvenirs of the Maine
her

cotton,

silk,—the

or

vests low neck and sleeve-

Sarsaparilla

it accomplishes wonderful cures when
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co.,

of

lislethread

I am telling all th9 folks how
taken.
To Purify Your Blood
much better I feel, and recommend it to
You
should
take the best medicine for the
others.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has alBO
purpose, and thousands of cures like this
benefited my wife very much. She had establish the unequalled merit of Hood’s
nervous prostration, and could not sleep Sarsaparilla.

saying

BRANCH.

RA LROAD

.u.

with distressing frefarm.
Cuts, bruises,
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Never
pain instantly.

come

the

David

like

we feel

medium
weight Knitted

ties,

in such pain

I Could Not Sleep
nights. Now I can go to bed and rest
X know
better and am free from pain.
that Hood’s Sarsaparilla has helped me
and I know it is the best medicine I have

stocks

of

standard exclusive sorts
for which this store is
famous but many novel-

try

was

Spring

1838.

Underwear and Hosiery
are ready, and the lines
not only include all the

took one bottle, I began to feel better.
Before I finished the second bottle, I
could get around the house without the
Before I tried it I
aid of my crutches.

his travels.

J

Being unadulterated they are

a

February

tho 16th of February last near Sidney.
Johnston was well known in Portland,
and a favorite with every one whom he
met. After leaving school he worked some

which, although
have been issued,

A HE

at any other time. I got her to
nights
take Hood’B Sarsaparilla, and she soon
began to sleep better and look better.
Her nerves became quieted and it has
helped her greatly. I recommend Hood’s
or

Sigsbee,

James T. Johnston of this city has just
received a letter from Sidney, Australia,
informing him that the vessel of which
his eldest son William N. Johnston was
mate, was wrecked and all hands lost on

cf

PORTLAND, April, 13,

Sydney.

Near

Cpenln?

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISED VENTS.

Troubled with Rheumatism
besides the wounds received in the army
and also with pains in my stomach.
Finally I had to go on crutches. I took
all kinds of medicine prescribed, without
much help. Three years ago I thought 1
Before I
would
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

AUSTRALIA-

IN

^

ly pure.

j __NEW

church at 7.30 o’olock.

**************

Extracts

rheumatism and other complaints

“I want to tell the great good Hood’s
Sarsaparilla has done me. I am getting
used
to be quite an old
r^an and became all
up in the army during my three years and
nine months service. I have been

Parish

in

^

a

Mr. DeWitt Phillips of Co. E. Second and the different South Sea islands.
He was a ycung man of sterling worth,
Artillery, now stationed at Fort Preble,
retired list
was put on the
yesterday, manly and straight forward, whose genial
having served the allotted time of thirty disposition made him friends throughout

styles

That?s

(Afternoon.)

tho association are invited.
have taken during the past week.
READING BY MRS. JOHN A. BELThe principal addresses of the evening
Rev. Dr. Fenn left Monday for a two
LOWS.
Ill the parlors of the W’est End hotel
Wilwill be made by President Wilson of the
weeks’ Southern trip. Rev. J. S.
several years since Mrs. Maine Centra) railroad end
yeterday afternoon, were assembl3d tho
It has been
President
liamson of Augusta, and President Hyue
Maine railroad commissioners and repre- Bellows
has delighted her friends here Lucius Tuttle of tho Boston and
Maine
of Bowdoin College will supply the pulsentatives of tho Portland and Rochester with one of her readings, and those who
system. John F. Moore of New York and
pit.
railroad and the projected Saco River were at the Advent church yesterday afH. O. Williams of Virginia, tho traveling
H. B. M. Consul J. B. Keating and
Eleotrlo road. The occasion was a hearing ternoon were very enthusiastic over the
secretaries of the railroad international
family will sail for England in June, on the
petition of the electric road for tho pleasure they enjoyed.
commilteo, and other well known Y. M.
where Mrs. Keating and the children
privilege of crossing at grade tha tracks
The first selection was the soliloquy C. A. men
and
prominent railroad
will remain and the children will comBar cf “Andrea del
Rochester at
of the Portland and
Sarto,” which Mrs. Bel- officials will also make short addresses
plete their education.
Mills.
lows read with even a deeper sense ot its endorsing tho work. Music will be interCity Auditor Sanborn, Sheriff PlumEx-Mayor J. O. Bradbury of Saco ap- Ineffable sadness than in lormer interand
mer, County Commissioner Walker
spersed among the remarks, and at the
Register of Deeds Murch have gone to peared as counsel for tha petitioners, and pretations, and in “The Bishop orders close a collation will be served.
AU
Clip.
rteoago Oil U
with him were Mr. E. B. Loring of Bos- his tomb at Saint Praexe.’s Church,”
that Walker got a 22-pound salmon.
Mr. Geo. blit;
ton. president of the company,
'•./
UUJJlVi.-JOlWU
MR. GOODY’S NEW APPOINTMENT.
General Freight Agent Prescott of the H.
Eeywood of Boston, civil engineer in ing Bishop was the nover-to be-forgotten.
&*tne Central continues to improve.
Mr. Lewis A. Goudy, who recently
of construction, ex-Mayor C. S. The other poems read were “A Lover's
Hon. C. M. Moses, recently appointed charge
his connection with the Goudy
Roberts of
Quarrel,” “De Gustabus,” “Hnbbi Bun severed
appraiser at the custom house, has been Hamilton and Mr. William A.
York County Biddeforrt who are also rockoned among
ic Kent concern, has been ofifored and
eleoted president of the
Ezra,” ‘‘Confessions,” and “Child RoAgricultural society.
the projectors. The selectmen of Buxton land,” all of which was given with much has accepted the appointment as associfor Maine of the great
Mr. A. Reid, advance agent of the were on hand
by invitation of the inter- appreciation, and with the added charm ated general agent
Zenda company is at the
Prisoner of
Mutual
Life Insurance
ested parties.
Mrs.
Bellows’s rich,
which
repressive Northwestern
Congress Square hotel.
This inthe voice lends to
G. Perry, Esq., ono of
company of Milwaukee, v>is.
road".
she
PortHall
of
the
Stephen
A.
E.
everything
SnperUjtendeqt
sure- Mr. Goudy remaining in Portland
same
at
the
land Division of the Maine Central, is counsel for the Portland and Rochester,
Next
afternoon
Tuesday
with whoso business interests and maconfined by illness to his home on Pine said the company had no objection to a
placo, Mtf. Bellows will read selections
Street.
terial welfare ho his been ciosely congranting of tho petition, providing the from fiipling.
the
crossing
total cost of maintaining
nected for many years.
READ ESTATE TRANSFERS.
should devolve Upon the electric railroad,
CONGREd-S SQUARE ANNEX.
to Portland as a
Mr. tioudy came
of
the
usual
having
and
that
precautions
These transfers have been reported:
their cars to a lull
e motorinen
At the adjourned annual meeting ol young man in ISOS), and began bis labors
th
bring
Martha E. Spear of Portland te Arthur
stop before crossing the steam car tracks, the Annex held yesterday afteincon in as a clerk in the firm of Waldron & True.
Lyman of Waltham, land at Glenwood in be tak en.
the followin' Twelve years later he started in business
Deering.
President Wescott of tho Portland and Congress Square church,
Robert G. Spear of Portland to Arthur Rochester
state- officers were elected for the ensuing yeai: for himself ar.d Irom small beginnings
Mr.Perry’s
supplemented
Lyman of Waltham, Mass., land at Gian ment with an explanation that tho point
forward until he had built
lie pushed
President—Miss Goorgietta MilliBen.
wood In Deering.
the
where the electric road is to cross
First Vice-President—Mrs. Pied How- up ore of tbo largest confeotionery and
Heman
to
Sylvester,
E.
Sylvester
Mary
tracks is very uoar the Saco laud.
steam car
manufi'eturies cast of Poston. In
both of Cumberland, land on the island River
station, and as trains run slowly
Second Vice-President—Mrs. Her.ry E. baking
of Great Chefceague.
of this year he soi l out his inthere there would fco no liability of acci- Higgins.
February
J.
Ingalls, dent. Only twelve trains a day pass that
Frank J. Sargent to Mary
Lillian M. Stockman. terests in the Gou.ly & Kent concern,
Secretary—Miss
land
in
Bridgton.
of
both
Bridgton,
crossing.
Treasurer—Mrs. George S. McKinney.
and now enters upon an entirely new
Daniel Skillings to John E. Gannon,
Gommissioner Peakes asked how often
Collectors—Mrs. E. E. Kennard and
both of Portland, land on Oxford street. it was
field of larbor where his business expericars
electric
tho
Miss Marlon U. Abbott.
proposed to run
wide acquaintance thougbout
there, and Mr. Heyward replied that a
Directors—Miss Alico Blanchard, Miss ence and
car
would be started 6very hour at each Abbie C. Trefethen, Miss Alice li. Nel- the state will
insure, his success. He
end of the route.
son.
■
has always teen reckoned as on of Porttheir
derender
commissioners
will
The
and
wide
awake
iar.d's
most
cision in a few days. As no objection has FATHER
TOenterprising
AND SON BURIED
been made to the crossing their decision
and has been identified
business men
GETHER.
can uot well be otherwise than affirmaand suooess of
with ’the organization
tive.
Thomas A. Haywood, living at 12 Madi.-—
and prosperous manufsc
some its
large
pneuson street, died Saturday from
BOARD OP HEALTH.
Uuing industries.
monia, and Monday morning his father.
The Board of Health yesterday morning
from
William Haywood passed
r.way
organized by the choice of Dr. Cummings spinal disease. The double funeral was
OFF TO It THE KLONDIKE,
If 3’ou want the best
as chairman.
There
was
a
held
afternoon.
yesterday
yesterday morning's train over the
Extract made, insist
Mr. W. C. G. Carney was ohosen health
Rov. Mr. Shop- Mountain division of the Maine Centra!
very large attendance.
upon 3'our Grocer
inspector.
herd of St. Paul’s, officiated, and Messrs. had attached to it a special car, chartered
giving you
Mr. Henry Alexander was chosen inJohn L. Shaw,
Mrs. by a Klondike party of about twenty-five
Dr. Nickerson,
of
plumbing.
spector
Hawes and Miss Harding sang several men, principally from
Augusta
and
«n all ®ure
Mr. William Sears was chosen keeper of
There was a V.aterville, for their trip across the continumbers most feelingly.
v»
fruit
public bath houses.
profusion ol beautiful lloral emblems. nent. -A irons the party were two well
flavors
The pall bearers were
Messrs. P. A. known and best liked employes of
the
USES OF LITERATURE.

jB&fcCt’S

easy,”
is readily
supposedly difficult thing
and so
So
accomplished.
completely does Hoods Saisapanlla
it

(Morning )

United States fish commissioners’
schooner Grampus hos commenced her
with his father at his coal and wood
on the Maine coast and time
summer work
on Congress street. Later he worked
several
yard
for
harbor
days
has
teen in the
the hardware
for Emery & Waterhouse,
Tho
special work in which the
past.
and dealers on Middle street. He left Emery
is
the
is
protection
engaged
Grampus
& Waterhouse to go to sea and since leavpropagation of lobsters and mackerel.
ing three years ago has never returned
VETERAN RETIRED.
between Australia
but has been sailing

Thus the farm will be kept in
the direct family for many years.
With the farm, and subject to the same
conditions, is left the sum of $5000, the years in tho United States army as a
income to be expended in tho support of
This entitles Mr. Phillips to
private.
it.
Thus a
permanent fund.is created threa-qnarters pay, three-quarters ration
at
the
church
the
on
the income to bo used by the lioir who
ladder was run up
money and three-quarters clothing allowthe
corner of India and Congress streets,
occupies the farm.
ance, which will give him an annual inAfter the payment of all other bequests come of a little over three hundred dollars
ladder men were given some exercise and
then the big ladder was run baok into the be gives the residue and remainder of a
year. Mr. Phillips served three years in
his estate to his sister Eliza W. Steole,
house.
the civil war.
of
empty one-fourth part; to hi= sister Harriet F.
Yesterday a large number
SUPERIOR COURT.
kerosene barrels were sent down to Fort B. Donueil, one-fourth part; to the chilGorges to be used by the engineer corps dren of his deceased sister, Mary Bradin mining the harbor, so it is said.
bury by right of representation, oueTuesday—In the case of Nelson Meseive
fourth part; and to Elizabeth Dearborn,
vs. Robert Mcserve. the jury returned a
PERSONAL.
daughter of his deceased sister, Hannah verdict for the defendant.
Steole, one-fourth part.
\Ym. Lyons frr plaintiff.
Mr. Lewsen, of the firm of R. M. LewA. F. Moulton tor defendant.
N3 OPPOSITION
RAIS ID.
sen & Co., left last night for New York,
In the case of Mary J. O’Connell vs.
where he will spend but a day or two, in
Cross Portland & Morris J. Creamer,
reported yesterday,
selecting goods from the latest spring Saco F. ver Electrics May
Kochcster at Grade.
the verdict was for the defendant.
to fill speoial orders which the firm

Emery.

is often Iieaid when

hour:
6.30 to 7.30—Quiet
Congress
street M. E. church, Miss Mabelle SkilFirst
Baptist
church,Charles
lings,leader;
leader; Bigh street,
H. Mosley,
Mr.
Charles Morton, leader; West Congrenot selected;
leader
Bethany
gational,
Congregational, A. J. Oliver, leader.

grain from thi9 j;ort to Hamburg.
tho Carlisle City and Nutfield,
They
Mr. Baer.
and are now on their way.
They are exRev F. M. Lamb will sing. Be sure
and bring a basket lunch for the social
pected to sail about April 21.
with everybody. The
The tug Salem went up to Clark’s ice and get acquainted
lhis is going
big chorus will be great,
the
down
to
tow
afternoon
pond Monday
to be a red letter day for Portland Enso.
stuck
it
Holbrook
and
make
got
schooner Alice
deavorers—help
in the mad, necessitating a wait for the
The last rehearsal of the chorus will ootake

ADVERTISEMENTS.__ | __NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

Threw His Cruteties Away
cure

2. SO—Praise Service.
ler .T. Emery, $1000; Children of doceased days.
led by Rev. Theo.
2.40— Devotional,
Seamen are very scarce at present and
brother, James W. Emery, $1000; Mary
the shipping men have hard work to find Smythe.
3 43—Greeting by President of Union,
Ann Emery,
brother’s widow,
$1000;
The bark Sarmiento, Capt. Wil- Rev. E. R. Purdy
them.
Thomas K. Emery, nephew, $300; Rev.Levi
2 50—Response, Rev. Mr. Lawton.
has been ready to sail for Buenos
B. Steele, nephew, $500; Win.
Emery, liams,
2.55— Singing.
for several days, but has been
Ayres
3.00—Business, Reports, etc.
nephew, $500; Chas. E. Emery, nephew
Two men were needed
a crew.
Forward Endcavorers,
waiting
3.15— Address:
F.
nepEmery,
£500;
Alpheus
Monday when Gustav Mekle, a Russian, Mrs. S. R. G. Clark
Charles
H.
nephew,
Bradbury,
hew,$500;
sabbath
Observance,
3.35—IJaper;
the articles. Ho got his outfit and
$500; Rufus H. Hinkley,5Portland, $500; signed
Gordon.
and the authorities are Miss Carrie
then ran
away
“Missionary
Enthusiasm,”
3.40— Paper:
Mrs. Caroline E. Cross,, Bethel, wife’s
looking for him. The bark is still wait- Miss Mary Morrill.
sister. $1000; Mrs. Murcia B. Stevens,
s Relation to the
crew.
her
Endeavorer
The
to
for
men
3.55—
complete
ing
Andover, wife’s sister, $1000; Henry Fox,
The Pastors.
The United States lighthouse fender Church,
4.15— Intermission.
Portland, $5C0 Edwin P.Smith, Hanover,
went on the railway' yesterday
Myrtle,
Junior Rally.
Grand
4.30—
wifo’s nephew, $509; Mary Emery Hill,
for repairs.
Social and Basket Supper.
Westbrook, grand niece, $500; George
The schooner Clara E. Randall will dis-

festival at Williams Hall tonight at Buxton, nephew, $500; Mrs. Elizabeth
which Mayor Randall and Hon. J. H. Dearborn, Buxton, niece, §500; Mrs. MinDunnell Small, Westbrook, niece,
nie
Drummond will speak.
Horatio Emery, Buxton, nephew,
There will be a meeting of the Portland $500;
Ladies’ Veteran Firemen’s Auxiliary at $500; Mary Emery Sawyer, Buxton, niece,
at
$500; Harry Warren, Westbrook, grand
Congress Hall on Wednesday, April 13,
7.30 p. m.
nephew,$250; Mildred Warren, Westbrook,
At the Keeley Institute, 151 Congress grand
niece, $250; George H. Emery,
cured.
St. drunkenness and morphinism is
Lexington, Mass., nephew, $500; James
Portland, nephew, $500;
The Cumberland Fair will be held Sep- K.
Emery,
tember 27 and 28.
Georgo M. Emery, Portland, naphow,
The
regular meeting of the Woman’s $500; Hattie A. Bradbury, Buxton, niece,
Council will be held at Mrs. Merrill’s, $500; Mr3. Julia Jewett, Portland, niooe,
Winter street, this morning at 10.30. A $500; John Herbert Emery, Buxton, nepfull attendance is requested.
hew, $500.
To the Maine Baptist Missionary conYesterday was [a warm day for the sea58 degrees.
vention, $2000 in trust for the benefit of
son, the mercury touching
The clerks, stevedores and truckers at the Baptist church in Buxton Centre.insheds corae
to bo devoted to the support of
the Maine Steamship company’s
have just presentedjnight foreman, Capt. preaching and Sunday school; Portland
a
very handsome Benevolent
Portland
f 500;
Walter Lowell with
Society,
Widows’ Wood Society, $500; Maine Gendiamond stud and gold watch chain.
for eral
A new horse has been purchased
Hospital, $500; Home for Aged Men,
handsome $500; Bible
Hose 2 on the hill. He is a
Society of Maine, $500;
Gorham.
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary, $500.
roan and was bought in
on
To his sister, Harriet F. B. Dunnell
The committee of the city council
met yesterday afternoon and her
new buildings
husband, Joseph Dunnell, is

Greenleaf
Royal Arch chapter was
last night by Mr. Smith,
visited
officially
of
the grand king of the Grand Chapter
A banquet was Eerved during
Maine.
the evening.
afterHays truck was tried yesterday
The big
noon
by the fire department.

Up

The mackerel season Is about to open
The will of tho late Mark P. Emery,
and very shortly a big fl et of vessels,
for
filed
was
yesterday.
probato
Esq,,
will be startRufus employing hundreds of men
The will is dated March 6, 18P4.
fish. The first
this
of
off
in
search
ing
II. Hinkley, Esq., is made tho executor
vessel to
leave Portland this year was
bf the estate.
will fit out
Eliza the Flora Nickerson, which
The bequests are as follows:
in Boothbay and then cruise southward.
B.
F.
Harriet
ft’. Steele, sister, $1009;
twin vessel, of
John Seavy’s
Dunnell, sister, $1000; Children of de- Capt.
which landed more maokerel
Boothbay,
jeased
sister, Mary Bradbury, $1000;
on the coast last
Hannah than any other schooner
deceased sister,
Children of
season, will also be off shortly' for the
brothof
deceased
Children
Steele, $1000;
fishing grounds. Capt. Ben Spurling.is
ir, Rufus Emery, flOOOj Children of dethe Lizzie Maud into shapepmd
based
brother, Horace Emery, $1000; getting
will also be headed southward in a fow
Children
of deceased brother, Aiexan-

a

and transactedjroutine business.
The ladies’ aid of the Church of the
afternoon with
Messiah will meet this
Mrs. W. O. Pricher. 163 Newbury street.

Picked

Shore.

Legacies.

Eastman Eros. & Bancroft.
■Will H. Goodwill & GO.
Oscar K. Hunt.
Ci y of Portland,
mven. Moore. & Go.
J. K. I.ibby Go.
J. lj. Palmer.

Has

Bequests and Many Family

NEW

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION*

HARBOR NOTES-

of scientific information with troublesome
SUE TOLD ABOUT NANSEN.
JNIiss McCobb simply tolc
Latin terms.
Miss Mary McCobb in her breezy, charboyish
her audience about Nansen the
of
attention
acteristic style held the closest
enthusiast; about the Nor
hearted,
light
a large audience at the
Congress Square
beei
wegian adventurer whose life has
church last night.
She lectured on Nanhair breadth escape! 1
one long series cf
who
the
explorer
sen,
great Norwegian
Her lecture i:
and daring undertakings.
has been further north
than any man
punctuated with laughable anecdotes ant
excrops out some of 1 ht
living unless it be Andree the balloon
here mid.
there
observations of
thi
plorer who has not been heard from for bright and witty
not a dull minute it
was
There
months.
There was nothing dry or un- lecturer.
Miss McCobb's talk on Nansen and om
interesting about this lecture. There were of tho most pleasing things about it wa:
reno
no long pages of biographical data,
the very happy way in which it was de
lating of uninteresting facts nor mixiug

a

$30.00

last

summers

suit come out of a trunk

riddled with moth holes.
It went to the ragman
for 50 cts.
of Gum Camphor
10 cts. worth of Moth Marbles
last October would have

05 „t«
or

worth

saved S29.50.

THE MOR AL IS

BUY MOTH KILLERS
AT

HAY'S piling, Ills si.

